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VABSTRACT
Informal Helpers:
An Exploratory Study of a Role and Its Contexts
(September 1976)
David H. Walker, B.A., Pennsylvania State University
M.S., University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor David M. Todd
A descriptive, exploratory study was conducted with 13
informal helpers in university dormitories. A nomination and
interview process was used to identify persons who frequently
provide support or assistance to others without regard to
duty or compensation. Such helpers are viewed as an import-
ant community resource, which might be enriched through pre-
ventive intervention, given an appropriate knowledge base.
Existing research provides few guidelines.
The general goal of this study was to propose and illus-
trate a systematic procedure for defining and understanding
the complex activities of informal helpers. Drawing on an
interactional role perspective derived from work in both
organizational and community psychology, the following speci-
fic goals of the present study were formulated: (1) to de-
scribe the role dimensions of a given number of helpers in a
specific setting; (2) to describe the nature of the personal,
interpersonal, and setting influences on this role; and (3)
where possible, to discuss the interaction of these variables
vi
in determining the helping role.
Each of the 13 respondents was interviewed about their
helping role, developmental history, perceptions o£ their
setting, personal self concept, and the scope and nature of
their interpersonal relationships. Based on these inter-
views, the helpers' roles are summarized in terms of 11 de-
scriptive dimensions and their interrelationships. Influ-
ences of the personal, interpersonal, and setting contexts
of this role are illustrated by detailed presentation of four
cases. Several important dimensions were observed within
each major context for each helper. Important similarities
and differences in the helping roles of these four helpers
were analyzed in terms of variations in the context dimen-
sions and major contextual patterns that were observed. Dis-
cussion focused on the potential use of this analytical frame-
work for comparing other helping roles in other settings, and
on the implications of this interactional system approach for
designing future research and developing preventive interven-
tions with informal helpers.
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PREFACE
The present research on informal helping originated from
three major influences: an interest in consultation, a
strong belief in preventive interventions , and numerous re-
warding personal and professional contacts with persons I
have come to call informal helpers. These helpers were in-
volved in providing support and assistance to others in a man-
ner that appeared to exceed the average expectations of duty
and friendship. Often they seemed to be involved with per-
sons who could not or would not seek help from more profes-
sional sources. Many of their helping contacts came at a
considerable expense to their own time and personal pursuits.
After a period of time I have become convinced that in-
formal helpers could provide an important focus for prevent-
ive community interventions. I believe there is a definite
need for continued expansion of preventive approaches to com-
munity care giving, and that determining the natural coping
resources in a given community or setting is integral to such
approaches. My observations suggest that informal helpers
provide an important natural coping resource in many commu-
nities. If these helpers could be included as contact per-
sons for supportive consultations, I feel certain they
will
represent an important means of increasing the primary re-
sources of a community while causing a minimum of
disruption
in the natural flow of activities.
2When I attempted to understand informal helpers and
their activities, it became quickly apparent that no single
construct such as life style or a personality profile would
provide a sufficient explanatory framework. The informal
helpers with whom I was acquainted included high school
teachers, teenagers, university faculty, school dropouts,
lawyers, secretaries, and graduate and undergraduate univer-
sity students. They differed widely in religious, social,
and political orientations. A thorough search of the avail-
able literature produced only a smattering of articles per-
taining to informal helpers. None focused on helpers' per-
sonal development and their daily functioning in a natural
setting. The present research was designed to begin to un-
derstand who these people are, and why they are so active in
informal helping, I considered this to be an essential first
step towards my long range goal of developing effective pre-
ventive interventions that would involve informal helpers
through supportive professional consultation.
The following chapters describe an intensive study of
13 informal helpers. This study was developed to form a
working conceptualization which could eventually be applied
to a variety of informal helping roles and in different so-
cial settings. Chapter I focuses on the place of informal
helping in the life of the community and its possible role
as a basis for preventive intervention. Chapter II intro-
duces an "interactional framework" as a means of developing
3a comprehensive understanding of the complex informal helping
process. This perspective is then used to present brief re-
views of the literature pertaining both to informal helpers
and to the more general dimensions of informal helping be-
havior. Chapter III reviews the specific context and goals
of the study and Chapter IV presents the methodology. Chap-
ter V draws on case materials to present some descriptive di-
mensions of the informal helping role. Chapter VI presents
four cases to illustrate the interaction of personal, inter-
personal, and setting variables as they influence the infor-
mal helping role. Chapter VII reviews the conceptual analy-
sis of the helping role presented in this study and discusses
its implications for both research and preventive interven-
tions with informal helpers.
4CHAPTER I
Community and Sources of Social Support
Social support is an essential component of the effect-
ive community process. Mutual aid among community members
has existed from earliest times, but with society's increased
sophistication has come an ever- expanding professionalism in
the support and care-giving process. At the inception of the
helping professions a conceptualization of support existed
that emphasized a direct and remedial approach to personal
dysfunction. More recently the professional approach has ex-
panded to include the concepts of indirect and preventive ap-
proaches. As Cowen (1973) argues, the passive approach of
waiting to intervene until a person or system has become dys-
functional is no longer wholly suitable given the current
press of human problems. Cultural, financial, demographic,
and educational factors all serve to limit traditional thera-
peutic interventions to a narrow segment of the population in
need. When they do elect to seek help from professional
agencies, people are frequently frustrated or rejected out-
right because of complicated application procedures and con-
straints and pressures on overworked personnel (Weiss, 1973).
The paraprofessional movement has been a partial answer to
these needs, but, as Andrae and Burstein (1973) illustrate,
persons who seek out a professional clinic are often disap-
pointed at being "relegated" to a paraprofessional regardless
of ethnic or economic compatability
. I believe that, while
it is important to continue developing a full range of pro-
fessional services, it is imperative that we expand our un-
derstanding of indirect and preventive approaches to develop-
ing individual and community support. Further I consider the
informal support process of a community to be a primary focal
point for such approaches.
A Definition of Informal Support
Before we can discuss intervention, it is necessary to
understand the nature of informal support. Informal support
is a process that everyone has experienced in some form. It
can range from providing a small favor to helping someone
cope with a major emotional crisis. The availability of in-
formal support, when effective, reduces the demand on already
overburdened professional services. If informal support is
not available, the difficulties encountered in seeking pro-
fessional support may delay the help seeker's return to an
optimal adjustment. In more extreme instances, major dys-
function may result in the help seeker's complete removal
from the natural setting. The advantage of informal support
is it enables the individual to cope with the daily chal-
lenges before they significantly disrupt his or her daily
routine. Additionally informal helping diminishes the "stig-
ma" attached to seeking professional help, is inexpensive,
can result in a mutual exchange of benefits for both helper
6and help seeker, and, most importantly, is a resource natur-
ally available to the help seeker in his/her setting.
Formal conceptualizations are available which serve to
further define the functional aspects of informal support.
Caplan (1973) suggests that support can entail three major
functions: 1) helping the individual to mobilize his or her
own psychological resources to cope with a problem situation;
2) helping the individual directly by completing part of the
task; and 3) providing the individual with the tools, skills,
materials, and cognitive guidance necessary to improve his or
her ability to deal with the challenge. For the sake of sim-
plicity in the present discussion, a distinction proposed by
Craven and Wellman (1973) will be used. Caplan's first sup-
port function will be referred to as emotional support while
his second and third functions will be combined under the
term instrumental support.
Research on Sources of Support
Thus far the argument favoring the informal support pro-
cess as a focal point for preventive interventions has been
an intuitive one. Those who favor further development of
professional direct care services have suggested the exist-
ence of increasing social anomie caused by the rapid techno-
logical development and high mobility in Western cultures.
This has led many people who would have once received support
from extended families and stable friendship groups to depend
7on institutional services for support. Representative re-
search from a variety of perspectives, however, has empha-
sized the crucial nature of the informal support exchange.
In their national survey of help seeking, Gurin, Veroff,
and Feld (1960) noted that only a little more than half of
those who recognized a need for help sought out any form of
professional service. Demographic comparisons indicated that
positive coping responses were more likely to occur in the
younger, better educated, and more financially secure popula-
tions. Overall results indicated that over fifty per cent of
the people made no active response (self-help or help- seeking)
when they experienced difficulties. Of the one- third who ac-
tively sought help, the majority consulted informal sources
of support, while less than five per cent consulted mental
health professionals.
A few research examples of such informal helping do ex-
ist. In an investigation of healthy and unhealthy outcomes
following a premature birth, Caplan (1960) found that parents
in the healthy outcome situation were able to seek help from
a variety of sources, particularly family, friends, and rela-
tives. Parents in the unhealthy outcome situation were less
able to seek or accept help from others because caregiving
was limited by physical distance and psychological conflict.
Caplan' s results indicated that those who were successful in
seeking help from one group of informal contacts were likely
to be successful in gaining help from other groups as well.
8Croog, Lipson, and Levine (1972) found that men conva-
lescing from their first heart attack used informal sources
of support far more than formal sources of support. It
should be noted that respondents were not distinguished from
each other by their unique individual experiences of their
heart attacks, only by them being the first major illness.
In addition all respondents were under the care of a physi-
cian so help seeking was only necessary for instrumental and
emotional needs other than needs for direct medical care. Of
the total sample of 293 men, 11% made no contact with any for-
mal helping service while reports of helping contacts with
informal sources (family, friends, neighbors) ranged from 51%
to 84% of the sample. Of the 28% who sought formal sources
only 13% used more than one source. Only 6% of the total
sample sought out formal sources for emotional support (cler-
gy and psychiatrists) while 12% looked to formal sources for
instrumental support (unemployment, welfare and cardiac re-
habilitation) . Demographic variables were not a factor in
the selection and evaluation of informal support sources.
Family, friends, and neighbors were all highly ranked in
their provision of emotional support, while neighbors and
family ranked highest in the provision of instrumental sup-
port. Similar to Caplan's (1960) results, support from one
informal source was strongly associated with support from
others
.
There is also evidence that support remains an important
9function of family and friendship even in a mobile society.
Citing interview data from both Hungary and the United States,
Litwak and Szelenyi (1969) found that family, friendship,
and neighbor ties were survived despite frequent breaks in
contact. Distant ties were maintained by rapid communica-
tions and neighboring patterns continued to be established
despite frequent turnovers. Informal support remained a sig-
nificant component of all of these contacts. Similarly in a
probability sampling study carried out in a large Toronto
borough, Wellman ejt al^. (1971) found that the majority of
their respondents reported informal support was available.
Of the 845 adults interviewed, 60.3% reported informal sup-
port was available for "everyday" issues while 81.3% reported
informal support was available for emergency situations.
Available support was not related to social or demographic
characteristics, but it was strongly associated with the
quality of the relationship that existed between the help
seekers and their intimates (i.e., family, friends, and
neighbors)
.
Other research examples will be included in the next
chapter, but these studies illustrate that informal support
can provide an important coping resource. Since this re-
search begins to provide us with important insights into the
specifics of the informal support process, it would seem ex-
pedient to develop preventive interventions designed to rein-
force and foster the informal support systems of a given com-
10
community. Informal helpers are a known, but relatively
little studied, aspect of the informal helping process. I
believe they represent a promising link between informal sup
port systems and preventive interventions. The next chapter
draws on an interactional or ecological perspective for
studying the informal helping role. Since this perspective
has been explicitly developed by some as a basis for social
intervention, it offers a promising analytical tool for
studying and supporting the role of informal helpers.
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CHAPTER II
INFORMAL HELPING AS A ROLE: AN INTERACTIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Thus far informal helping has been discussed as a common
exchange that might occur among any set of relatives, friends
or neighbors. The present study, however, is not concerned
with the incidence of helping behavior in the general popula-
tion. Instead the focus is with certain individuals who en-
gage in frequent and regular patterns of helping behavior.
It is this role and the person who performs it that is re-
ferred to here as an informal helper. The present study ex-
plores the origins and nature of the helping activity of
these informal helpers. The present chapter introduces a
framework, labeled an interactional perspective
,
as a prefer-
ed orientation for developing a comprehensive understanding
of the origins and process of the helping activity as a basis
for social intervention. Following a statement of this per-
spective, a review of the existing research on both informal
helpers and on informal helping as it occurs in the general
population will be presented.
The Interactional Perspective
The interactional perspective, as presented here, refers
to a conceptualization of behavior as a function of both per-
sonal and environmental (social and physical) factors in dy-
namic interaction over time, While various viewpoints within
12
psychology represent this perspective, or key aspects of it,
two recent statements by Kahn et a]_. (1964) in organizational
psychology and Kelly (1968) in community psychology are per-
haps the most comprehensive . ^ Designing interventions for
complex behaviors in natural settings is a primary focus in
both viewpoints.
The importance of Kahn and his associates' work for the
present study lies in their focus on roles, rather than iso-
lated behavior, and their view of role performance as a func-
tion of complex, interacting forces over time. The construct
of role has long been used as a linking concept between indi-
vidual and social systems levels of analysis (Semelser ^ Sem-
elser, 1963). Extending this concept to the study of stress
in formal organizations, Kahn et^ al_. proposed that role per-
formance be viewed as a function of a continuous interaction
of personal, interpersonal, and organizational factors across
time. They demonstrated that stress is a function of con-
flict or ambiguity among the various sources of expectation
or demand for performance. Although this theory was develop-
ed with a formal organizational framework, I am suggesting
that the regular patterns of helping of informal helpers can
also be viewed as a role, and that this role can be under-
^Reviews by Pugh (1966) and Lichtman and Hunt (1971) of
the organizational literature and Weinstein and Frankel
(1974) in the community literature support the contention
that Kahn and Kelly provide the most comprehensive statement
of the interactional perspective in their respective fields.
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stood as a function of the continuous interaction between the
helper and his or her environment.
Kelly's (1966) conceptualization of an ecological psy-
chology extends the interactional perspective to behaviors
beyond those which occur strictly within an organizational
setting. Kelly based his thinking on field biology which
suggests that all living things exist in an interdependence
with their environment. Translated into psychological terms,
Kelly suggests that behavior is a function of an integrated
simultaneous influence of personal variables, interpersonal
variables, and variables deriving from the normative and phy-
sical aspects of the environmental setting. The advantage of
the interactional perspective is it is both comprehensive and
dynamic. Behavior is not viewed simply as a function of a
unitary construct but rather as a function of the full range
of internal and external experiences of the person as they
develop throughout life.
In a given instance, however, a single variable may be
most influential because of recency or magnitude of impact.
In the present study, for some informal helpers, personal
variables might be an overriding determinant of this behavior.
For others situational variables might be most important. The
advantage of the interactional perspective is its comprehen-
sive nature which reduces the probability that important in-
fluential variables will be overlooked.
In developing their respective interactional views.
14
both Kelly and Kahn sought, in part, to provide a basis for
effective and comprehensive interventions. The present study
has a similar long range goal. Helpers' activities are pre-
sented in terms of an informal helping role. The origins and
process of this role are explained as a function of both per-
sonal and environmental variables.
Research on Informal Helpers
It is surprising to discover that informal helpers have
not been studied systematically since they are an obvious and
valuable component of community support systems. The exist-
ing literature is quite limited and what work is available
makes little attempt to develop an integrative approach. The
only general typology of informal helpers has been proposed
by Caplan (1973) . He suggests that informal helpers are of
two types: generali sts and specialists . He considers gener-
alists to be those helpers who are able to provide assistance
to people in a wide variety of situations and who appear to
have a broad knowledge and wisdom concerning human affairs
and community resources. He views specialists as having suc-
cessfully undergone a specific life challenge which allows
them to help others do the same. Noting the limitations of
such general categories, Caplan suggests that we will not
understand the informal helping process until "in-depth"
studies of helpers and their activities are carried out.
No systematic studies have attempted to integrate the
15
personal, interpersonal, and setting correlates of the role
of informal helpers. Some writers have commented on the
apparent presence of informal helpers in a particular social
setting or community. In observing social patterns in New
York City welfare hotels Shapiro (1971) noted that certain
individuals would take on various types of helping roles,
such as cooking for others, caring for the sick, and gener-
ally offering emotional support. These people were usually
women who often appeared to be taking a "mother" role for
their "families." In a study of suburban Levittown, Cans
(1967) indicated that helpers who organized groups to bring
people together most often had special interests when they
move in, or had received assurance from others that a given
group was needed and would be supported. Such studies offer
some insight into the way personal, interpersonal, and set-
ting influences interact to shape the informal helping role,
but, because of their broad focus, they lack the detail ne-
cessary to develop a specific understanding of helpers and
their roles.
A small number of other studies have focused more direct-
ly on the activities of helpers. However, because they have
been restricted to a particular event or type of helping sit-
uation, such as lay consultation to psychiatric patients
(Lieberman, 1965), aiding Jews to escape Nazi Germany (London,
1970), civil rights activism (Rosenhan, 1970), and widows
counseling widows (Silverman, 1969, 1970), their findings are
16
limited. In Silverman's study, limited interest and activity
in their own homes led widows to take on salaried jobs in
community work. Through these positions they came in contact
with and joined Silverman's volunteer widow to widow counsel-
ing program. In the context of the program these widows con-
tacted recent widows, provided emotional support and directed
them to services that would be useful. Aside from this brief
role description, Silverman provides little insight into the
development of these women as helpers.
On the other hand, Liberman (1965) provides a fairly ex-
tensive profile of his inf luentials - - community members in
Baltimore identified as being instrumental in referring indi-
viduals to a psychiatric hospital. He noted that influentials
tended to be non-protes tant , to have had a prior experience
with a mentally ill person in their own family, and to be
older, of a higher socioeconomic class and more residentially
stable than those they influenced to go for help. There were
strong in-group influences for males, Jews, Catholics, and
upper and lower socioeconomic classes. Major limitations of
Liberman' s study were influentials were contacted only by
telephone, there was no exploration of the interpersonal dy-
namics between the influential and influencees, and there was
no knowledge of how the influential may have helped, other
than to suggest referral to a psychiatric hospital.
London's (1970) and Rosenhan's (1970) studies stand
apart due to the extreme degree of threat faced by the helper.
17
Based on extensive retrospective interviews, London noted
that Christians who aided Jews in their escape from Nazi
Germany tended to have a strong sense of adventure in their
personal lives, a strong identification with a moral parent,
and a sense of being socially marginal in relation to the
broader society. In his study of civil rights activists,
Rosenhan (1970) found that those committed to long-term in-
volvements (as opposed to periodic or occasional involvement)
tended to have: 1) a long and continuous positive relation-
ship with at least one parent; 2) socialization not only to
ethical values but also to action; 3) less verbal assertion
of their social concern and self-importance; and 4) less ex-
perience in psychotherapy. While these studies approach an
interactional model, similar dimensions would not necessarily
be found in persons helping routinely in their natural set-
tings
.
One study that has specifically investigated the activ-
ities of non- specialized informal helpers in a daily situa-
tion is Dana, Heyen, and Burdett's (1974) survey of college
student helping and support patterns. Comparisons were made
between specific students nominated as peer helpers and ran-
domly selected students who were able to recall a helping
incident. It was discovered that both groups dealt with
equal numbers of problems concerning heterosexual, family,
drug, suicide, and miscellaneous crises. Identified helpers
saw more crises related to pregnancy, abortion, violence.
18
alcohol, and death, while randomly selected helpers saw more
problems dealing with college living and academic difficul-
ties. Additionally, identified helpers responded with direct
action in significantly more of their helping interactions
than did random helpers. While providing some interesting
insights into the activities of informal helpers, more com-
plete information is needed before a sense of their role can
be developed.
In their discussion Dana e^ al_. suggest that identified
helpers could be described as having more understanding, em-
pathy, positive regard, and openness. Unfortunately these
comments concerning helper characteristics, while making good
intuitive sense, were not substantiated with any detailed
findings relating to the personalities of the helpers. In
addition most of the interviewing was quite brief and was
conducted solely by telephone. The absence of detailed re-
porting of personal and social setting variables influencing
the helpers permits only limited speculation as to how these
variables might contribute to the development of the helper
role
,
While the above studies do touch on some of the person-
al, interpersonal, and setting correlates of the informal
helping role, none of them attempts a complete description.
More importantly, none of the studies was developed from a
completely interactional framework, Consequently the nature
of the interactional correlates of the informal helping role
19
remains largely unanswered. Given this dearth of informa-
tion, the literature on general informal helping behavior was
examined to determine if some correlates of the general pro-
cess might also be applied to the informal helper.
Research on Informal Helping Behavior
Helping as an aspect of human behavior has been the sub-
ject of observation and comment since the inception of or-
ganized philosophies and religions. In their comprehensive
reviews of the social science research on the topic, both
Krebbs (1970) and Todd (1971) illustrate how investigators
have moved from concentrating on theories of a single inter-
nalized motivational construct such as altruism to examining
the cause and effect relationships between observable behav-
ior. Krebbs explains that, for traditional personality theo-
rists, helping behavior has been an issue of philosophical
debate rather than observable fact. He also notes that be-
haviorist theories cannot explain the development of a behav-
ior that has no obvious reinforcement value without postulat-
ing the existence of a mediating construct. Thus, approaches
which view helping in terms of social behavior, thereby side-
stepping the question of internalized motivational factors in
favor of operational social antecedents, have been the most
prolific source of research. Since the attempt to establish
social correlates of helping behavior most closely approxi-
mates the interactional approach proposed here, it was hoped
20
that a review o£ this research would provide some direction
in studying informal helpers. However, as the following
brief overview illustrates, research on informal helping be-
havior suffers many of the same limitations found in the work
that focused directly on informal helpers.
Following Krebbs' and Todd's distinctions, the litera-
ture can be evaluated by four basic categories: 1) trait re-
search, which attempts to relate personal characteristics and
willingness to help; 2) situational state research, which at-
tempts to correlate helping behavior with a person's immedi-
ate cognitive and emotional state; 3) social systems research
which examines helping behavior as a function of the indivi-
dual's subculture or social setting; and 4) interactional re-
search which looks at relationships between the personal, in-
terpersonal, and setting correlates of helping behavior.
Trait research
. This approach has most often used paper
and pencil measures to define traits that are "typical" of
helping individuals. Such work has been largely uninforma-
tive because, as Krebbs (1970) noted, design differences pro-
duce an inconsistency of results. More importantly, as Todd
(1971) points out, trait theorists ignore both population and
setting differences which could affect their results.
Situational state research . The term situational state
includes those studies which have investigated the relation-
ship of positive and negative affective states on helping and
those studies which have focused on the influence of social
21
models. Studies of affective states have attempted to corre-
late the helping response with induced feelings of success,
failure, or responsibility for personal harm through the use
of laboratory manipulations. Although positive correlations
were generally noted between helping and the success and re-
sponsibility conditions and negative correlations in the
failure conditions, such studies are limited because they do
not consider affective states in the context of the general
natural environment.
Modeling studies are also limited in their contribution
to defining the correlates of helping. Krebbs (1970) indi-
cated that positive results were obtained when the model em-
phasized the salience and appropriateness of helping, but that
positive consequences for the model did not increase observer
helping. Negative consequences for the model did, however,
reduce observer helping. While they offer some understanding
of interpersonal influences, the modeling studies add little
to the interactional perspective, since they tried to control
interaction through highly controlled procedures rather than
accounting for it. The implications of these studies' results
are limited when applied to the subjects' daily lives.
Social systems research . Studies that have taken a sys-
temic approach have investigated helping in terms of commu-
nity or cultural influences. Such studies have varied widely
in their scope. Feldman (1968), for example, suggested that
helping responses to citizens and foreigners differed in
22
cities in the United States as opposed to Greek cities be-
cause of differing cultural norms governing responses to in-
group and outgroup members. In a study of Italian families
in Boston, Cans (1960) noted that community members sought
out professional help for technical and medical problems,
but that they consistently turned to families for financial,
emotional, and psychological support. Varying peer helping
patterns were observed by Todd (1971, in press) in his analy-
sis of the social environment of a high school. Two male
peer subcultures were studied: the citizens
,
who were
oriented towards academic and formal school policy, and the
tribe
,
who were not academically oriented and whose interests
often ran counter to formal school culture. Both citizen and
tribe members were active in providing peer support within
their own group, but the citizens engaged in proportionately
more school- related helping, while tribe helping was predo-
minantly unrelated to progress in the formal structure.
While these studies are valuable to the extent they illus-
trate the importance of the context of the social system in
determining helping behavior, they obscure the influence of
the interaction that exists between the individual and the
system.
Recently some investigators have used the social network
construct to examine the relationship between the individual,
the social system, and patterns of helping behavior. The
concept of social network originated within anthropological
24
research (Barnes, 1972; Mitchell, 1971a; Wolf, 1970). It
consists of examining all of a person's known interpersonal
contacts and the nature of their relationships both with the
focus person and with each other. Social network analysis
extends beyond more conventional small group or sociometric
procedures in that it includes all_ contacts including those
that are not face to face and those that are purely instru-
mental in nature.
The social network approach alters the systems approach
to helping by allowing the investigator to work within the
framework of the person's personal community rather than re-
lying on less discriminating reference points such as geo-
graphic position or community. One of the first studies to
introduce social network analysis in a western urban setting
was Bott's (1971) investigation of social networks and con-
jugal roles in London families. Bott's findings indicated
that partners who grew up and remained in the same neighbor-
hood tended to retain closeknit individual social networks.
Individuals who were mobile tended to have looseknit social
networks, with few members being acquainted with each other.
Bott was most interested in the relationship between network
structure and the performance of marital roles. However, an
important finding in light of the present discussion was
partners with closeknit networks frequently turned to network
members for support while couples with looseknit networks
tended to rely more on each other.
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In focusing on this issue more directly McKinlay (1973)
made comparisons of the networks of utilizers and underutili -
zers of prenatal clinics in Scotland. McKinlay found that
underutilizers had large interlocking networks, where most of
the network members knew each other. Utilizers had more ra-
dical networks where a relatively small number of their net-
work members knew each other. McKinlay suggested that under-
utilizers who were situated in interlocking networks which
were internally consistent and closed to outside influences
tended to turn inward for advice and help seeking. Utilizers
with more limited access to lay consultants in the form of
network members were more likely to seek assistance outside
of their networks.
In a comprehensive body of research on urban social net-
works and informal support in Toronto, Wellman e_t a_l
. (1971)
and Craven and Wellman (1973) were able to determine that
informal support on issues of everyday stress was seen as
available for a majority of their respondents while nearly
all respondents reported the availability of informal emer-
gency support. Quality of interpersonal relationships was
shown to be a primary indicator of the availability of infor-
mal support, while demographic variables did not discriminate
respondents on this dimension. A key outcome of the network
analysis was ". . .most informal support comes from those in-
timates who live beyond the borders of ego's neighborhood"
(p. 25). This implies that informal support is most clearly
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understood by a person's network of interpersonal relation-
ships rather than more traditional geographic definitions of
communi ty
.
A critical aspect of the social network approach is the
structure of the interpersonal network, and not just the
separate relationships, affects behavior. Several structural
dimensions of social networks have been developed, but the
most important for the present discussion is the construct of
density
.
Density is the percentage of actual interpersonal
contacts or links in a person's social network compared to
the total possible number of links (Mitchell, 1971b). Craven
and Wellman (1973) drawing on their own work and other stu-
dies of support in urban social networks suggest that the
density of a person's social network influences the nature of
the available support.
Dense networks, where there are many interconnections
between network members , tend to provide more nurturant or
emotional support to the focal person. Less dense or "loose-
knit" networks where relatively few persons are in contact
with each other are likely to provide a higher proportion of
instrumental support. Craven and Wellman illustrate this
last point by suggesting that in a search for goods or serv-
ices it is best to have looseknit networks which would offer
several contact points into the community. The analysis of
network structure suggests social networks as one of the more
promising systems-oriented approaches in the investigation of
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support and helping behavior, because it views the social
network as a system or natural ecology in which the person
functions
.
While social systems approaches have contributed much
to the understanding of general environmental and interper-
sonal influences, they have usually failed to consider how
these dimensions interact with individual personal variables.
A small number of studies have made partial attempts at ex-
amining helping behavior from the individual perspective as
a function of environment. Although they have some major
limitations, these studies most closely approximate an inter-
actional perspective.
Interactional research
. Studies which have examined the
person- environment interaction have most often focused on the
issues of friendship, social role, and demographic character-
istics. Findings summarized by Krebbs (1970) suggest that
children tend to be more generous to distant acquaintances
than to close friends. A tentative conclusion was children
use generosity as an expedient method of building relation-
ships. In a study of student groups, Sawyer (1966), using
paper and pencil techniques, found that YMCA students were
most willing to help others, business students were most like-
ly to help themselves, and that social science students were
most likely to help those who could reciprocate. The most
important of Sawyer's conclusions is his suggestion that help-
ing can vary as a function of recipient, type of assistance
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required, and situation. Although somewhat limited in scope,
these findings illustrate the importance of interpreting be-
havior in terms of an interaction between the person and his
or her enduring social environment.
The studies that most closely approximated the interac-
tional framework are those of London (1970) and Rosenhan
(1970), previously noted in the overview of the literature
on informal helpers. Their results indicated that specific
interactions of personal, developmental, and to some extent
situational variables, were characteristic of the helpers in
their studies. Because they were looking at extreme cases
of helping--civil rights activism and helping Jews escape
Nazi Germany--one can only speculate applications of their
results to more routine helping situations. In particular
the extreme nature of the helping situation leads to little
understanding of the interpersonal correlates of more routine
day-to-day helping.
Implications for an Interactional Perspective
Several of the individual studies included in the gener-
al research on informal helping have investigated some as-
pects of the interactional perspective and have suggested
some possible correlates of the informal helping role. Still
there have been only limited attempts to assess the corre-
lates of helping from an integrated interactional framework.
Work on social models, friendship, and social networks have
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all suggested the importance of interpersonal correlates.
Studies which attempted to isolate personal characteristics
met with little success, while those studies which investi-
gated personal factors in terms of their broader social con-
text showed much more promise. The social systems research
emphasized the influence of the social setting on a behavior
as complex as informal helping. The social network approaches
in particular illustrated the value of considering the "sys-
tem" in terms of the structure of the individual's interper-
sonal environment as opposed to limiting one's focus to a
physical setting or geographic community. This while provid-
ing some leads and suggestions, the range of experimental
designs, subject populations, and helping events that were
reported make it difficult to develop an integrated under-
standing of the correlates of the role of informal helpers.
The goal of the present study is to develop a basis for build-
ing such an understanding.
Because the existing research has provided few guide-
lines, the present work was designed to be both exploratory
and descriptive. The purpose was not to verify previous
findings, but rather to apply an integrated interactional
approach to the analysis of the various correlates of the
role of informal helpers. Working from the perspective of
the individual informal helper, the present study examines
the interaction of personal, interpersonal, and setting vari-
ables as they affect the development of the informal helping
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role. Instead of a single type of helping event, the present
study includes a wide range of helping interactions that de-
veloped in the day-to-day existence of the helpers in their
natural setting. The final introductory chapter outlines
these correlates in terms of the specific dimensions and goals
of this study.
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CHAPTER III
DIMENSIONS AND GOALS
The present research uses a case study approach. Al-
though the individual findings provide an important level of
analysis in their own right, it is their ability to illustrate
the developmental and process dynamics of the informal helping
role which is most important. The frame of reference that
has been proposed to systematically understand helpers and
their roles is an examination of the interrelationships be-
tween the helper and a range of environmental factors across
time. One of the more comprehensive means of examining these
interrelationships is observing the interactions of three
major spheres of influence: personal, interpersonal and set-
ting correlates. This chapter describes how these major cor-
relates are represented in the specific dimensions of the
present study and presents the goals of the study as deter-
mined by these specific dimensions.
Dimensions of the Study
In the present study the interaction of personal and en-
vironmental variables that influence the helping role are
considered to constitute the context of the role. An import-
ant aspect of this role context is its representation of a
continuity of process across time. Thus it was important to
consider the major correlates of the role, in terms of both a
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developmental context and the current context.
In the present study the helpers are university students.
The developmental context is represented by a self-report of
their personal history including their personal development,
their interpersonal relationships, and the major social set-
tings that they experienced. The current context of their
role is represented by their present personal constructs, de-
termined from their self reports, their present interpersonal
relationships as represented by their social networks, and
their present environment as represented by their residence
hall setting.
Developmental context
. The detailed reporting by the
respondents of their personal development, past interpersonal
relationships, and the major settings and incidents they have
experienced is necessary to determine the importance of prior
influences on the helper's current role.
Current content
,
The setting of the present study is a
large university residence hall system which was selected be-
cause it is a relatively closed system and therefore provides
a reasonably stable and constant environment in terms of both
physical structure and homogenous nature of the population.
With setting a constant or control factor in the present
study, the range of setting influences on the helper role was
more limited than if a variety of settings had been used.
There is an obvious interrelationship between the choice
of population and setting, but the decision to investigate
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college student informal helpers was also influenced by a
number of studies that indicated peers were a significant
source of influence during the college years (Newcomb ^ Wil-
son, 1966; Boggs, 1973; Appel, Berry, § Hoffman, 1973). In
addition, Gurin, Veroff, and Feld (1960) reported that those
most likely to engage actively in problem solving were the
young and educated and Dana, Heynen, and Burdett (1973) found
evidence of the existence of an informal helping role in cer-
tain students. All suggested that college students would be
an optimal population with which to begin a descriptive and
exploratory study.
The interpersonal correlates were assessed by examining
the nature of the respondents' social networks. The advan-
tages of network analysis have been discussed elsewhere.
Using networks as a method of interpersonal analysis provides
for a systematic view of the structure of the social environ-
ment. The inclus iveness of this approach provides access to
the helpers' complete "personal community" rather than re-
stricting the focus to a single group or setting.
Goals 0 f the Study
It has been argued that increased understanding of in-
formal support patterns is an important key to improved pre-
ventive interventions and that informal helpers could form an
integral link to a community's informal support system. Ac-
cordingly, it is believed that the coping resources of a
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given community could be significantly improved if the role
of its informal helpers were understood and reinforced. An >
orientation has developed from work in both organizational
and community psychology. It suggested that an effective
means for designing interventions that focus on complex be-
havior such as informal helping is examining the behavior as
a function of the interaction of personal and environmental
variables. A review of the existing literature on both in-
formal helpers and the informal helping process from an in-
teractional perspective revealed that few consistent corre-
lates of the informal helping role have been established.
There has been only a limited discussion as to the interac-
tion of these correlates. It was believed that if this lim-
ited understanding of the major influences of the helping
role and their interaction could be developed and refined
this would provide an important step towards designing future
interventions with informal helpers.
Thus the primary goals of the present study were to: 1)
develop an understanding of the activities of informal help-
ers in terms of role behavior and to define the key descrip-
tive dimensions of this helping role; 2) to examine and de-
fine the context of this informal helping role, where context
is defined by personal, interpersonal, and setting variables
both past and present; and 3) to the extent possible to ex-
amine the interaction of these various contextual correlates
and the implications of their interactions for the helping
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role. Having done this, a generative base from which to de-
velop further interactional conceptualizations of informal
helpers and their roles both in terms of research and pre-
ventive intervention could be developed.
The specialized nature of the personal and setting di-
mensions in the present study places some obvious limits on
the breadth of application of the present results. It should
be clearly understood, however, that the present study makes
no claim that the helping role presented is a representative
model of an informal helping role. The purpose of the pres-
ent study is to demonstrate that a given helping role can be
defined by its specific dimensions, and that the context of
this role can be understood in terms of an interaction of
personal and environmental variables. A similar process of
investigation could then be applied to other helping roles in
other settings to provide a comprehensive basis for designing
interventions. Some of the specific role and context dimen-
sions observed in the present study may be substantiated by
future comparative studies, but the present study can only
suggest and not confirm that such standard role and context
dimensions exist.
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CHAPTER IV
METHOD
The basic goal of the present study was to understand a
complex portion of human activity that occurs spontaneously
in a natural setting. A naturalistic-qualitative approach
was the method adopted. The scope and nature of the ques-
tions that developed from the assumptions of an ecological-
interactionist model, and the lack of substantial prior find-
ings relating to these questions which might have formed the
basis for more controlled empirical procedures led to the
selection of the naturalistic approach. It derives most di-
rectly from the assumption that complex behavior is the re-
sult of a continuous interaction of variables that are best
understood in their natural context.
The choice of a qualitative approach was determined by
the complexity of issues and the lack of previously verified
guidelines. It was necessary to consider the influence of
several variables, but there was no certainty as to what
their relative influence might be in any given situation.
The range and adaptability available in the qualitative ap-
proach make it well suited for an exploration of these is-
sues
.
Within the qualitative framework a case study approach
was adopted since this method would provide the depth of in-
dividual understanding necessary to interpret the relative
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importance o£ the several correlates for a given helper.
Self-reports of the helpers were chosen as an appropriate
starting point. Given appropriate controls in procedure it
was felt that respondent
-based information would form the
most accurate and reliable basis for an exploratory and gen-
3
erative study. It should be noted that reliance on self-
report data limits judgments about the effectiveness of the
respondents as informal helpers. Although the selection and
interview procedures detailed below made possible some obser-
vations on this issue, the goal of this study was not to
prove the effectiveness of these helpers. Its purpose was to
understand the nature of their role and its context.
The specific instruments and procedures utilized in this
in-depth study of informal helpers and their role are pre-
sented below in two stages. Stage one details the selection
process that was used to determine the final respondent group
2The spirit of the present investigation is perhaps best
exemplified by Lofland's (1971) observation:
. . .the qualitative study of people in situ is a
process of discovery. It is not of necessity a
process of learning what is happening. Since a
major part of what is happening is provided by peo-
ple in their own terms one must find out about
those terms rather than impose upon them a precon-
ceived or outsiders scheme of what they are about.
Dean and Whyte (1969) suggest several ways of control-
ling self-report data, e.g., repeated interviews with the same
individual, knowledge of the setting, checks from other data
sources, and interviewer skills. They emphasize that object-
ive truth is less important than "what the informant's state-
ments reveal about his (or her) feelings and perspectives,
and what inferences can be made from them. . ." (p. 114).
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of thirteen informal helpers. Stage two describes the in-
depth interview process that was carried out with the re-
spondent sample.
Selection of Respondents
The selection process was designed to identify a group
of students who were active as informal helpers in their set-
ting. The goal was not to obtain a sample that would be rep-
resentative of all informal helpers that may have existed in
the setting. Rather the respondent group was selected to be
large enough and reasonably diverse so that it would imply
the range of the informal helpers who were active in the set-
ting. To avoid an idiosyncratic sample, some attention was
given to insure the respondent group would include both men
and women, and people with varying life styles, goals, and
interests. Again generalizability was not the aim since this
was an in-depth study of the development of a complex set of
role behaviors in a specific set of individuals. Thus the
respondent group was illustrative, not strictly representa-
tive. The thirteen respondents in the present study were all
university undergraduate students living in one of two low-
rise residence halls situated in a large university residence
hall complex. The general characteristics of these respond-
ents will be detailed below following a description of the
selection process.
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Setting
Two residence halls were involved: a large low-rise co-
educational residence hall housing 330 students and a small
low-rise women's residence hall housing 180 students."^ The
residence halls were part of a complex housing over 5,600 un-
dergraduate and graduate students. This setting was selected
because the writer had established good staff contacts in
these residence halls during a previous year when he had held
an administrative position in the general residential complex.
Both target residence halls had their own student government,
own student counselor group and own professional staff ad-
ministrator who resided in an apartment located in each
building
.
Peer Nomination Process
While the selection of the respondent helpers did not
follow strict sampling procedures, the selection process did
involve several checks to insure that the respondents were
active as informal helpers. Key informants, or even self-
nominations, might have been used to identify the respond-
ents. Instead a process of peer nomination followed by a
series of screening procedures was used. Peers seemed best
able to judge whether or not a certain person had been help-
'^Plans to include two high-rise residence halls contain-
ing a mixture of men's, women's and coeducational dormitories
were discontinued due to insufficient returns on the initial
survey
.
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ful to them. The selection process involved four major
steps: 1) peer nomination through the use of the Helper No-
mination Survey, 2) telephone interviews with all of the no-
minators, 3) telephone interviews with all of the nominees,
and 4) in-person interviews with a smaller group of nominees
selected on the basis of responses obtained in steps two and
three.
Helper nomination
. Permission to distribute forms and
make personal contacts with students was obtained from the
director of the residential complex involved, the residence
hall staff responsible for the selected residence halls, and
the student counselors in both residence halls. Counselors
distributed the Helper Nomination Survey to each room on
their corridor. Participation on the part of some of the
counselors was optional. Since some felt they could not dis-
tribute forms for ethical reasons, extra forms were left in
the staff members' apartments for those students who were in-
terested in the study. The Helper Nomination Survey included
a description of an informal helper, spaces for nominations
(including name, address, and relationship to the nominator)
and a brief statement concerning the procedures and purposes
of the study (see Appendix A) . Nominators were encouraged to
nominate persons (including themselves) whom they perceived
as being an informal helper or somewhat like an informal
helper. No limit was placed on the number of nominations one
person could make.
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There were 43 useable nomination forms returned from the
coeducational dormitory and 46 useable forms returned from
the women's dormitory yielding a total of 89 useable forms.
Eleven forms were invalid because they lacked sufficient
identifying information. The total number of nominees listed
was 225.
While the nomination process did produce a range of no-
minees, it was not assumed that these nominees were a repre-
sentative sample of the total potential population. Of the
total number of nominees, 127 were listed as living in the
same residence hall as the nominators, 38 lived in the local
university community, and 80 lived at a distance of 30 miles
or more from the university. The largest single category of
nominations was friends (N = 155). Floor counselors were
second (N = 31). The remainder of the nominations were dis-
tributed among immediate family members, relatives, univer-
sity staff and faculty members, clergy, and high school teach-
ers. There were also 98 nominations in the "somewhat like a
helper" category, but these nominations were not considered
in the selection process.
Since the intent was to focus on the specific target
settings, only the 127 nominations of individuals living in
the two residence halls were considered. After controlling
for duplicate nominations the total number of individual no-
minees was 83. A series of screening procedures described
below were used to reduce this total to the final respondent
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sample of thirteen informal helpers.
Nominator screening
. Nominators were contacted and the
Nominator Telephone Screening Interview was conducted.^ Per-
mission was given to use the nominator's name when contacting
the nominee. Nominators gave a brief description of the ex-
tent and nature of the nominee's helping role, and they were
asked for any additional comments or questions concerning the
study (see Appendix B)
. Notes outlining the nominator's com-
ments were taken during the conversation. Since the goal was
to obtain helpers who were generally helpful to a variety of
people, a nomination was considered strong if the nominator
indicated that the nominee helped frequently with a variety
of people and described the nominee's role as having depth
and range. Sample comments that were considered positive in-
cluded: "[she] is outgoing and easy to talk to.
.
.," "[she]
goes out of her way to help others not normally helped.
. .
"[she] is helpful to several people,
.
.
," "[he] will do any-
thing you ask. .
.
j" "[he] helps people all over the dorm."
Nominations were considered weak if the nominator described
the nominee as being helpful only to him/herself, or the
helping occurred in a single instrumental dimension (e.g.,
academic tutoring). Sixteen nominees were eliminated because
Of the final thirteen respondents one received five no-
minations, two received four, four received three, three re-
ceived two, and five received one nomination. Only four of
the respondents included one or more of their nominators in
their current network of primary relationships.
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of single self nominations, nominations by roommates, non-
serious nominations, or inability to contact the nominator.
Nominee screening
.
The remaining 67 nominees were then
contacted, regardless of the strength of their nominator's
statement, and the nominee Telephone Screening Interview was
conducted. Nominees were asked to give their reactions to
the nomination, a brief description of their helping activ-
ities, the extent of their self- identification as helpers,
and their willingness to participate in further interviews
(see Appendix C)
.
Nominees were considered to be strong po-
tential respondents if they communicated a definite self
awareness of themselves as helpers, and indicated that they
helped a variety of people in a range of situations.^ No-
minees were considered weak as potential respondents if they
could give no clear reason for their nomination, they only
saw themselves as helping one or two close friends, or if
they could only think of minor favors they had done for
others. Written notes were made of these conversations while
they were in progress. It is possible that some people were
falsely considered weak candidates because of an inability or
unwillingness to give an articulate description of their
helping activities. The great majority of the nominees con-
tacted, however, were able to make these self -assessments
with little or no hesitation. All persons were given the
are was taken so as to avoid suggesting appropriate
answers to the respondents.
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opportunity to ask any questions they might have about the
study, and all were thanked for their cooperation and told
that they might be contacted for another interview at some
time in the future.
Evaluation of nominator and nominee interviews
. When
all the nominator and nominee interviews were completed,
notes from both interviews for each of the 67 remaining no-
minees were compared. After comparing the notes from both
sets of interviews a group of thirty nominees was selected
which appeared to have the clearest evidence of being active
informal helpers. This was based on both the nominee and
their nominators stating that the nominee helped in several
ways with a variety of people. Again, this was not an at-
tempt to arrive at a statistically pure representative sam-
ple. The object was to obtain a fairly large pool of seem-
ingly diverse informal helpers that were identified by per-
sons living in the setting. Thus there was nothing absolute
about the figure of 30 nominees being selected from the
larger pool of 67. It was felt 30 would prove to be a
manageable number of respondents to screen by in-person in-
terviews to determine the final respondent sample. Judgment
was made on the basis of interview notes. Not all of the 30
nominees who were included were equal in the strength of
their nominations- -some had more depth and range to their
roles than others. However, both their self -descriptions and
their nominee statements suggested they were sufficiently
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active as informal helpers to include them for further in-
vestigation
.
All 30 members of the nominee pool that remained follow-
ing this screening process were sent letters asking for an
in-person interview. The letter reminded them of the previ-
ous telephone interview, provided a brief description of the
interview to be conducted, guaranteed their anonymity, and
notified them that they would be contacted shortly by tele-
phone to arrange a meeting time (see Appendix D)
. Nominees
were then contacted and interview times were arranged. Only
one individual declined to cooperate at this point. Thus in-
person interviews were conducted with 29 of the 30 members of
the respondent pool. Before outlining the final selection
process procedure, it will be important to consider some of
the characteristics of this respondent pool.
Character is ti cs of nominee pool . The most significant
breakdowns of this respondent pool were as follows: 9 were
men and 20 were women; 19 lived in the coed dormitory and 11
lived in the all women's dormitory; 9 held positions as
"floor counselors" while 20 held no such positions. The
first two distinctions involve a straightforward explanation
but the latter requires more explanation. More women appear-
ed in the pool because all of the residents of one setting
and half of the second setting were women. It also seemed
that women were more likely to be identified as helpers in
the present study, but the nature of the survey and selection
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process does not allow any definitive statement on this.
Second, nearly twice as many of the identified helpers were
located in the coeducational residence hall because this
residence hall was twice the size of the all women's resid-
ence hall.
In the present setting, floor counselors are people who
volunteer and are selected by a committee of residence hall
staff and their peers to act as a "counselor" for a given
floor. They function as liasons between the corridor and
residence hall administration and administer to the general
administrative and personal needs of corridor residents.
Training for their positions occurs in the spring semester
prior to the year of service. Training consists of four two-
hour workshops with one workshop held each week for four
weeks at the end of the semester. Topics which were focused
on during training included emergency intervention, attending
behavior and counseling skills, race and sex role awareness,
nature and location of university resources, and administra-
tive procedures of the university, the residence hall area,
and the specific dormitory. Given the range of topics cover-
ed and brief time available, training emphasized raising the
counselors' consciousness of issues and resources rather than
insuring competency in skills.
Despite the brevity of training, the basic definition of
an informal helper seems to be violated by the consideration
of floor counselors. There were, however, valid reasons for
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including them in the study and several checks were used to
prevent violating the definition of informal helpers. Ear-
lier it was noted that in the initial survey counselors re-
ceived 31 nominations, second only to the friends category.
Clearly peers considered floor counselors to be informal
helpers. As the screening process continued it became appar-
ent that several counselors who had been identified as infor-
mal helpers were also some of the stronger candidates in
terms of depth and range of their roles. Thus the choice was
either to include strong candidates who were also counselors
or to include people who were only somewhat like informal
helpers but did not hold counselor positions. It was de-
cided to include those informal helpers who were counselors.
Checks were developed to insure these people were active
in an informal role beyond what was expected of them in their
counselor duties. When their nominators were contacted and
when the helper- counselors were contacted, both were asked if
they felt the nominee was involved in helping people other
than those they were responsible for as counselor and if
they had been active in informal helping before becoming
counselors. If all these queries yielded strong affirmative
answers, the nominee was assumed to meet the criteria for in-
clusion in the final respondent selection pool.
Although not originally anticipated, it was felt that
the inclusion of helpers who held counseling positions might
add an important dimension to the present study. The floor
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counselor program is a unique model of community intervention
based on the identification and reinforcement of naturally
occurring informal helpers. Inclusion of members from both
groups could provide the potential for some interesting com-
parisons, although this was not the major objective of the
study. A final check was also available in the form of the
intensive interviewing procedures to be described. If the
reports of the major respondents revealed that the counselor
did violate significantly the informal role, the study could
be based solely on those respondents who were not floor
counselors. Since the goal of the study was not to establish
a pure general definition of the helping role, it was hoped
the use of floor counselors could illustrate an effective,
pragmatic, and comprehensive process for understanding the
development and process of a specific helping role.
Helping role interview. One hour, in-person. Helper
Role Interviews were conducted with the 29 people in the no-
minee pool who consented to be interviewed. All interviews
were conducted in the respondents' residence hall rooms, were
based on a semi - structured interview guide, and were tape-
recorded. The interview sought a much more detailed account
of the depth and range of the nominees' helping roles. Re-
spondents were asked their sense of self as helpers, their
reaction to the nomination, their relationship to their nomin-
ators, and the dimensions and dynamics of their helping roles.
They gave at least two detailed examples of their helping
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involvements and a brief report of their life interests and
goals (see Appendix E)
.
This selection process was designed to obtain at least
ten respondents who most closely fit the definition of an in-
formal helper and who would be willing and able to cooperate
in several more hours of intensive interviewing. It was also
intended that this final respondent sample be reasonably di-
verse, though not specifically representative of the larger
respondent pool. Thus these three factors determined the
selection of the final respondent sample of fifteen informal
helpers. The actual number of fifteen was in part an ar-
bitrary figure. By selecting fifteen respondents, at least
ten completed protocols could be obtained. To include more
than fifteen would have made the interviewing task unmanage-
able.
A goodness-of-f it of the nominees with the informal role
was determined by their ability to convey a sense of identi-
fication with their role and to describe their role as having
both depth and range. They also provided two or more detail-
ed recent helping examples as requested. People who appeared
to fit the definition less well were unable to provide two
complete examples and generally indicated some hesitancy in
identifying themselves in the helping role.
In order to meet the goals of diversity in a sample of
manageable size, four people were not included in the final
sample even though they appeared to be highly active in the
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helping role. These four included one woman counselor from
each of the two settings, and one female non-counselor from
each of the two settings. In addition, because men comprised
only a third of the nominee population (9 out of 30), some
leniency was shown in their favor in the final sample. Thus
two of the men included in the sample seemed less active as
informal helpers than two of the four women who were excluded
An additional crucial aspect to the selection process
was time. The study was carried out in the second half of
the spring semester. In order to insure completion of the
data gathering a decision on the inclusion of the nominee in
the final respondent sample had to be made at the end of each
individual screening interview. This was necessary so that
the remaining interviews could be begun with that person.
Consequently some respondents were completing their full set
of interviews by the time the final nominees were being
screened. This was not a significant problem, however, since
the final nominee to be screened was included in the final
sample of fifteen. The only potentially strong respondents
excluded were the four women mentioned above.
When a respondent was asked to continue, the nature of
the remaining interviews was explained and s/he was told a
fee of ten dollars would be paid at the completion of the
interviews. A verbal agreement was made and a time set for
the next interview. In situations were the respondent was
not continued, s/he was thanked for the interest and partici-
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pation and given the opportunity to ask any questions.
Characteristics of tjie respondents .^ Thirteen people
from the final respondent sample completed the study. One
male non-counselor from the coed dormitory and one female
counselor from the women's dormitory completed only the Help-
ing Role Interview due to deaths in their families. Again,
this final group of respondents was selected as a range of
those nominated and were not considered to be a representa-
tive sample of informal helpers or the more general college
student population. Eight of this group were women; five,
men. Four women were counselors, four did not hold floor
counselor positions. Two men were counselors and three were
not. There were two women counselors and two women non-
counselors from the women's dormitory. Two male counselors
and two female counselors lived in the coed residence hall.
Three male and two female non-counselors also lived in the
coeducational residence hall.
All four class years were represented in the respondent
group, with the majority in their junior year. All were
Caucasian which largely reflected the minimal representation
of minority students in the setting. Three minority students
at least were included in the original nominee pool of 30.
One was eliminated because she was a foreign exchange student
''Respondent characteristics are reported here only in
general terms. Individualized descriptions are available in
Chapter VI and in Appendices J-R.
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and significantly older than the rest of the respondents (age
29). A second minority student, who was a counselor in the
all women's dormitory, was eliminated since three counselors
had already been selected from that setting. The third mi-
nority student was in the final sample but she was one of the
two who could not complete the study due to a death in the
family.
Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant religions were all rep-
resented. Fathers' occupations ranged from equipment repair
to corporate executive. Some mothers held jobs, others did
not. Home communities varied from suburban to small town.
Respondents' academic majors were either undeclared or
tended toward help-related professions-
-nursing
,
psychology,
teaching, and sociology. Some of the respondents were active
in major campus organizations such as sports, music, or
theater, but not all. Some were active in volunteer work
outside the university setting while others were not. Some
supported traditional life styles and values, while others
had adopted various "counterculture" life styles. Thus,
while the respondents cannot be considered to be a represent-
ative sample of a general university population, neither can
they be identified as a homogenous group of college students.
These individual differences have important implications for
the interactional perspective to their informal helping roles,
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Intensive Interviewing
Although the Helping Role Interview was used as a
screening device, it was also considered to be a part of the
more intensive interview process since it provided a signifi-
cant amount of information concerning the dimensions of the
respondents' informal helping role. Two more detailed inter
views were conducted to assess the influence of the respond-
ents' interpersonal relationships on their roles and the re-
spondents' personal history on the development of their
helping roles.
Interpersonal Influence
To assess the extent and nature of the respondents' in-
terpersonal relationships, a three-stage Social Network In-
terview was conducted.^ In stage one, or mapping
,
respond-
ents were asked to draw schematic representations of their
interpersonal relationships which depicted the relative
closeness of these persons both to the respondent and to
each other. In stage two respondents were asked to construct
a simple density matrix including all relationships listed.
They were then asked to indicate on the matrix which network
"Although a variety of quantitative social network mea-
sures have been developed, only two were used in the present
study: range (total number of network members) and density
(a ratio comparing the actual number of interpersonal con-
tacts or links in a person's network and the total possible
number of links) (Mitchel, 1971).
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members were acquainted and which were not. (Simplified ex-
amples of a social network map and a density matrix including
computations are available in Appendix F).^ In stage three
of the Inquiry Interview respondents were asked to describe
the individual relationships they had listed. Emphasis was
placed on the degree of closeness to the respondent, frequen-
cy of interaction, type of interaction, perceived similarity,
physical proximity, and extent and nature of the support dy-
namics in the relationship (see Appendix H)
.
Personal Development
To assess the respondents' personal development, their
present self -concept
,
and their reactions to their present
setting, a Personal Development Interview was conducted.
Questions focused on personal and role development, coping
skills, self -concept
, and reactions to their setting, the
counselor role, and the concept of supportive professional
intervention for their helping roles. Any gaps or inconsist-
encies in previous interviews were clarified (see Appendix I)
Procedure : Intensive Interviewing Phase
Both the Social Network and Personal Development inter-
9The density scores and network maps were found to add
little to the understanding of the respondents' social net-
works beyond what was determined from the descriptive reports
Thus these results have not been included in the main body of
the discussion. A brief account of these results and their
relative importance is presented in Appendix G.
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views were conducted with the final respondent group of 13
informal helpers. Interviews times were set according to the
respondents' scheduling preferences. Four to eight hours
were required to complete a full individual protocol. Number
of meeting times per respondent ranged from three to six.
Appointments were missed only twice with one being the result
of a scheduling misunderstanding. Interviewing took place
during the final two months of the spring semester.
When the respondents completed their final interviews,
they were thanked, paid their ten-dollar fee, and asked
for any additional comments or questions. When all inter-
views were completed, a general feedback session was held in
a meeting room of one of the residence halls.
Analysis
Verbatim, typed transcripts were made of all taped in-
terviews, In addition to the social network maps and density
matrices, there were more than 1,000 pages of raw data. The
verbatim transcripts were transformed into working summaries
of approximately one-half the length of the original trans-
cripts. In developing the summaries, all of the respondent's
comments pertaining to a specific topic or question were
placed under a single heading. All substantive quotes were
included in the summaries in their original form. Extrane-
ous or repetitious material was edited or summarized. The
summaries were written in the form of reports on each re-
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spondent with a text accompanying the quotes in each section.
All transcription and summarization was carried out by the
investigator. The organization of these summaries formed the
first level of analysis.
Summaries were then reviewed in detail several times us-
ing an interactional perspective. Specific attention went to
the dimensions of the helping role the respondents described
and to the interaction of correlates that led to the develop-
ment of this role. The final presentation of the data rep-
resented a compromise between two extremes. Presenting each
case in detail was too cumbersome while summarizing the find-
ings from all 13 respondents under relevant topics resembled
a Russian novel more than a research report. The final de-
cision was to present the material in two stages as represent-
ed by Chapters V and VI. To avoid undue repetition, "results"
and "discussion" were developed simultaneously in the two
chapters. Chapter V presents 11 major dimensions of the in-
formal helping role that emerged from a review of the role as
presented by all 13 respondents. These dimensions are first
described and then the interaction among these major role di-
mensions are discussed. Chapter VI presents in detail four
selected respondent cases to illustrate the developmental and
current contextual correlates of the helping role.^^ These
are presented first in terms of the interactions of the di-
'^Brief profiles of the remaining nine respondents are
presented in Appendices J-R.
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mensions presented in Chapter V and then in terms of patterns
of interaction between the major correlates (personal, inter-
personal, and setting).
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CHAPTER V
DIMENSIONS OF THE INFORMAL HELPING ROLE
This descriptive study sought to identify the key dimen-
sions which describe and differentiate informal helping roles
This chapter presents the dimensions observed to be most sig-
nificant in characterizing the content and dynamics of the
roles of the 13 respondent informal helpers. As suggested
previously, these dimensions were determined post hoc. In
addition to their more direct descriptive value, these dimen-
sions are important as general constructs which could be ap-
plied to comparative descriptions of the informal helping
roles as it is observed in a variety of settings.
Eleven major dimensions were developed: 1) Frequency,
2) Time Span, 3) Content Area, 4) Magnitude, 5) Degree of
Emergency, 6) Nature of Support, 7) Breadth of Skills, 8)
Proximity of Help Seeker, 9) Interpersonal (Helper-Helpee)
Relationship, 10) Method of Initiation, and 11) Style of
Helping. These dimensions will be defined in the following
section and then potential interrelationships are discussed.
Description of Dimensions
Frequency
.
Frequency refers to how often the helper be-
came involved in helping events. The frequency of helping
reported ranged from "night and day.
. .it's a constant
thing," to "about once a week."
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Time span. Time span refers to the total time elapsed
from initiation to completion of an individual helping in-
volvement. Most reported helping interventions averaged from
one to three weeks in duration. In most cases three to four
face-to-face contacts were involved. The range of time span,
however, was quite broad and ranged from a single contact of
little more than an hour to months and even years. These
latter situations could more accurately be considered a
series of recurring situations with the same help seeker.
Content area
. Content area refers to the subject or
focal area of the problem situation. The list below provides
a sense of the content areas possible, although it is not
comprehensive since it is based on examples given by respond-
ents rather than detailed listings from them. The numbers
following the major content areas indicate the number of ex-
amples in which this content area was given.
Academic (1)
Violence (1)
Drugs (1)
Death (1)
Parental Conflict (1)
Medical (1)
Interpersonal (roommate, marital, friendship, and dating
conflicts) (7)
Personal (poor self -concept
,
loneliness, rejection, de-
pression (11)
Favors (lending money or goods, providing transportation)
'•-'Totals for "Favors" are not presented. Although each
respondent mentioned several such incidents, they were not
considered in tabulating major helping examples.
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This listing suggests that the helpers were primarily
involved in general personal and interpersonal problem situ-
ations. However, the nature of the interviewing called for
examples that involved a certain amount of detail. Thus re-
spondents were more likely to offer examples that included a
considerable amount of interaction around complex personal
and interpersonal issues.
Magnitude
.
Magnitude indicates the size of the helping
task required, i.e., academic problems could range from
selection of a course to decisions to change an academic ma-
jor or to leave school altogether. Interpersonal problems
ranged from despondency over a weekend date rejection to
marital conflicts. While respondents were more frequently
involved in issues of lesser magnitude, it was their willing-
ness to become involved in major issues that was a key factor
in their role as helpers.
Degree of emergency
.
Degree of emergency refers to the
emergency or crisis nature of the helping involvement. Only
four of the helping situations involved an immediate physical
threat to the helpee or helper (a beating, suicidal gestures,
epileptic reaction to medication). While the helper's re-
sponse as "helper" must be qualified because of the strong
situational cues involved, later discussion will suggest
that the competency of the helper's crisis response qualifies
degree as a separate role dimension.
Nature of support . Nature of support is the distinct-
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tion between instrumental and emotional support presented in
Chapter II. Since the selection process favored ectlectic
support delivery (i.e., helpers providing a single form of
instrumental support such as academic tutoring were elimin-
i
ated), respondents were flexible in supplying both instru-
mental and emotional support. The important aspects of this
dimension is not that helpers were able to supply either
instrumental support or emotional support in a given situa-
tion, but rather that they were able to supply both forms of
support during a single major helping situation.
Breadth of skills
. Breadth of skills refers to the
specialist-generalist distinction in helping roles suggested
by Caplan (1973). Although Caplan used this as a basic bi-
polar description, the present results suggest the existence
of more subtle distinctions in the helpers' role. Again
selection procedures favored generalists, but several re-
spondents had specialist aspects in their roles (e.g., skills
with drug, medical, or sexual adjustment problems). The
present results suggest that the helping role would be more
accurately described by a continuum between specialist and
generalist skills than by discreet categories.
Proximity of help seeker. Proximity of help seeker
is defined by the geographic distance separating the help
seeker and the helper. Two-thirds of the examples provided
by the respondents involved help seekers living in the same
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residence hall, but the rest involved individuals who lived
outside of their immediate residential setting. These "long
distance" helping relationships ranged from the general
vicinity of the university to cities thirty to one hundred
miles distant.
Interpersonal (helper-helpee l relationship
. The inter-
personal relationship dimension describes the interpersonal
relationship between helper and help seeker. Respondents
gave help to people ranging from close friends to distant
acquaintances.
^^^^od of initiation
. Initiation refers to how a help-
ing situation began. In the present sample initiation seems
to be most accurately defined by an active-passive dimension.
Those respondents who opted for a passive initiation tended
to wait until they had received a definite request from a
help seeker before they became involved. Although they were
frequently aware of situations and felt some pressure to re-
spond, they emphasized the importance of "respecting a per-
son's privacy." They felt a person was more likely to dis-
cuss a problem if s/he invested him/herself by making the
initial contact. Those respondents preferring a combination
of active and passive initiation modes also emphasized the
need to respect the privacy of the help seeker, but explained
one should be alert to potential problems and be willing to
pick up on cues as presented.
Since this dimension seems central in defining the help-
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ing role, illustrative examples of these initiation modes
will be given from three of the cases. 12 Beth, who favored
a more passive approach, explained the initiation process
in terms of a general attitude she felt she conveyed to
others . ^'^
People tend to come to me. Sometimes if I notice
somebody I go over and offer help, but most of thetime It's people that come to me.
. i care
about other people. I think people caA sense that
and i think that's what brings people to me.
If somebody comes to me with a problem, I really
care about them. ... I think that's something
that people really pick up on.
. . .
Mary, a respondent who favored a combination of passive
and active techniques, felt it was important at times to lead
potential help seekers into a discussion of their problem:
Usually if something.
. .is bothering somebody
there will be a light conversation first, then they
will mention something and they will take off on
that. ... If somebody had a boyfriend I might
say, "Oh, how is he getting along?" That would
probably lead to something. ... I ask about it
and if they don't want to talk about it you can
tell, so you sort of talk about something more
pleasant, and that might cheer them up.
On occasion a few of the respondents engaged in a very
direct initiation process. Eva described one such situation: '^
1
2
To protect anonymity all proper names used in this
study are fictitious.
1 T
'^Case summary presented in Appendix J.
-'-'^Case summary presented on pages 78-93.
ase summary presented on pages 110-125,
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.
.
.we were doing sensitivity kinds of exercises
didn'^fe^l'^' f"i\r' ^'^y "P^-t 'het fee comfortable at all. I went over to herimmediately. I was just drawn to her. ? said youare really uncomfortable.
. .she couldn't talkabout It and I was speaking her thoughts and it wasimmediate identification and we ended up being
close friends from then on.
A majority of the helpers emphasized the importance of
being "available" and "willing to listen," of being nonjudg-
mental of the views and opinions of the helpees. As these
examples illustrate, however, they differed on how direct and
spontaneous they would be in initiating situations. These
variations are important because they provide a range of sit-
uations through which the helpee might receive help. In addi-
tion the "negotiations" surrounding the initiation process
provide both the helper and helpee with clues to the appro-
priateness of the helper's general style for the helpee'
s
needs
.
Style of helping
. Style of helping is an integrative
dimension. It represents a combination of many of the above
dimensions in^the actual dynamics of the helping exchange.
Style denotes the helper's actual method of helping. The
helpers' styles were indicated by their "philosophies" of
helping and their actual techniques of helping. Two basic
orientations were observed: a directive and a non-directive
approach. Most respondents were non-directive in their
style. Those favoring non-directive approaches felt the
helpee needed a "safe" noncritical situation to air diffi-
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culties. Directive approach respondents assumed the helpee's
problems were often based on mistaken perceptions about his
or her situation. These helpers believed in challenging the
helpee's assumptions and directed them towards realistic
thinking.
At certain times all respondents engaged in listening,
reflection, empathy, sympathy, encouragement of emotional
catharsis, questioning, confrontation, development and clari-
fication of alternative solutions, referral and follow-up.
The nondirective helpers tended to emphasize listening and
reflection over confrontation and questioning as opposed to
the more directive helpers. Non-directive helpers were also
less direct in their suggestions of alternative solutions
than were the directive helpers.
All of the respondents emphasized the necessity of the
helpee to retain the responsibility for his or her own deci-
sions. This is a critical aspect of style since it indicates
the respondents' awareness of the need to have the help seek-
er improve coping skills and not simply solve the problem.
This seems to be one of the most crucial functions of the in-
formal helping role.
Observed Interrelationships of Dimens ions
The preceeding section described several dimensions
which seem to characterize the role of the informal helpers
in the present study. This section will present some of the
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more important interrelationships that were observed between
these various dimensions. The primary function is to high-
light the nature of the role for which the contextual influ-
ences will be presented in the next chapter. While this dis-
cussion describes the dimensions and their interrelationships
in a specific helping role, a similar analysis could be use-
fully applied to other helping roles in a variety of settings
Thus, in addition to a specific illustrative description, the
present discussion will be a suggested outline for future
comparative investigations.
Although each of the dimensions represent an important
aspect of the role, some of the interrelationships are more
obvious than others. In order to expedite this discussion,
the less complex interrelationships will only be noted while
discussion will be expanded for those interrelationships
which are both more important and complex. The sequence of
discussion will proceed from the less to the more complex
interrelationships following this general framework: de-
scriptive dimensions (frequency, time span, content area,
magnitude, and degree); response dimensions (nature of sup-
port and breadth of skills); relationship dimensions (inter-
personal relationship, and geographic proximity); and process
dimensions (initiation and style of helping)
.
Descriptive dimensions . The first five dimensions that
were presented (frequency, time span, content area, magnitude
and degree) describe very basic aspects of the informal
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helper's role. Their interrelationships are fairly straight-
foward and many have already been alluded to. As noted pre-
viously helpers as a group were more frequently involved in
problems of a lesser magnitude, but in terms of content area
most major problems concerned personal or interpersonal sit-
uations. Similarly major crisis involvement was a relatively
infrequent occurence.
A somewhat less obvious interrelationship was observed
between frequency, time span, and magnitude. Respondents who
were most frequently involved (in terms of the total number
of helping contacts) appeared to implement more rapid resolu-
tions to situations relative to their magnitude than did
those helpers who were less frequently involved. This dis-
tinction was clearly along counselor/non- counselor lines
where counselors were required to deal with numerous instru-
mental helping demands in their counseling role in addition
to their own informal helping role. Consequently they had
less time available to deal with major situations.
Most important of the above interrelationships was the
relative frequency with which all of the helpers were in-
volved in major personal and interpersonal problem situations,
Their involvement in these more complex situations called for
a sophistication of interpersonal skills which was a key as-
pect of their role.
Response dimensions . The next two dimensions that were
presented (nature of support and breadth of skills) refer to
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the type and range of helpers' responses. Fairly straight-
foward was the relationship that, since short-term instru-
mental favors were the most frequent request, helpers were
most frequently involved in providing support.
A somewhat more interesting interrelationship was noted
among nature of support, breadth, and content area. Although
selection procedures favored helpers with fairly broad roles,
several had special expertise in such areas as minor medical
problems, racial issues, drug problems, problems of sexual
adjustment, and religious issues. Because they were known
for their "specialty" some of the respondents were sought out
with questions related to their particular area. Many of
these approaches would involve requests for direct instru-
mental support. Nonetheless respondents were frequently able
to help focus on more general issues associated with the
problem by applying their broad range of skills and varying
degrees of both instrumental and emotional support. Addi-
tionally in the interaction of the response and degree di-
mensions response to a crisis situation usually required im-
mediate instrumental intervention, which was facilitated by
a helper's special competency (e.g., knowledge of specific
medical resources). Later the helpers were also an effect-
ive source of support due to their breadth of skills and abil-
ity to supply a range of instrumental and nurtural support.
The helpers' general breadth of skills related to their
ability to deal with problems of greater magnitude. However
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they preferred to rely on emotional support except when in-
strumental intervention was essential. Partly they did not
want to risk blame for the helpees' failures through assuming
instrumental responsibility, but more importantly they empha-
sized the need for the helpee to take the responsibility for
his or her own problems. By providing general emotional sup-
port, the helpers believed they provided helpees the neces-
sary opportunity to develop their own coping skills so simi-
lar problems could be faced in the future. This approach
also provided the helpee with the gratification of having
"solved" their own problem. Helper preference to provide
more indirect and emotional support even in major problems
seems another crucial aspect of the role performed in the
setting
.
Relationship dimensions
. The geographic proximity and
the interpersonal closeness of the helpee and help-seeker
constitute the relationship dimensions of the informal help-
ing role. The interrelationships of these dimensions with
those presented earlier is fairly straightforward. However,
they highlight some of the more important qualities of the
informal role of the respondents. One third of the major
helping situations reported by the respondents involved per-
sons living outside the immediate university community. No
minor long distance problems were reported, suggesting a di-
rect relationship between geographical distance and the mag-
nitude of the problem situation. In terms of the interper-
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e
sonal dimension, help-seekers previously lived in closer con-
tact with the helper, either in their residence hall or the
home town, or they were linked to the helper through people
currently in the helper's residence hall network. Thus whil
the respondents were predominantly involved in helping others
in their immediate setting, the relative frequency with which
they helped more distant contacts emphasizes a very important
aspect of their helping role. This particular aspect points
out the importance of the interpersonal system, or social
network approach, in developing a full understanding of the
dimensions of the informal helping role.
The strongest relationships between the interpersonal
dimension and the preceeding dimensions were as might be ex-
pected. The helpers were all involved more frequently, for
longer periods of time, with problems of greater magnitude
with their closest friends than they were with more distant
acquaintances. However, two primary qualities of their role
emerge from a further exmination of these interrelationships.
These interrelationships suggested that helpers were involved
in helping throughout the full range of their relationship
network. While they helped their most distant acquaintances
only on instrumental issues, they were often involved with
persons of moderate acquaintance on major issues, covering
considerable time spans, which required a considerable in-
vestment of both instrumental and emotional support. Many
people are willing to invest a considerable amount of time
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and effort to help close friends, but the respondents' will-
ingness to help members throughout their network, and in par-
ticular their willingness to invest themselves in supporting
moderate acquaintances, are believed to be significant char-
acteristics of their helping role.
Process dimensions
.
The final two dimensions, initiation
mode and style of helping, are broader than the proceeding
several dimensions in that they refer to the general process
of the helping role. It will be recalled the major distinc-
tion noted for the present respondent group in terms of ini-
tiation was a differential emphasis on a passive versus pas-
sive-active approach. In terms of some dimensions such as
those involving a high degree of crises, and in some situa-
tions of greater magnitude, this distinction became essent-
ially irrelevant. In such situations as a suicide threat or
epileptic seizure the strong situational cues overrode any
preferred mode of initiation.
There was another very strong positive relationship be-
tween frequency and initiation mode. Those respondents who
were most frequently involved also preferred the more passive
mode of initiation. As suggested earlier, high frequency of
involvement seemed strongly associated with the instrumental
demands placed on those helpers who held positions as floor
counselors. Although they varied widely on positive versus
negative feelings concerning their own role, nearly all of
the counselors were looking forward to the end of their floor
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counselor role. Many felt that the routine demands of their
role had become burdensome and they were anticipating a re-
turn to autonomy over their own informal roles. Conversely
some of the helpers who were not yet counselors hoped to be-
come one; they saw the role as a means of raising their visi-
bility and expanding their helping contacts.
Additional relationships were observed between initia-
tion mode and breadth of skills, and proximity. In their
own area of sub
- specialty (e.g., drug problems, or abortion
counseling), helpers were more likely to be sought out and
to initiate helping situations regardless of their more gen-
eral preference for initiating situations. In terms of
proximity, all but one of the long distance situations were
initiated by the helpee. As noted earlier, strength of re-
lationship, and knowledge of helper skills seemed to be pri-
mary factors in determining the initiation of long distance
relationships.
One of the more complex interrelationships observed was
between the interpersonal dimension and initiation mode.
With their close friends respondents usually saw their help-
ing as ongoing and reciprocal. Friends were more likely to
volunteer a problem and helpers were more likely to be direct
in inquiring about problem situations. With more distant
acquaintances, helping situations developed almost exclusive-
ly at the request of the helpee. Because of limited contact
there were channels where the helper could receive relevant
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cues. The variance in initiation approaches was most pro-
nounced with moderate friends. They were close enough that
the helpee knew the helper's skills and resources and the
helper knew the helpee 's situation. Yet they did not have a
mutual expectation that a problem situation would be brought
up and discussed. Thus helper preference for an initiation
mode was more likely to govern the development of a helping
situation with moderate acquaintances.
The interrelationship of initiation and interpersonal
dimensions also emphasized another important aspect of the
helping role. In most instances the initiation of helping
was not an overture to permanently intensifying the relation-
ship. Once the helping role was initiated, the relationship
frequently intensified. However, at the conclusion of the
helping, the relationship either resumed its moderate level
or was terminated altogether.-'-^
Some rather intuitive relationships between initiation
and style were observed (e.g., the passive initiators tended
to be less directive in their style and the active initiators
tended to be more directive in their style). However, the
development of initiation mode and helping style and the in-
terrelationships cannot be understood without considering
-'^^Only one respondent, Eva, appeared to violate this
pattern by combining close personal relationships and major
helping relationships, and she was the only respondent to
indicate significant dissatisfaction with her helping role
(case presented on pages 110-125.
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the contextual dimensions that contribute to the development
of the helping role. Style in particular is the most complex
of the role dimensions since it characterizes the general in-
tegration of strategies and techniques the helpers employed
in their role. Although style is influenced by the other
role dimensions, the most important aspect of style is what
it conveys about the helper; s general approach to a range of
situations. This constancy of style appears to be primarily
a result of the interaction of the context dimensions (per-
sonal and environmental variables) introduced earlier. In
many ways style serves as the interface between the role di-
mensions just described and the context dimensions of this
role that will be detailed in the following chapter. The
context dimensions will be illustrated by means of individual
case presentations, because it is from this individual per-
spective that the complexities of style can be most clearly
understood.
Concluding Note ; Dimensions of the Helping Role
The primary goal of this chapter has been to present a
descriptive outline of the specific helping role as seen in
the present group of respondents. It is believed that the
presentation of these dimensions and some of their more im-
portant interrelationships have captured the key qualities
of the role of these informal helpers. The following primary
aspects emerged: (1) helpers were predominantly involved in
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small instrumental situations but were also involved in major
personal and interpersonal problem situations with relative
frequency (i.e., once every three or four weeks); (2) helpers
were only infrequently involved in crisis situations; (3)
helpers appeared to have a broad range of interpersonal
skills, but several also indicated expertise in "specialty"
content areas; (4) helpers could provide both instrumental
arid emotional support, but they had a preference for supply-
ing emotional support to avoid responsibility for the help-
ee's situation and as a means of helping the helpee to de-
velop a reliance on their own coping skills; (S) helpers most
frequently helped persons who lived nearby, but one-third of
their examples involved long distance situations; (6) helpers
extended most of their time and effort with their closest
friends, but they also helped a full range of network members
including instrumental support to distant acquaintances and
relatively major emotional and instrumental support to friends
of moderate acquaintance; (7) helpers were about evenly di-
vided on a preference for a passive versus active-passive
mode of initiation, a distinction which seemed to be primari-
ly a function of the floor counselor role; and (8) helpers
appeared to operate most often from a non-directive style
with only a few helpers preferring more directive approaches.
While the re is diversity along many of these dimensions
within this group, these points summarize the broad defining
qualities of this particular informal helping role in these
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settings. It is assumed that different helpers in different
settings might vary in significant ways on these dimensions,
and that any analysis of the dynamics and correlates of the
informal helping role should be based on a clear statement of
the descriptive qualities of the role. In this sense this
chapter has provided a general role description from which
the more specific and dynamic analysis in Chapter IV can pro-
ceed. That analysis will view the informal helping role as
a function of personal, interpersonal, and setting contexts
over time. This multilevel or interactional analysis will
be presented in terms of the specific roles and contexts of
four illustrative helpers.
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CHAPTER VI
INTERACTIONAL CONTEXT OF THE HELPING ROLE: A CASE ANALYSIS
The previous chapter presented the dimensions of the
informal helping role and discussed some of their possible
interrelationships. The present chapter focuses directly on
the helping role as defined by the patterns of these dimen-
sions, and explores the interactional context in which the
role has developed and continues to evolve. The interaction-
al context refers to the personal, interpersonal, and setting
variables of the ecological role conceptualization introduced
in Chapter II. In the present section a detailed examination
of these variables and their interactions will be made by fo-
cusing in depth on four selected informal helpers who will be
called Mary, Eric, Mort, and Eva."*^^ Each case includes the
following: a biographical sketch; a review of the respond-
ent's helping role, his/her satisfaction with the role, and
impressions concerning supportive intervention in the role;
and an examination of the past and present interactional con-
text of the role.
Following the case section, two additional sections will
be presented in this chapter. The first section will be a
brief presentation of some possible interactional context
1 7Although an attempt was made to make this sub-group
somewhat representative of the larger sample, taken together
these four offer an illustration, not a summary of the total
respondent group.
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dimensions that are suggested by the material in the four
cases. The final section will use the case materials to de-
scribe and illustrate the influence of contextual patterns
of the informal helping role from an ecological perspective.
The Cases
Mary
Mary is a nineteen-year-old, first-year medical technol-
ogy major. She is not a floor counselor but hopes to become
one. She lives on a seventeen-member corridor in a women's
residence hall. Her hometown is suburban. She has one sib-
ling, a brother age 12. Her father is an engineer, necessi-
tating frequent long distance moves for her family. Mary's
mother was a medical technologist but she gave up her career
following the birth of her children. Mary's father is Catho-
lic and her mother Protestant, and Mary is quite active in
the Catholic church. Mary is one of the few respondents to
indicate an active religious involvement. Mary is quite
close to her family and she endorses "mainstream" values.
Terms such as mainstream, traditional, and counter-
cultural are used in each case to suggest the respondent's
general orientation to the culture and system of values.
These distinctions are by no means clearcut, but in the cur-
rent context mainstream or traditional indicates someone who
favors marriage, the work ethic, definite career goals, and
who retains some active religious involvement. Countercul-
ture refers to an orientation which accepts the use of drugs,
favors alternative career goals, cond nes heterosexual and
homosexual experimentation, and excludes active contact with
formal religion.
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Mary is active in residence hall activities and she is look-
ing forward to a career in medical technology.
Hel£ill£ lole
.
Mary reported her helping involvement as
"little things everyday and big things every week or two
weeks." Mary uses both passive and active methods of initiat-
ing situations. Her major helping examples were people living
in and nearby her own dormitory. The issues were usually
personal or interpersonal in nature. An example drawn from
one of these situations provides some insight into her style:
.
.
.This girl liked this guy, but the feel-ings weren't reciprocated. She was hanging aroundhim a lot and wanted to get closer in with him. andhe let me know that this was bothering him and thathe was trying to isolate himself. It was hard tohear both sides because I really wasn't at liberty
to tell either one.
. . . This went on for a mat-
ter of months.
. . .
The girl and I basically talked about his re-
actions to what she was doing and maybe this was
the way he was feeling about things. It turned out
that he was willing to be friends with her, but not
to have her stick around and she was to form other
friendships, and I think it worked out alright.
. .
They say hi to each other but they are not really
close. They began as close friends, but they are
not really aggravating each other any more. I come
out of it with a sense of amazement because they
are both still my friends, and both of them knew
the situation after awhile that they were placing
me in. . . .
The guy assumed that I was talked to the girl.
I didn't come right out and say that because he
knew he was putting me on the spot if he asked me.
The girl knew. She asked, "Well have you been
talking?" and I had to say, well yes I had, and he
briefly had mentioned a couple of things. "He
feels that you are a friend and nothing more,"
which is what she had figured out before. I don't
think it was damaging for her, but she asked me
point blank and it was hard.
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In this particular example it is obvious that Mary play-
ed a "mediating" role. This example was consistent with
Mary's general style which tends to be non-directive and
emphasizes sympathy, reflection, development and clarifica-
tion of alternatives, and supporting the choice of the
helpee
.
Mary is satisfied with her role. She admits that her
role is inconvenient when it conflicts with her studies, but
even then she usually puts her work aside because she pre-
fers "listening" to working. When conflicts do develop she
says she can delay her involvement and later explain to the
person why she did not respond immediately. Mary believes
she is an effective helper: "[People] have generally come
away from the problem with having it solved or at least look-
ing at both sides so they could solve it themselves.
.
."
Mary does not feel an immediate need for additional support
for her helping role because she receives such support from
her friends. Mary anticipates continuing her informal help-
ing and she hopes to become a floor counselor because she be-
lieves it will facilitate her in making helping contacts.
Developmental context
. Mary believes her helping role
began in high school. There were many influences preceeding
the emergence of her role which appeared to contribute to its
development. Some of these influences were identified di-
rectly by Mary while others were developed from interpreta-
tions from the interview material. Principal among these in-
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fluences were a strong sense of moral and human values from
both her parents and her religion, an appreciation of inter-
personal relationships brought about by close family ties,
good interpersonal skills developed through coping with her
'family's frequent moves, the development of a logical and
analytical approach to problems encouraged by both parents,
a "maturity" in thought and expression developed through a
preference for adult companionship during her early years,
and a sense of empathy for people with problems which ori-
ginated with her own experiences of ridicule in childhood be-
cause she was too tall and wore glasses. The point is not to
suggest that any one of these dimensions had particular im-
portance but rather these interrelated influences created
Mary's inclination to be helpful to others.
Mary's high school experiences appeared to reinforce
many of these earlier influences. She recalls her high
school was controlled by "cliques." Although she was friend-
ly with several groups she was never accepted by any of the
more popular groups. Mary reports this as an advantage be-
cause it gave her the opportunity "to meet a lot of different
people," although she saw herself as somewhat different from
her more popular peers.
Probably the most important single experience in the
initiation of Mary's helping role was her membership in a
high school theater group. As costume mistress she found
frequent social rewards in helping members of the cast. Mary
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also noted that, while interpersonal relationships within the
group were so "open" that she could "forget about what other
people said" about her thoughts and ideas, most students
thought the theater people "strange" and tended to avoid
close social contact with them. The direct reward for help-
ing peers, the opportunity for open interpersonal inter-
change, and a consciousness of being outside the mainstream
of peer experience, made Mary aware of her role as a helper.
During this time she extended this helping by supporting a
girl who felt isolated from her working mother, frequent me-
diations in disputes between two particular friends, helping
a friend who was too shy to talk to faculty members, and
helping a dating couple resolve their differences.
Mary presumably placed more emphasis on high school ex-
periences than most respondents because, as the only fresh-
man, these experiences were more recent for her. Her help-
ing role is one where she frequently helps others who are re-
jected by another individual or group. Consistent influences
throughout her role development seemed to be a strong appre-
ciation of human values from her family and religion, a com-
petence in interpersonal relationships developed from suc-
cessful coping with a series of challenges, and a sense of
empathy for rejected individuals developed from her own ex-
periences. Her experiences apparently produced an awareness
of helping situations and the skills necessary to act as an
informal helper.
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Current context. Mary emphasized the "security- and
lack of "social pressure" in her residence hall which appear-
ed to repeat feelings expressed about her family and her high
school theater group, feelings that had encouraged her to
make contacts with others. She also noted her corridor faci-
litated the development of her relationships, because it con-
sisted mostly of older students, and she usually prefers the
company of people older than herself. Most specifically the
existence of a clique on her corridor has directly influenced
her helping:
.
. .1 think that has compelled me to help other
people on the corridor or on the floor that were
left outside.
. . . This is such a big problem in
such a big place and I hate to be lonely and I'm
sure they would too.
. .
Thus key setting variables appear to be the existence of a
generally supportive atmosphere that facilitates social con-
tacts and the presence of potential helping situations which
are made salient because of their similarity to Mary's own
personal experiences.
Mary's network revealed a good integration of helping
role functions and general friendship and support functions
19m the interpersonal context. People she helps tend to be
1
9
Only interpersonal relationships where support is or
has recently been an active factor are considered in this
section of each respondent's case presentation. Many casual
or distant acquaintances are not noted. Figures indicating
the total size of each respondent's social network are
available in Appendix G.
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transitory network members, while she maintains several
strong reciprocal support relationships of her own. Many re-
lationships which were sources of support for Mary are with
individuals older and more experienced than herself. These
relationships appear to provide Mary with positive models for
her own development. In addition they provide general sup-
port which enables Mary to risk becoming involved in helping
relationships. Since she is satisfied with her own support
network and does not need to rely on her helpees for inter-
personal gratification, Mary can be impartial in her helping.
A more direct influence of interpersonal context is
Mary's attempts to transfer the positive characteristics of
her supportive models to her helpees. She tends to develop
relationships with people she sees as pragmatic, self-deter-
mined, and outgoing. In turn she tries to instill these
qualities in the people she helps. She is aware of this pat-
tern and explains these personality characteristics have
been, and still are, growth issues for her. She believes she
tends to be responsive to people facing similar problems.
Primary sources of support for Mary were her parents;
Dora, a friend of her mothers; Betsy, a senior corridor mate;
Glenda, an older student who was away on a foreign exchange
program; and Pam, a recent graduate of the university who had
settled in a nearby town.^^
2 0 Betsy was also a major respondent in this study; see
case summary in Appendix P.
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With the exception of her father and Dora, Mary identi-
fied the support as reciprocal in all of these relationships.
Her father's support is more understanding and belief in her
by him than an active exchange of problems. Mary considers
Dora to be her "second mother." Mary shares common interests
with her; shfe is always quick to indicate her concern for Mary
Mary's mother is the most important of these reciprocal
relationships. She describes her mother as her "best friend"
and she indicated that she is closer to her mother than any
other single person. Mary explains the relationship's
strength: ".
.
.we are both sensible and logical people,
and [we] both think the same way."
Betsy and Clenda both helped Mary with significant is-
sues. Betsy helped orient her to the university while Glenda
helped her resolve a question of religious conflicts. Mary
describes both women as "active, instigator- type people" who
were also, ".
.
.friendly, warm and giving to people." Mary
noted Betsy was easier to approach, because she is "non-com-
mital on most issues," while Glenda was more judgmental, be-
cause ".
.
.she feels strongly about religion.
. .
."
Mary's support relationship with Pam, while still active
is on the decline. During the previous semester they had
supported each other on issues concerning dating and marriage
Mary now considers Pam to be a potential rather than an act-
ive source of support because they hold different "religious
and moral" views.
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Helpees Mary identified included Joanna, Julie, and
Kelly, all women from her residence hall; and Tom and Don,
men from a nearby residence hall. Mary's contact with all of
these people except Joanna (the only one living on her corri-
dor) has declined since their helping involvement.
Mary met Julie through a casual conversation. She help-
ed Julie settle a dispute with a roommate by providing emo-
tional support and offering examples from her own experience
in settling roommate conflicts. Mary believes their rela-
tionship did not develop any further because Julie is an
"active social kind of person" who will be leaving the dormi-
tory to join a sorority.
Tom and Kelly were the couple whose helping example was
presented earlier (p. 79). Mary thinks her relationship with
Tom declined after the helping situation because he was
"seeking a new circle of friends" and was only linked to her
through her friend Glenda who has left for Europe. Her re-
lationship with Kelly declined because, "I see myself as a
lot freer.
.
.either she is afraid to or won't open up.
.
.
for fear of criticism."
Mary met Don through Tom and, despite his "happy go
lucky" appearance, Mary perceived he was lonely and isolated
because he was "intense" and had "irritating qualities.
. .
[that] could get on your nerves," They had several discus-
sions on personal issues, but Mary now sees Don only occa-
sionally because he was linked to her through Tom, Since her
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contact with Tom declined, Don also comes around less often.
Mary's helping relationship with Joanna is still in pro-
gress. Joanna is a senior student who was ostracized by most
of the other women. Mary initiated a companionship with her
despite warnings from others that Joanna would "latch on."
Mary's own words provide a concise illustration of how Jo-
anna's situation elicited her helping role response:
years' TlWlt^ tended to be quiet in my earlier
that i K ^ ""^r^l^ """^^^^ °f friendsI had but now I have this ability to makefriends and I don't see that in her. We hold a lot
aflv L'^kJ religious beliefs and she is academic-l y bright.
... I had that sort of problem inthe earlier years of school, where if y£u werebright, people said, "Oh forget it.
. .
."
At the time of the interview, Mary gave Joanna companionship
and they have discussions. Although Joanna provides some oc-
casional academic assistance, Mary does not consider her a
potential source of emotional support.
Similar patterns of obtaining and giving support were
also evident in Mary's past relationships. Several of her
high school friends who supported her were described as "out
going and energetic" while people she helps are described as
"shy" or rejected by peers. Thus the key to the interper-
sonal context of Mary's helping role appears to be one where
she develops strong support relationships for herself with
people she considers positive models, but she responds in a
helping manner to people she identifies as experiencing prob-
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lems she herself has overcome. This selection process serves
to separate her helping role from her friendships and she is
able to extend her energies to help those who may or may not
return her friendship and support in kind.
The personal variables influencing Mary's helping role
are reflected in her style of coping with problems and her
general statements concerning herself and her role. When she
is faced with a problem she says she first attempts to logic-
ally analyze all aspects of the issue before making a deci-
sion. If she finds that her logical solution conflicts with
her emotional inclinations, she frequently turns to others:
.
.
.1 need somebody to say, "Well you know this is
really the way that it should be." And I go to
several people to see what they feel, and if theyfeel the way I do then I know I'm right.
This same approach of separating the "logical" and "emotional-
components of a problem is used by Mary in helping situations
with others.
In describing herself Mary emphasized she is "calm, rea-
sonable, and down to earth." She a'dded time is not to be
"wasted" and she likes "having a sense of purpose." She be-
lieves that she has an advantage over many of her peers be-
cause she had settled on a career of medical technology while
in the tenth grade. These same variables are quite salient
for Mary in determining her role behavior:
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\^'rr
^° logical and reasonable in solv-ing problems as I can.
. .
. i care about people
;e;.i'hi.
?P have called me level headed ands nsible I guess that would attract people to getmy attention and everything.
.
.
^
Not only are people attracted to Mary's logical, self-
assured style, but she believes she is involved in helping
because she enjoys initiating contacts. Such contacts help
her "to learn more about people", and "there is something to
be gained from every personal contact." She also believes
that her present helping develops in part from her ability to
"identify" with people who are "left out." For Mary it ap-
pears that her openness in initiating personal contacts often
facilitates the development of a helping situation. This oc-
curs through her perception of the problem being similar to
past ones of hers or through the helpee responding to her
logical self-assured style with the sense that they could
"trust" their problems to her.
Summary
.
In presenting Mary's summary, and the summa-
ries of the three respondents to follow, emphasis will be
placed on those context dimensions which appear most influ-
ential. As was emphasized throughout her case, Mary's role
appeared to develop from a series of parental and peer inter-
actions, personal orientation, and setting characteristics.
In Mary's case these influences appeared to be a process
which developed long before her role actually emerged.
One of the most basic, influential dimensions suggested
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by Mary's case was that of parental identif i r.t i on This
dimension appeared to have generated numerous personal and
interpersonal dimensions that were crucial to her later role
development. From her parents Mary developed an appreciation
of affiliation which in part led to her present tendency to
seek out others. Her parental identification also fostered
a strong sense of moral consciousness and an appreciation of
human values which is consistent with her willingness to help
others. Mary's mother did and still does encourage Mary to
openly share problems with her, thereby sanctioning the help-
ing exchange as an appropriate means of interacting.
Parental identification also seemed to be the source of
the related dimensions of coping style and problem orienta-
tion. Mary learned that problems should be actively dealt
with even though solutions are not readily apparent, and the
coping style to be used should involve a self-sufficient,
logical, and analytical approach. In her present situation
it appears that it is this positive problem orientation and
logical coping style that helpees find attractive. A final
dimension that seems to have its origins with her parents is
one of a positive self expectation
.
Mary has a strongly de-
veloped need for constant self improvement. In one sense this
appears to have led her to develop her skills to help others
successfully, while more directly she applies a similar ex-
pectation of self improvement toward her helpees.
Many of these early developing dimensions probably
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helped Mary overcome a rather difficult peer situation. The
dimension of marginality appears to characterize much of her
early peer experience. As a child she admits she was ridi-
culed for her somewhat ungainly appearance, and her family's
frequent moves caused her to constantly face new schools and
peer groups. She had a certain degree of success in meeting
these challenges which strengthened such dimensions as affi.
liation, self expectation, coping style, and problem orienta
tion. In addition being introduced to a variety of interper
sonal situations developed a strong sense of reward in inter
personal situations for Mary through her philosophy that
there is much to be learned from others. In her discussion
of her high school years, however, there was a definite feel
ing that some sense of marginality remained. Given this sit
uation, two dimensions appeared critical in the actual emer-
gence of her role. One was the sanctioning of the helping
exchange as a legitimate means of interaction learned from
her mother, the other was the positive critical event repre-
sented by her experience with the high school theater group.
Mary's high school years were the beginning of other
context dimensions which appear to have been carried over in
her present setting. Both of these, network growth and peer
support
,
are rather basic and closely interrelated. Network
growth is represented for Mary by her friendship preference--
those people she sees as somewhat more skilled and adjusted
than herself. She tries to incorporate these skills in her-
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self and often tries to relay this learning to her helpees.
Peer support represents both personal and role support, and
Mary is confident she can obtain support from friends on both
personal and role related issues. This probably develops
confidence and provides a backup security which enables her
to extend herself in helping others. A final dimension that
actually had its beginnings in childhood, was reinforced in
high school, and now appears operative in her present set-
ting, is identification. In recalling her own peer rejection
Mary frequently aids others she perceives to be in a similar
situation.
A certain limited number of dimensions also seem to
evolve from Mary's present setting. Although setting was
intended as something of a constant or control factor in the
present study, some important dimensions did emerge for Mary
--constancy and security
.
Setting constancy was important in
that Mary perceived her present setting as repeating many of
the same characteristics as her high school; cliques, iso-
lated individuals, and the presence of a few "older", more
"skilled" friends. Setting security was important for Mary
in that she felt that her environment was very safe and sup-
portive. She could thus use coping resources to help others
which she might otherwise have had to use to maintain her own
adjustment
.
It should be noted that the above dimensions are tenta-
tive and descriptive. Many of the important interrelation-
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ships have only been briefly sketched out or alluded to. The
importance of the above is to illustrate how an interactional
context can be developed and the potential value of the in-
formation it can convey.
Mort
Mort is a twenty-year-old sophomore with no declared
major. He is not a counselor. He lives on a thirty-member
corridor in a coed dormitory. His hometown is suburban. He
has one sibling, a brother age twenty-four. His father died
when he was in junior high school, and his mother works as a
business secretary. Mort is Jewish, but he indicates neither
he nor his family are active in the formal religion. He is
close to his mother, but feels he has little in common with
his brother who is making a successful career in their late
father's field of business. Mort tends to favor "countercul-
ture" ideals and values over more traditional values. He is
not involved in any organized residence hall or university
activities. He is uncertain about the future except for a
desire to travel.
Helping role
.
Mort reported he is usually involved in
"helping conversations" about "four times a week," although
recently he has been less active due to problems of his own
(a broken leg and a deteriorating relationship with his girl
friend). Mort believes that his helping role has changed
from his high school years. At that time he reported that
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.
.[helping] conversations with people were a daily thing/,
and he noted that situations usually involved drugs,
. /
people would call me and say they are bumming out on some-'
thing.
. .
... Recently he believes his role has focused more
on people with general personal and interpersonal problems,
.
.people hassleing with their own heads and relating to
other people.
. .
... Mort feels comfortable with both active
and passive methods of initiating role situations. The time
span of these situations has ranged anywhere from a few weeks
to several years. Although a majority of Mort's situations
involved people living nearby, one of his long term and long
distance helping situations provides a broad view of his
style:
Someone at home. ... He is going through awide range of drug problems, and problems with wo-
^rt^'.i r^/^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^"^ him was about aweek and a half ago. He wanted to get married and
ne wanted to marry a woman who was married alreadyShe has another boy friend and she is seeing him
and he wants to marry her, and she wants no part ofthat type of relationship. He's convinced that he
can marry her and support her and all of this.
I don't know why he called. He knew what my
reaction would be, which would be to try and talkhim out of it. I think I tried to. I don't knowhow successful I was
. . . . An hour and a half he
called me from the city, quite a conversation.
I have heard about him since then, and he has
skipped the last week and a half of work and he
has been doing downers and staying in his apart-
ment
.
I have had a variety of discussions with him
for a couple of years, heavy discussions and it's
gotten to the point where I don't know how to ap-
proach his problems anymore. I'm scared of him be-
cause I don't know what he is capable of doing. I
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was thinking this morning that I should call himand see what is happening but I can"t af?Jrd at
?he"pJ:onr'= '°
'^''^"^
- ^"'if on
He won't see anybody professionally I couldarrange to have the social worker from the highschool see him, but the last time they were to-gether they had a fight. ... So I don'^k^ow
Jll 1%^^""^ '° ^^PP^^' j^^^ going to go andsee what he says. I don't know. Kind of pull his
wrrk ^hifo'^^.^"^?^' ^-^^
Mort explained past situations where he had helped this man
break a heroin habit and had dealt with him concerning sui-
cidal gestures. He notes that during the previous year it
was not unusual to receive three telephone calls a week from
him.
Mort's style involves many non- direct ive techniques.
However, he also works very actively to attempt to correct
what he feels are helpee misconceptions and he strongly en-
courages the helpee to develop and carry out alternative so-
lutions. In this case and in some others Mort suggested re-
ferral to a professional helper.
Mort does not feel inconvenienced by his role, although
at times it has caused him to cancel personal plans. His ma-
jor dissatisfaction is that he believes his role is too lim-
ited in frequency at the present time and he wants to be in-
volved with more people. Although his academic standing cur-
rently bars him from becoming a floor counselor, Mort would
like to become one because he feels the position would insure
an expansion of his role. Mort said that he would turn to an
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outside consultant only ''if a life were in danger," because
he believes it impossible to summarize and convey complex
helping situations to a third party. At present his prefer-
ence is to
.
.turn to somebody I consider a helping person
myself (such as a friend).
. . m the future Mort expects
to continue his informal helping role, rather than entering a
helping profession because he does not feel he could counsel
people under a "time limit. "^^
Developmental context. Mort's earliest recollections of
helping others began with junior high school, but there is
the suggestion that his role also had its origin in general
family dynamics. The most basic of these influences was a
strong sense of identification with his parents and his
grandparents which was characterized by strong support and a
high expectation for Mort to maximize his abilities. In ad-
dition the family process sanctioned a positive approach to
problems:.
.
.
.My mother always told me to look at the prob-
lems analytically, just in the logical sequence and
the various possible solutions and think how each
solution would effect you and the people involved.
His family background also seemed to provide Mort with a sense
of human values, an appreciation for open communications, and
a feeling of independence,
. .people were there to support
A reference to his and a friend's frustrating experi-
ence with a "fifty-minute hour."
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you in your solutions to your problems.
... if you didn't
want it I had the right to think of things myself."
This combination of support and independence from his
family likely enabled him to cope with a rather difficult
peer situation. In grade school Mort identified himself and
his few friends as "outcasts" of the school who were not ac-
cepted by the "other cliques." Part of Mort's problem was
his appearance, "I was pretty fat then, about a four foot
cube.
. .
Mort explained that "respect for my own abil-
ities," and desire to "do my best," helped him overcome part
of this problem. This also involved his first experience in
helping. He became known for his skill in bicycle repair and
several children began coming to him to have their bicycles
fixed. Mort believes that a lasting influence of these
childhood experiences was the importance he now places on
"accepting'^ people without making critical judgments.
Mort. became most active in his helping role during his
last year in high school. His helping involved "all of my
close friends and a lot of my second set." He did not iden-
tify any specific experience which facilitated this develop-
ment, but he attributed it principally to his willingness to
spend time with people and keep their confidence. This atti-
tude of trust and acceptance probably encouraged help seekers
to discuss their problems with him. In addition Mort was in-
volved in drug use to some extent, and much of his helping
activity at this time consisted of talking to people with
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drug concerns. Other examples he noted from this period in-
clude people with severe parental or peer conflicts. Mort's
belief in "accepting" others without regard to their lack of
peer popularity likely facilitated his ability to assist. As
was noted above, Mort attributes his orientation toward ac-
ceptance to his own family and childhood experiences.
Although he did not identify them as such, it seems pro-
bable that two other factors were encouraging Mort's helping
activity at this time. Both involved successful coping with
interpersonal challenges. In his junior year Mort moved from
an all-male inner-city school to a coed- suburban high school.
He found that his friendship group was also changing at this
point from those whom he describes as "wierd and half sick"
to "very normal" friends. Mort's successfully meeting the
challenge of a new social setting and simultaneously streng-
thening his friendship group might have served a dual func-
tion. While initially recalling his previous experiences as
an outsider, Mort's successful coping with this situation
improved his confidence. Thus this not only sharpened his
empathy with other "outsiders," but also provided him with
some sense of the skills needed to overcome such problems.
In summary, the origin of Mort's helping role appears to
lie in the strong support and expectations he received from
his family. An additional factor was their encouragement of
an analytical approach to personal problems
. His own diffi-
cult experiences in peer relationships apparently encouraged
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;ion
in re-
Mort to accept others who had similar problems. Initiat
of his helping was often related to expertise, first
pairing bicycles and later to his general knowledge of drug-
related problems. As his own interpersonal situation gradu-
ally improved, he seemed to retain his empathy for others
facing difficult interpersonal challenges and he was able to
apply some of his own exper ientially acquired skills to help-
ing others.
^^^^^^^ context. Mort's experiences related to his
residential setting changed from his first to his second year
at the university. During his first year he described a sit-
uation where he knew and was friendly with most of the people
on his corridor. Helping relationships were easily estab-
lished;
.
.good solvable problems that we could sit down
and discuss, things that worked out really well.
. During
the current year, however, moving to a new corridor and dat-
ing a woman who lived off campus (which he explained "stopped
me from meeting people") have decreased Mort's satisfaction
with his residence environment and have reduced his setting-
based helping role. In addition Mort became disillusioned
with university life. He had arrived at the university ex-
pecting to meet "thousands" of people but instead after his
first year he found the university too large, impersonal,
with no convenient means to meet people.
During this period of difficulty Mort helped others much
less frequently. Recently he is no longer dating the woman
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and has established stronger ties to people in his residence
hall. He also hopes to move off campus with a group of
friends. Although he was still critical of the general uni-
versity environment, Mort again feels more comfortable with
his immediate living environment, and feels he is again more
able to help others. For Mort his own sense of security and
belonging in his setting strongly influence his ability to
carry out his role.
Mort's social network reveals a helping role that is
characterized by long term interpersonal commitments. His
attitude of
-acceptance" of others enables him to maintain
relationships with individuals with whom he has differences
in values, or with people who have several severe problems.
Mort considers several of these people as friends, and one
situation involves a loving relationship. The distinction
that emerged was that the support exchange in these relation-
ships is almost entirely from Mort to the other people, while
Mort has several other relationships where the individuals
involved have sufficient coping skills and where the support
exchange is much more reciprocal. Thus Mort can invest him-
self quite heavily in a helping relationship knowing that he
can always turn to others in his network who do not direct
strong helping expectations toward him.
Key people in Mort's support network include Jack, his
roommate; Art and Fay, corridor mates; Kathy, a corridormate
and ex-girlfriend; his mother; and his maternal grandpar-
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ents. 22 his relationships with Fay and his grandparents
Mort is primarily the recipient of support. In the remaining
relationships the support exchange is reciprocal.
Two factors have determined the active continuation of
the support relationship between Mort and his grandparents,
particularly his grandfather. His family and his grandpar-
ents lived in the same building until Mort was fifteen.
Shortly thereafter they moved into nearby apartments in a
suburban neighborhood. In addition Morfs grandfather was a
primary support to him when Mort's father died. Although he
could not replace his father, Mort said his grandfather pro-
vided him with a necessary "masculine figure." Mort has
great respect for his grandfather and believes he is the
source of his own desire to be a "perfectionist." This de-
sire is evident in Mort's helping role where his goal is fre-
quently that of helping others to "perfect" their relation-
ships.
Fay's support to Mort developed from the proximity of
their rooms and because she "sat and listened for many hours."
Although Mort only included Fay among his moderate group of
friends, she has strengthened his helping role both by pro-
viding him with general support and by increasing his under-
standing of issues concerning racial and sexual equality. He
now finds himself more conscious of these issues in his
^^Fay is also a major respondent (see Appendix K)
.
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discussions with others.
Mort gains most of his active reciprocal support from
his peers, but he also feels that his relationship with his
mother is "unique.
.
.for a mother and son." Following the
death of his father, they began to relate to each other as
"two individuals with problems." His mother's non- j udgmental
acceptance of his thoughts and actions is important. Al-
though he does not turn to her now with specific problems,
Mort is still in contact with her about twice a week. This
supportive non- j udgmental encouragement in the discussion of
problems is quite similar to Mort's own current helping role.
Mort believes that reciprocal support relationships ex-
ist among himself and Jack and Art because they all hold sim-
ilar views of "people and relationships." Equally important,
however, is that Mort emphasizes differences among them where
he feels himself to be deficient. He sees Jack as being very
certain about his career and his future and Art as spending a
considerable amount of time on his academic work. Mort is
uncertain about his future and finds it difficult to spend a
sufficient amount of time on his studies. Rather than avoid-
ing this dissonance by seeking other friends, Mort apparently
attempts to improve his own position by keeping himself con-
scious of these more positive models. This consciousness of
the need for self- improvement reflects the desire for "per-
fection" instilled by his grandfather. This awareness in
turn facilitates Mort's responsiveness to others attempting
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to improve their position.
Even though they have discontinued their relationship as
lovers, Mort says he and Kathy can still support each other
on major problems. Kathy, like Art. encourages Mort to im-
prove his academic work. Support is also available in several
of Mort's more moderate relationships. For example, follow-
ing an accident in which he broke his leg, one man offered to
make a special 200-mile trip to drive him to his home, while
another man spent time keeping him company during the first
several weeks of his recuperation. Many of these people in
secondary relationships with Mort he identifies as more "out-
going" than himself. In the context of his comments concern-
ing the social problems of the university, Morfs attraction
to these more outgoing people appears as another attempt to
improve himself.
Mort's helpees include Janet, a woman from his high
school; Ted, a man he has known since high school; Diane, a
woman with whom he had a long-term loving relationship;
Rachel, one of his maternal aunts; Rich, a man from his cor-
ridor; and Lois, a woman who had nominated him as a helper
on the original survey.
Mort's role in these situations ranges from relatively
brief contacts to quite long-term, complex involvements. His
contact with Janet began with a casual conversation and con-
sisted of eight days of continuous involvement. She began by
complaining about her father, but her expressions intensified
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to such an extent that Mort became concerned and consulted a
trusted school counselor who eventually made a professional
referral. Janet felt betrayed and refused any further con-
tact with Mort.
On the other hand, Mort's helping relationship with Ted^^
has lasted several years. Mort describes Ted as someone who
"scares people away because he needs them so desperately."
Ted frequently calls Mort with problems related to work,
drugs, and relationships with women. Despite the pressures
involved in this relationship, Mort expects to continue his
contact even though Ted has decided against further profes-
sional counseling.
Mort broke off a long-term relationship with his girl-
friend, Diane, because, as he explains it, he was unable to
balance his own needs and the strong helping expectations she
placed on him. This situation developed just prior to the
interviews and, although it was difficult for Mort to discuss,
he explained that it was a reciprocal support relationship,
but he felt the demands on him were much greater. Unable to
resolve this conflict, he ended their relationship.
The remaining peer helping relationships mentioned by
Mort are less extreme but indicate a similar tendency for ac-
ceptance and tolerance on his part. Rich, along with Art and
Jack, is a member of Mort's closest friendship group, but
^^Described earlier in the example on pages 94-95.
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Mort does not identify hi. as a source of support because of
his
-sexist and racist attitudes." Yet Mort has spent a con-
siderable amount of time supporting Rich concerning a dating
relationship problem. Similarly, Lois, who was described by
another respondent who knew her well as being "very difficult
to get along with," reported that Mort has been quite helpful
to her. Mort did not include Lois in his social network and
he was unaware that his "occasional talks" with her had been
helpful. Finally in his helping situation with his aunt
Rachel, Mort was able to draw on his own drug experiences in
discussing her concern with her son's drug involvement.
In summary, key influences on Mort's helping role deriv-
ing from his interpersonal context appeared to originate with
his mother's encouragement of open problem sharing and his
grandfather's model of continually seeking self improvement.
Mort's early peer groups involved people with a number of
significant problems. The importance of accepting others,
learned from his mother and his own personal experiences,
apparently led him to be open in helping many of these peo-
ple. He was not always successful, particularly when he
found helping expectations in conflict with his own expecta-
tions for the relationship. A review of both present and
past primary and secondary relationships substantiates Mort's
impression that he is developing a group of friends with more
effective coping styles than those of his previous acquaint-
ances. Although Mort's role still appears to be one of help-
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ing through developing relationships, his present network in-
volves people with less severe problems. Because his current
relationships are more stable, he has more flexibility in .
setting boundaries between helping roles and general friend-
ship roles. Thus while "accepting- people in trouble is im-
portant to him, he now has additional network members on whom
he can rely for support.
Mort's helping role--one of non- judgmental emotional
support--is quite similar to the support he expects from
others if he has a problem. He admits that he is somewhat
"wary" of going to others for help, because he does not want
"suggestions" on what to do. He most prefers someone to
listen to his presentation of the problem and the various
solutions he has developed. He finds that "thinking outloud"
is usually sufficient to help him make his own decisions.
Reflecting on the influences of his general personality,
Mort was more informative in what he was unable to say rather
than what he did say. He believes the most important aspect
of his personality influencing his helping of others was his
"sensitivity" to others. He explained that his preoccupa-
tion with his recent problems with his girlfriend have caused
this "sensitivity" to diminish, but the resolution of this
problem has again increased his sensitivity to others needing
help. His actual helping style, however, was more reflected
by how he viewed himself at the time. He feels unable to de-
scribe himself fully because he is undergoing "personality
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Changes" and he is '.questioning a lot of things.. Although
he was evasive, Mort revealed himself as one who spent a con-
siderable amount of time contemplating his own psychological
processes and personality development. It is this same
-in-
ner exploration" that he encourages in those he helps.
Mort believes his role is rewarding and meets his own
interpersonal needs. Helping involvements bring him "enjoy-
ment,..
..satisfaction," a feeling of being "honored" and a
sense of being "needed..- Mort looks forward to and encour-
ages helping role contacts. In addition his open acceptance
of others encourages them to discuss their problems with him.
Because of his interest in his own personality development,
he often seems to encourage more long-term psychological ex-
plorations on the part of his helpees rather than supporting
the most immediate solutions that come to mind. Thus both
Mort's interpersonal needs and his coping style are reflected
in his helping role.
Summary. Mort's role developed relatively early, and a
very basic and influential context dimension appears to have
been parental identification or, since this includes his
grandparents, adult identification
. The open interaction
in Mort's family appeared to help him develop a strong appre-
ciation for affiliation
. In addition he was expected to have
a positive problem orientation and he was encouraged to de-
velop a self-sufficient, logical, and analytical coping
s^yie
.
These factors are apparent in his present desire to
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reach out to others and have them work through their problems,
ilis open discussion of problem situations with his mother
provided a model and a sanctiorm^ of the helping exchange.
Ilis parents and later his grandfather were important in lead-
ing Mort to develop a strong self expectation for improvement
and making full use of his own abilities. He now holds simi-
lar expectations for his helpees.
Two additional context dimensions appeared to develop
out of Morfs home environment: responsibility and intro-
S£ection. With the death of his father Mort had to assume
additional responsibilities in the home and this probably
generalized to some degree to his later helping involvement.
Although its precise origin is unclear-
-perhaps resulting in
part from expectations of self-sufficiency or problems sur-
rounding the death of his father--Mort developed an intro-
^P^^^^^^ approach to situations. This may interact with sev-
eral other dimensions to lead Mort to turn his analytical
style and expectation for self improvement inward. In many
instances it causes him to examine the "psychological" as-
pects of an issue. This introspective orientation is a very
salient aspect of many of his current helping involvements.
An experience of marginality appears to characterize
much of Mort's early peer experience. Although it is likely
that these experiences of peer rejection reinforced his in-
clination to introspection, the positive problem orientation,
the self-expectation to maximize potential, and the sanction-
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ing of helping which derive from his family experience were
all likely factors in helping him develop the rewarding cri-
tical event of helping others repair their bicycles. Simi-
lar dynamics were probable factors in his helping people with
drug problems during his high school years. Mort also be-
lieves that these early marginal experiences are the basis
for both his em^athx and identification with troubled persons,
These dimensions appear to be quite important in Mort's cur-
rent non-critical acceptance of several of his helpees.
Peer
.
support and network growth also have influenced
Morfs role. Mort's network increased greatly in terms of
stability from his high school to his college years. As his
network evolved from more to less troubled individuals, the
magnitude of many of his helping situations has decreased.
Similarly the availability of peer support for interpersonal
and role related issues has increased. Thus Mort could state
that if he needed role support he "could go to his own "help-
ing person."
Currently reward is a significant context dimension for
Mort. Mort expressed this in terms of being "honored" when
sought out for help. It is likely that this relates to his
childhood experience of being rewarded when others sought him
out for help with their bicycles.
In terms of setting, security appears the most important
dimension for Mort. Mort's ability to help others varies
with his own sense of adjustment to the setting. Thus he ap-
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pears unable to help others unless his own social position is
reasonably secure.
Eva
Eva is a twenty-year- old junior sociology major. She is
not a counselor. She lives on a s ixteen-member corridor in a
coeducational residence hall. Her hometown is suburban. She
has two siblings, a sister 18 and a brother 16. Her father
works as an accountant and her mother as a clerk. She is
Jewish but not active in the formal aspects of the religion.
She is quite close to her father but has experienced frequent
difficulties in her relationship with her mother. She feels
that she has little in common with either her sister or her
brother. Eva endorses a mixture of "counterculture" and tra-
ditional values and she is uncertain which is more important
to her. Eva is active on the counselor selection committee
for her dormitory. Her current career goal is to become a
social worker specializing in juvenile cases.
^^^Pj-^g Eva reports her helping involvement as
"daily.
.
.a constant thing." She uses both passive and act-
ive methods of initiating situations, but she uses active
methods more so than most of the other respondents. The time
span of her helping situations range from a single meeting to
several weeks. The content of such situations is generally
personal and interpersonal issues. Eva's style is character-
istically fairly challenging and confrontive as the following
Ill
example indicates. The situation concerns a dormitory resi.
dent who came to her with a problem:
do;s*is%hafh/"''''^^ everything that hees IS t t he is going to fail. That's his prob-lem
.
.he was worried about why he was aPtt^r.^ k ^
nui-L once.
... He's unhappy with hisroommate but that didn't come up till m^ch laLrbecause he really didn't want me to know about ?hatBut I perceived that a long time ago, so ? sugges?ed It and he looked up at me as if'ti say how in
Mm "and I'didn.ri: '!!^'- * ' I q-stionednim 't believe him when I knew he wasn'ttelling the truth, and he flipped out everyUme ?knew he wasn't telling the truth. So he rea Ty puta whole lot of trust in me and started opening up
.
.
.the more I perceived the more he would openup. The more he verbalized everything he saw it ina much clearer perspective and it wasn't so horre^dous and he left fp^iirirr ,.r^,., , ji^hchj^, J ^ 'i--^uj.vc diiu J. u n n-
much w/' f""'^^^ ^^^'t believe howbetter I feel. ... You made me see a lot of
II Jl '2 • • • It ended up that
^^Jj:^^d„thinking of things in a positive way ra-ther than " I am going to fail. . "
As the above example illustrates, Eva often attempts to de-
fine the help seeker's problem for him/her. Although not al
ways well received, her strategy could be quite effective
when it hit a responsive chord, or when it helped shortcut
maladaptive or misdirected behavior. Although Eva was fre-
quently empathetic with her helpees, she also expected them
to examine the "true causes" of their behavior.
Eva is dissatisfied with her helping role. She is cur-
rently involved in a helping situation with a married couple
that is not going well. Instead of helping she now finds
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herself between the husband and wife. Eva said she how re-
alizes that she frequently becomes emotionally
"overinvolved-
in her helping and she tends to encourage
"dependencies" in
her helpees. She wants to continue her role, but she is also
quite aware of a need to "limit" the extent of her involve-
ments. Although active on a committee that selects floor
counselors, Eva does not wish to become one. She explains
that she prefers to keep her helping informal and "as a
friend." She added that she does not want to be burdened
with "administrative responsibilities." Eva said that she
would most definitely use a consultant if available. She ex-
plained, ".
.
.it's the best idea that I've heard yet. It
would really take a lot of pressure off of me.
. . Not
surprisingly she related this to her most current difficul-
ties with the married couple. Eva expects to continue help-
ing both informally and formally by going into the field of
social work. She hopes, however, to adopt a more passive
mode of initiation of situations.
Developmental context
. Eva says that her helping role
began in late elementary school years. Her experiences with
her parents emerge as a very important factor in this early
development of her role. Eva identifies strongly with her
father. She describes him as ".
. .easy going.
. .extrovert-
ed.
.
.friendly.
. .someone who would do anything for anyone."
On the other hand, Eva has been in constant conflict with her
mother and she describes her as " shy, withdrawn, and self-
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ish." She elaborated this distinction further:
he;k'o!?Vlor "Tl]^ *° "^ ^ «hole
an.th?^/t;:ri/o^l-p,P,"J,-W -phasis on
if only she could listen to
nything that if on y could sl^are II'mother.
.
.
me 1ways tried to model myself afiefmy fath^;
'
In addition, with both parents working, household chores
were primarily Eva's responsibility. She recalls that she
received little reward for chores done, but was strongly cri-
ticized for tasks left incomplete. Eva learned the positive
rewards of helping from her father, while she also appeared
to learn that helping activities would protect her from at-
tacks from her mother. Only since her stay at college has
Eva been able to resolve many of the conflicts that existed
between her and her mother.
By the time she was in sixth grade Eva was active in her
peer informal helping role:
. .everybody was always call-
ing me when they were upset.
. . . They always felt just
really comfortable in coming to me." She attributes this de-
velopment to two factors: her own troubles made her more
"sensitive" to people's problems and helping was a method of
maintaining peer relationships. She remembers herself as
being "ugly, inferior, unpopular, and unathleti c . " During
her junior high years she recalls that she had a group of
"close friends," but she now suspects they were her friends
because "I would do anything for them.
. .played the sucker
. . .for popularity."
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In high school Eva's position improved somewhat as she
became active in a variety of groups, clubs, and political
activities. She was also active in her helping role. Exam-
ples she cites include three separate people with dating or
marital problems, a woman with parental problems, and a man
with dependency problems. Although she is no longer as de-
pendent on her helping to maintain her relationships as she
had been in junior high school, several of these examples in-
dicate Eva still considers helping someone as a primary means
of beginning a relationship. Also at this time her peer sup-
port was insufficient in helping her to cope with her own
problems at home. At one point she left home to live with
neighbors, and at another time a teacher discovered her writ-
ing a "diary" of her problems and took time to work with Eva
on some of her problems.
It is probable that much of Eva's role developed out of
an attempt to satisfy her own needs. Her father serves as a
positive model of some of the skills and rewards of helping
others, but Eva also tries to use helping as a means of cop-
ing with her mother's rejection. Helping was also the stra-
tegy she used in attempting to cope with peer rejection. As
she grew older, Eva was able to meet more people through in-
volvement in many activities. However she still retained her
helping as a primary method of developing relationships. Al-
though her own experiences enabled her to respond to and ef-
fectively help people with problems, she at times finds her
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own needs overriding the needs of the person she is helping
These issues re.,ain unresolved for Eva at the university.
CHIient context. Eva believes that living in the univer
sity setting has increased her "independence" and her "sense
of responsibility to myself and other people." She feels
that her exposure to "so many different ways of life" has in-
creased her self-understanding and improved her perspective
on some of her own problems. This emerging self-awareness is
most likely a necessary step in her developing a better un-
derstanding of the dynamics surrounding her helping role.
Changes in her residence area, however, have had a much
more direct influence on Eva's helping role. In her first
year at the university, Eva's helping was more limited be-
cause she found it difficult to meet people and develop re-
lationships. Despite her political activism in high school
she has felt "threatened" by the other students in her pre-
vious residence area because they were "too radical." She
finds the living conditions in her present residence hall
much more favorable:
.
.
.Living in [my dorm] is an advantage over liv-ing in a tower. It's a much closer knit group ofpeople. I know people on every single floor on
every single corridor. You just don't do that in aii-story tower.
. . .
This general supportive atmosphere and the increased ease of
interpersonal contact seem to facilitate Eva's initiation of
helping contacts. It is unlikely that Eva would have been
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able to continue her helping role without these experiences
of positive growth and general feelings of acceptance and
support provided by her residential setting.
The key interpersonal variables influencing Eva's help-
ing role are her difficulty in establishing stable support
relationships of her own, and her too frequent use of her
helping role as a mechanism to establish and maintain rela-
tionships. Of all the respondents, Eva has developed the
least effective integration of her friendship and helping
roles. The expectations she communicates to many of her
helpees are mixed. She expects them to be dependent on her
as a helper, but she also suggests that they become her
friends. If, however, the person actively responds to the
friendship communication by demanding a more reciprocal rela-
tionship, Eva will often find herself having to back away and
trying to set limits without understanding what has occurred.
The difficulties developing from these conflicting expecta-
tions considerably reduce the effectiveness of Eva's helping
role
.
Relationships in Eva's network in which she is primarily
the recipient of support include her parents; Aileen, a woman
from her high school who now lives nearby campus; and Fay, a
friend from another corridor in her residence hall.^^
Although Eva indicates that her relationship with her
Fay is also a respondent, see Appendix K.
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-ther has improved considerably since she has been attending
the university and although she indicates both parents as
sources of support she still has a preference for talking to
her father. Her father, however, insists that her
.other be
Included:
.
.
So when I call home and I'm really upset
1 ieelTetlll'lU'^''"'''' """^ Parents^ev^n hough
ther Jhe?e y l.lVl^ *\"'>' father. I want my mo-LJiei tn r , L want that kind of rel a t-i nnd^-i ^ cu
IS still my mother and I stiU love Je? and^iwant to be friends with her, so I'Lep trying.
This suggests that Eva's support relationship with her mother
is still more of a wish than reality.
Eva identifies both Aileen and Fay as people who are
"less emotional- and more self assured than herself. Because
Aileen lives off campus Eva explains that they have only in-
frequent contacts. Eva says she attempts to model herself
after Aileen because she is more "effective" and more "objec-
tive" than herself. She also considers Aileen to be a pri-
mary source of support because Aileen knows more of her per-
sonal history than the rest of her university network.
While Eva considers her support exchange to be more re-
ciprocal with Fay than with Aileen, Fay in her own interview
considered their relationship as one where she primarily pro-
vides support to Eva. Considering Eva's apparent tendency to
overstate friendships, Fay's report is deemed more accurate.
Eva describes Fay as "compassionate" and "understanding," and
adds that Fay has contributed a great deal to her understand-
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ing of the women's movement.
Primary relationships involving reciprocal support in-
clude two older carried female cousins; Alice, a high school
friend who is now married and living in Florida; Lena, Eva's
roommate; and Rachel and Eric, two friends from her residence
hall. 25 The important aspects of these relationships is that
in person supportive contact is only available from Rachel
at the time of the interviews.
Eva's support exchange with her cousins consists primar-
ily of long distance telephone calls concerning a variety of
family problems. Distance is also an obvious factor in Eva's
relationship with Alice. They originally met in high school
when Eva was able to help Alice with a boyfriend problem.
In return Eva found Alice to be a source of support because
she was more "intelligent" and "level headed." Because of
the distance, Eva describes their present support as that of
mutual-acceptance" rather than active emotional or problem
solving support.
Eric and Eva have known each other for three years and
their relationship has vacillated between a friendship and
loving relationship. Eva explains she "follows" Eric's ad-
vice "all of the time," because "he is calm.
. .very sensible
and very logical." In return she reports that she has
"brought him out of his shell." He is more outgoing and more
Eric is also a respondent. See pages 125-140
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willing to express his feelings. However, at the ti.e of
the interview, their relationship was temporarily blocked due
to a disagreement concerning Eva's current helping involve-
ment with a married couple.
Disagreement over the same situation is also disrupting
Eva's relationship with Lena, her roommate. Eva had origin-
ally decided to become Lena's roommate because she considered
her to be "easy-going" and to be someone who "would be a
calming force in [her] life." Instead she has come to feel
'
that Lena is "controlling" her life by making "decisions" for
her and telling what she can and cannot do. At the present
time Eva says that Lena is trying to convince her to cease
her helping involvement with the married couple. It is quite
evident that Eva is experiencing conflict between the role
expectations of these key network members and her actual role
activity.
Eva's only immediately available source of strong reci-
procal support is Rachel. Eva says that their relationship
began by her keeping Rachel company because she had few
friends and was more of a "taking" person than a "giving"
person. Eva explains that Rachel had a lot of "potential to
be caring" and by supporting her and by taking an interest in
her, Eva believes that Rachel is now able ".
. .to see a lot
of things in relationships she never did before.
. While
she describes several of her key network members as calm,
easy going, and more self-assured than herself, Eva seems un-
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able to make use of their support, and instead she is turning
to sceone she identifies as a recent helpee for acceptance
People Eva identifies as currently being in helping re-
lationships Kith her are Kurt and Bob. Kurt is a .an in her
residence hall whose helping situation was described in the
example on page 111. Their relationship, which Eva describes
as "friendly" rather than "friends," has lasted three years.
Eva reports that she has supported Kurt periodically over
this time and in many ways she believes he has been "depend-
ent" on her. Currently she is attempting to encourage him to
develop more responsibility for himself. Although he is
"sympathetic" she does not consider him a source of support
because ".
.
.he does not have that much to say.
.
." m
addition, since Kurt is a friend of Eric's, Eva does not wish
to trust any confidences to him.
Bob is the central figure in the helping situation that
is causing Eva's current role conflict. She knows Bob and
his wife from when they lived near each other in a previous
residence hall. After their marriage and the birth of their
child, Eva occasionally babysat for the couple. Bob became
dissatisfied with his marriage and turned to Eva for support.
What previously had been an inefficient style of encouraging
dependent friendship in helpees became more serious when Bob
decided he wanted to leave his wife and begin a relationship
with Eva. In her later interviews Eva explained that she was
trying to terminate her involvement, but felt responsible be-
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cause the couple would not seek counseling. She admits that
she now understands Eric's and Lena's positions more clearly
She explains that this experience makes her understand how
much of her previous helping has been characterized by over-
involvement and creating dependencies. Eva wishes to con-
tinue her informal helping but she is uncertain as to how
she might develop a more efficient style.
In summary, the relationships in Eva's current social
network appear to reflect a helping role that originated with
her childhood attempts to gain recognition and acceptance
from her mother and her peers. Similar to the other respond-
ents, she appears to seek supportive friendships with people
who possess coping skills that she would like to acquire for
herself. The interaction of role expectations communicated
by some of Eva's stronger relationships and her own emerging
self awareness have caused Eva to attempt modifications in
her helping role. If this process continues it seems likely
that she will develop a more clear distinction between de-
veloping balanced and reciprocal relationships and her own
needs to obtain acceptance and validation by means of her
helping role. For the present though, Eva appears to be too
uncertain of her own sources of support to provide impartial
support to her help seekers.
Eva's commitment to helping is evident in her own coping
style. Whereas most respondents indicated a preference for
reasoning a situation through before turning to others for
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guidance. Eva quickly seeks the ass istance of others
.
explain,
mg: "I feel much better when I talk things out. i hate
keeping things inside.
. she found her supporters to be
most helpful when they serve as a "sounding board" when she
becomes "too emotionally wrapped up in something to see it
clearly." Yet, as previously noted, she has difficulty ac-
cepting opinions of friends when they differ from her own.
Her oftstated need for acceptance seems to limit her ability
to receive support as well as supply it.
Eva is quite aware of her personal dynamics and their
contribution to her helping role, she describes herself at
times as being "neurotic," "hysterical,"
"overemotional ,"
and "high strung." she considers being "involved with peo-
ple" as the most important aspect of her life. Her state-
ments about herself and her helping role leave little room
for doubt:
.
,
.It's like I can't live any other way It
seems to evolve from involvement.
. .it's a'needtohelp
. .
It's a need to be needed.
. . I am happyin the counseling role.
. .It makes me feel worth-
while.
.
.A real need for self worth. I think that
It manifests itself in helping other people and get-ting that satisfaction and that feeling of import-
ance and meaningfulness
.
Other respondents also comment on the "need to be needed" but
none express it with Eva's intensity. The same need for con-
tact and involvement that leads Eva to be active in initiat-
ing her role also appears to limit her ability to retain the
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necessary objectivity. In .any ways her own deficiencies in
coping interfere with her effectiveness in developing coping
skills in others.
SiSlHX- Eva believes her role developed quite early.
Although Earental identification appears to have been a pri-
mary influence it is of a very different nature than in the
first two cases that were presented. On the one hand Eva
identifies her father as a positive helping
.odel and sug-
gests that his helping of others represents a sanctioning of
the helping process. On the other hand Eva's constant con-
flict with her mother and her continual attempts to gain ac-
ceptance appear to be a dominant influence up until the pres-
ent time.
This influence's substance has been to impart a negative
or ambiguous aspect to most of the context dimensions of her
role. Eva's difficulty with her mother is reflected in affi-
liation by a seeming constant search for acceptance from
others. Although her attempts to please her mother likely
led to a further sanctioning of the helping process, much of
Eva's interaction with her mother left her uncertain as to
her own self
- expectation
.
In reaction Eva did seem to de-
velop an active approach in problem orientation
, but she
lacks self sufficiency in coping style
. Her choice is to
turn to others as soon as possible. Eva's current helping
ile still reflects a strong need for affiliation rather than
positive valuation of it. The sanctioning of the helping
ro
a
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process suggests, as a ,ri..ry
.eans of gaining recognition
a process which is also quite apparent in her current role
'
Eva's description of her early peer interaction reflects
a strong sense of ^ar^inalit^. she was not well-equipped to
meet this challenge and the reward value in helping soon led
her to develop helping as a primary means of relating to
others. Fro. both her family and peer background. Eva also
seems to have developed a strong sense of empathy and identi-
li£ation with persons needing help. This period, while in-
fluencing her to develop a coping style that emphasizes seek-
ing help, also seems to foster a strong tendency for intro-
£££ction. represented in her present role by frequent insist-
ence that her helpees develop better "insights" into the "true
causes" of their problems.
Network growth is also an important role dimension for
Eva. but it reflects a lack of stability. Eva's network
growth seems to be interchangeable, i.e.. she does seek out
people with qualities she aspires to. but the volatile nature
of her relationships often cause these people to disappear,
at least temporarily, from her network. Thus she has a con-
stant need to develop or replace these resources. More spe-
cifically peer support plays an uncertain function in her
role, which is reflected in her strong endorsement of a sup-
portive role intervention.
Eva's strong interpersonal needs make density and secur-
ity important setting dimensions for her. The high density
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in the setting helps satisfy some of her interpersonal needs
and also highly increases the probability of helping contacts
The lack of challenge in her present setting permits her to
be comfortable enough with others so that she can initiate
helping situations, whereas this is less true in a previous
dormitory residence.
Eva's own admission of her need to be needed and of her
creation of dependencies suggest a strong dominance dimension
in which she uses helping as a means of establishing some
control or dominance over her interpersonal relationships.
Eva's case was in many ways unique in that it presents a pic-
ture of a helper in crisis. It is only now that she has be-
gun to verbalize some of the more maladaptive aspects of her
role. Although she has yet to resolve many of her difficul-
ties, actually going through the interactional description
has helped her define and understand some of her difficulties.
Eric
Eric is a twenty-year-old junior anthropology major. He
is a counselor on a twenty-one member corridor. His hometown
is a small industrial city. His sister is 18. His father
works in a repair shop, while his mother works for a large
electronics manufacturer. Eric is Catholic but says he is
not at all active in religion. He feels close to his family
but says there is some distance developing as he establishes
his own life. Eric endorses many mainstream values, but he
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places a high value on social change through constructive
co^nity action. His goal is to attend graduate school.
HelEin^ role. Eric reports a moderate frequency of help,
mg involve.ent-..big things happen
.aybe two or three ti.es
a semester, but little things once every two weeks.
.
.• He
adds this is not a "constant thing," explaining that several
incidents might develop one week and none the next. "Small
thing" for Eric mean the routine academic and administrative
questions that people approach him with because he is a coun-
selor. Major things include situations involving significant
personal and interpersonal issues. Eric prefers to be pas-
sive in initiating helping situations. The time span of his
involvements ranges from a single brief conversation to a
period of several weeks. In the following example Eric re-
veals a considerable amount of sophistication in handling a
complex and difficult situation:
One another corridor, a girl would leave notes
^est'of the n°" knel thl
coiS "T ,1 ! : • • ; ^'*^>' °ver to me andsaid Talk to her and see what is going on." Shewould come over and talk to me every once in awhile,and she told me that she had had an abortion and
was seeing a psychiatrist.
. .and stuff like that.
btxe told me about the problems on the floor, that's
another situation where I sort of calmed her down.
.
.
.It was only eight people, a small corri-dor which made it worse. Her roommate had left her,
she told me she was leaving because she couldn't
'
stand living with her. I referred it to the clinic
after awhile. I talked to people who knew her be-fore and they told me about her past, and how other
roommates had moved out, and how her mother is di-
vorced. ... So I spoke to other people on the
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floor and I didn't tpii u
said they should trv ? ^^"^ =*°'^>'- " I
and dea/with U tkl best ^hf'''"'' situation
comes over and likes tn ?
^
have too many friends and she H^'"'?/^''
with the people on the ?loor
'
she t;iks"^''Ihris"?J^i "hen
People ,lu,,'lt i:r^:^S^?Lr3i;^'h"2:^^^Sr-smarten up. But I iu^t uii come on,
don't wan? to make ^efn^ ^o^s"^? l^^^old'her to see their situation too] * ^^"^
As the above example suggests, Eric prefers a non-directive
approach in one-to-one situations, but he also has good .'con-
sultant-like" skills. He says that his primary goal is to
-point [helpees] in the right direction," and "to have them
think it out for themselves."
Eric is generally satisfied with his role. He says he
feels inconvenienced by his role only when he has problems of
his own, but even then he finds the time to help the person.
He comments that it is his "attitude" that "things will always
work out." Thus he is not too troubled by assuming extra re-
sponsibilities. Eric is a floor counselor and he believes
his counselor role has helped him in his interests of crisis
intervention and community building. It has enabled him to
become more involved in the "inner workings and organization"
of the residence hall. On the other hand, he says that the
title of counselor makes him uncomfortable because he would
rather just "fit in with everybody else." Eric has made use
of a consultant service available in a local resource center,
and he believes such a service is an important resource for
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people in his position. Eric exnertc; t-n .c pects o continue his infor-
-1 helping, because it "is a natural type of thing.- m the
immediate future he has hopes of becoming a student dormitory
administrator so that he can expand upon his interests in
community building activities.
2-elopmernal context. Eric did not become consistently
involved in peer helping until after his arrival at the uni-
versity, but his early family experiences suggest some basis
for his role. Eric's family background fostered both inde-
pendence and a sense of responsibility. Since both of his
parents worked and his father was off only one day a week,
Eric said it was "expected" that he would help to carry out
many of the household responsibilities. Tasks were not "as-
signed" but Eric remembers that it was suggested in an "easy
going" manner that things be done. Eric believes that the
general "non- authoritarian" approach of his parents has
helped him assume an "easy going" and "calm" approach to life
and its situations. Similar descriptive terms appear in the
nominations Eric received as a peer helper.
Additional family influences on Eric include a very
strong sense of support, a positive identification with both
parents, particularly his mother, and a high expectation for
success and self improvement. Eric reported that both par-
ents were "very good," "giving," and "lenient." He shared
many of his mother's values: "she feels about things the
same way I do.
.
.we talk about just about everything." Both
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parents were quite invfci-o^ c .q ested in Eric's continued education
Since his father had been unable to finish gra™ar school
This family experience, which provides a strong sense of sup-
port, encourages openness, interaction, and a desire for self
improvement and facilitates a sense of responsibility, appears
to have provided some basis for Eric's interest in helping
Others
.
Eric's opportunity to establish extended peer relation-
ships was limited during his high school years because he
commuted some 16 miles to an all-male Catholic prep school.
In addition there were few persons his own age in his own im-
mediate neighborhood. Eric was active in several school or-
ganizations such as the newspaper and the drama club but his
distance from the school precluded his participation in many
of the more general activities that were held during non-
academic hours. These blocks to extended peer contact also
likely limited Eric's opportunities to develop extended peer
helping situations.
During this time one specific experience occurred that
seemed to influence the nature of Eric's interest in helping.
He became involved in a community project to establish teen-
age drop-in centers in his hometown. Since a city curfew
kept young people out of the parks and the police had begun
to restrict youth gang activities, the centers provided an
alternative. Eric was active in the program for two years
until political favors turned and the program lost much of
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its support. Much of Eric.s current and future interests in
helping are directed at community building interventions
The support of Eric's fa.ily, his strong identification
with his
.other's values, and his involvement in co^unity
activities provide some clues to Eric's strong sense of self
and his interest in hu.an affairs. Setting, rather than per-
sonal limitations, appears to have delayed his active involve
ment in peer helping until he entered the university.
Current context. Eric has a favorable view of both the
university and his residence hall. He considers both to have
numerous resources and opportunities for interpersonal inter-
action. His major critique of his residence hall is that it
is "too homogeneous" in that it is overrepresentative of
"white middle class values." He believes there is a loss in
not being exposed to more minority students and to more stu-
dents with differing life style. He admits, however, that
the present make-up of the dormitory makes it a "comfortable"
place to live. He points out that the lack of personal dif-
ferences contributes to a "good community" and "good communi-
cations." He believes that the close personal contact made
possible by this atmosphere was a primary influence in initi-
ating his helping role:
:l ^^i"^ probably just living with peo-ple that did It.
. . . In high school I wouldn'thave considered myself a helper at all.
. . Youdidn't get to know [people] because you weren'tliving with them.
. . . Dorms can be a real nega-
tive experience.
. .but they can be positive too
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^o°[pL%^lIj'"?^:/"''--„-Posure and being close
It builds your confid;nce! ' You^Sf'"* l^^^"^'for somebody. and Arr.,, * ^° something
good and thit ;ou are^do.-'
that your advice is
that kind of rllnfllletTou," ''''''
This suggests that the opportunity for extended peer contact
and the availability of
..feedback" were both important in
initiating Eric's helping role.
The key interpersonal influence on Eric's helping role
is the apparent stability of his social network and the ex-
istence of several strong reciprocal support relationships.
His background of strong familial support and a relative in-
dependence of peer relationships in his high school years has
given Eric the ability to be selective in choosing his
friends. He identifies only one helping relationship where
the person is a permanent member of his network. In all
other relationships support is either reciprocal or not a
factor.. This clear separation of general friendship rela-
tionships and dependent helping relationships enables Eric to
be objective and efficient in his role. Initiation and con-
clusion of helping relationships are clearly marked. Helping
in terms of companionship and relationship building is reser-
ved for friends while his support of help seekers is more fo-
cused and more directed toward problem solving. By respond-
ing only to the helping expectations of help seekers Eric
seems to maintain a role that is consistent with his own ex-
pectations and avoids the potential conflict of mixed friend-
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ship and helping expectations.
Eric's reciprocal support relationships include Eva,
Tony, Kurt, and Ann, all friends from his residence halli
Doug, an old neighborhood friend; John, a friend from high
school; and Russell, a new friend from his hometown. ^6 Eric
is close to his parents but he describes their support more
as general parental acceptance. He indicates that he turns
to his peers with any problem that he might have. Eric notes
that while he was growing up, however, he always turned to
his mother with his problems because his father "just would
not be able to deal with it." The fact that Eric makes this
distinction indicates that his mother encouraged an open dis-
cussion of personal problems, thus sanctioning this as a way
of responding to others.
Eric considers Eva, Tony, and Kurt to be members of his
closest friendship group. They had all lived together in a
previous residence hall. Of the three, Eva has the most in-
fluence on Eric's helping role. Eric substantiates Eva's
description of their relationship in saying that they once
dated each other, but that now they are just close friends.
He also agrees that he can remain objective and "withdraw"
from a helping situation if necessary, while Eva will become
"too involved" and "goes in head over heels." Despite this
Eva is the respondent whose case was previously pre-
sented (pp. 110-125). Ann was also a respondent. See Appen-
dix L for her case summary.
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difference Eric says that they seek out each other for sup-
port and advice because they tend to share similar views of
others, and because they "know each other so well." He
points out, however, that they frequently do not accept each
other's advice, because they each hold "strong opinions,"
and that support comes principally in the opportunity to dis-
CUSS an issue.
Eric explains that Eva has influenced him in his role
because she
-points out a lot of things.
. .that I knew but
that I never acknowledged." He clarifies this by saying Eva
has shown him that he cuts himself off from others by being
guarded and putting up "walls." Her focusing on this issue
helps him extend himself more into the helping of others.
In this case Eva's style of combining helping and friendships
works to Eric's advantage. In return, it seems that Eric's
more objective style is critical in helping Eva develop a
perspective on her own helping role. Eric adds that he has
also learned to restrict his own role after having the oppor-
tunity to observe the difficulties generated by Eva's over-
involvement
.
The remaining relationships suggest Eric has good abil-
ities to obtain support from diverse sources. He says that
he could discuss "any problem" with both Tony or Kurt and he
describes Kurt as being quite similar to himself in back-
ground and personality. On the other hand, he points out
that Tony has his own group of friends and cultural inter-
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ests, was less academically oriented than himself, and took a
more "humorous., view of situations than he did. Eric believe
they are similar in their assuming a ..calm- approach to situ-
ations. Similarly Eric says while he and Ann differ in per-
sonalities, friendship groups, and interests; he could share
general problems with her because they share the same .'val-
ues" in that they are both "helping persons'- and they can
both trust each other with confidences. He adds, however,
that he would be more likely to discuss a .'personal problem.,
with Eva, Tony, or Kurt.
Eric has continued a strong support relationship with
Doug, his old neighborhood friend, even though he considers
Doug to be much more concerned with "success and money., than
himself. On the other hand, Eric believes he is quite simi-
lar to John in that they share the same values and worked to-
gether on the same political campaign in their home town.
Eric has supported John through several problems with his
family and in turn he says he is able to discuss ..any prob-
lem" with him.
Eric met Russell through a mutual friend, and, although
Russell lives ten miles from Eric's hometown and is follow-
ing a business rather than an academic career, Eric considers
him to be a source of support because he '.shows concern., and
is '.logical and intelligent...
Amy was the only person in Eric's network where he con-
siders the relationship to be primarily a helping one. She
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is a member of his original friendship group of Eva, Tony,
and Kurt. Eric says that he has supported her with problems
related to her self concept and her relationships with others
She has left the university but they maintain contact through
letters and telephone calls. In addition, Amys association
with the other members in Eric's network help sustain their
contact.
In summary, Eric's current social network reflects his
ability to obtain support from a number of sources. On the
strength of this support he is able to extend himself to
help others. His relationship with Eva appears to be parti-
cularly influential in facilitating his helping role. His
network also reveals a good ability to separate general
friendship and dependent helping roles, thus eliminating a
primary source of role conflict in the informal helping sit-
uation
.
Eric's style in helping others is similar to his per-
sonal coping. The reciprocal support relationships that he
indicated in his social network reveal that he has little
hesitancy about turning to others. He points out, however,
that he does not do this without first trying to work through
a problem on his own and he seeks out others only if he be-
lieves that "they can help me along." Similarly he expects
his helpees to be fairly self reliant and to be analytical
and pragmatic in the solutions to their problems.
In discussing his self concept, Eric presents something
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of a paradox. He says he personally "feels different than
[he] comes across to people." He explains that while he of-
ten actually feels pessimistic and "unsure" of himself; when
he is helping people he is always "optimistic" and gives an
appearance of being self-assured. He considers his ability
to be "calm and easy going" to be one of the most important
aspects of his personality because it enables him to be "lo-
gical" rather than "emotional" in his thinking.
Eric's bearing appears to affect his helping role on two
major dimensions. First, as his nominations indicate, people
seek him out because he appears as "calm, reasonable, and
logical," someone to trust. In turn his "logical and calm"
approach enables him to distance himself and to set limits
on his helping role.
Much of Eric's "pessimism" is related to concern over
community and social issues. As a result much of his helping
is directed toward "improving the community." His interven-
tion with one woman (p. 126-127) revealed that in addition to
providing individual support to her, he also worked with the
other residents of the corridor in an attempt to improve gen-
eral group relations. On his own corridor where he has
counseling responsibilities he considers "community building
and communications" to be of primary importance. In speaking
of his informal role he says that such activity gives him
"satisfaction," and that it is an important way to prevent
problems from developing:
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something to off^?
"J^u'^a/^s lliro/flt IT ""VJ,may as well be worth something, and if tLJ ^
,
what you have to offer you may'as weU lo"t
.
.
For Eric, his sense of responsibility, and his feelings
of satisfaction appear to outweigh the effect of any feel-
ings of pessimism or uncertainty in influencing his helping
role. In addition, his ability to be "calm and logical"
despite some feelings to the contrary appear to be some of
the primary characteristics which attract help seekers to
him.
Summ^IZ- The relatively late development of Eric's
helping role suggests a rather different emphasis in the
influence of the context dimensions than was noted in the
previous cases. Parental identification does seem to be im-
portant, particularly in terms of his mother's influence, but
the general influence of this dimension seems less immediate
than in the three previous cases that have been presented.
A positive self expectation
,
a positive problem orientation
,
and an active, analytical, coping style all seem to have been
fostered by the general supportive atmosphere provided by his
parents, but these dimensions seem to have developed their
importance in their interaction with setting dimensions.
Three dimensions which seem to have a more direct link to
parental interactions are a sense of responsibility
,
sane-
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tionin^, and moral consciousness. Eric believes that he
shares many of his mother's moral and humanitarian beliefs.
In addition her encouragement to openly discuss problems ap-
pears to provide some sanctioning of the helping process.
Finally, with both parents working, Eric did develop a strong
sense of responsibility in that he was "expected" but not di-
rected to help out in the home.
Again Eric did not recall his early peer experiences as
having a strong impact. Marginality was present to some ex-
tent because his commuting limited his involvement in some
school activities, but this does not emerge as a particularly
significant factor. Much more important was the critical
event of being involved in the community youth center project
which seems to have directly facilitated many of present
helping interests.
Although developmental dimensions did have some influ-
ence it is the interaction of current context dimensions that
seems most important. For Eric both setting density and se-
curity seem to be quite important. He suggests that living
with such a high density of people facilitates his helping.
The general lack of challenge in the setting brought about by
a similarity of culture and interests did much to facilitate
interaction. Network growth was a factor but for Eric it was
more a growth in size rather than stability that was brought
on by the high availability of people. An additional dimen-
sion of network separation seems to be rather marked in
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Eric's case. He maintains clear separation between those re-
lationships that are purel, helping relationships and those
where the relationships are
.ore balanced. Such separation
appears to prevent the role conflicts that other helpers
someti.es experienced. Peer sun^ort plays a very direct
role. Eric explains some of his friends have actively en-
couraged him to become more involved in helping and that
these same friends help him remove some of the
.'walls" that
prevent him from becoming involved with others.
A final important influence appears to be the interre-
lationships of a reward coein^ st^le and responsibility di-
mensions. Eric says he finds helping improves his sense of
self worth. Despite personal uncertainties he believes he
should be logical and calm in his coping style. Thus the
reward value in helping and his ability to help develop calm
and logical solutions make for a good "fit" between himself
and his helpees. In addition once he is convinced by his
peers that he has certain skills, his sense of responsibility
to the community is an additional incentive for involvement.
Although the interview "set" in many ways favors an ela-
boration of developmental context dimensions Eric's case il-
lustrates the marked impact current context dimensions can
have on the development and style of the informal helping
ro le
.
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SaHiiX and Discussion of the Cases
In part the purpose of these case studies has been to
illustrate how the various role dissensions discussed in Chap-
ter V combine to form distinctive helping roles for each per-
son. Each role, however, in turn is related to the various
contexts of the individual: developmental and current set-
ting, personal, and interpersonal contexts. Thus the cases
also illustrate the interactional perspective which suggests
that different helping roles will be systematically related
to these contexts. The contextual differences reflected in
these cases can be summarized in two ways: (a) the signific-
ant differences of the specific dimensions within each con-
text (developmental and current) which seemed important for
the different individuals, and (b) the different patterns of
interactions between the major contexts as suggested by the
various cases. This first section will compare the various
context dimensions as they were presented in the individual
case summaries.
Context Dimensions of the Helping Role
Developmental context. Parental identification -
-a pri-
mary developmental dimension suggested by these four cases--
refers to the presence of a close interactional and psycholo-
gical relationship with at least one parent or parent type
figure. Parental identification appeared to be the source of
even-
Of several additional dimensions which resulted in the
......
tual development of the helping role, m three of the four
cases-Mary. Mort. and Eric-this identification was general-
ly positive and supportive in nature while in Eva's case ther
were both positive and negative aspects, m the three posi-
tive cases the stronger identification appeared to be with
the
.other. General dimensions which seemed to result from
this identification were a sanctioning of the helping process
the development of a positive ^rol^ orie^ation, and posi-
tive self^exeectation. Sanctioning occurred at times through
parental modeling, but more often it seemed to develop from
parents or other adult relatives encouraging an open discus-
sion of problems. A positive problem orientation depended on
the parents fostering an active approach to problems, and
self expectation seemed to derive from the parental message
that one should maximize their abilities.
In Eva's case, sanctioning, problem orientation, and
self expectation appeared to be influenced much more by con-
flict and ambivalence. Sanctioning seemed to develop not
only from her observations of her father as a positive model,
but also from her discovery that helping behaviors were an
effective means of pleasing her mother. In coping with the
difficult home situation that she described, Eva apparently
was able to develop a fairly active and positive problem ori-
entation. Still the uncertainties in her self expectation
which she also attributed to this situation have caused her
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considerable difficulty in her helping role. While Mort
Mary, and Eric's positive self expectations see.ed to leld
them to encourage simlar orientations in their helpees it
seems probable that Eva's uncertain self expectation hal led
her to emphasize these aspects of her helpee's situation. In
emphasizing these issues she can then Justify the need for
her to be more directive in her helping role.
Additional major dimensions developing out of parental
identifications appeared to be affiliation
, coping style, re-
sponsibility
.
moral consciousness, and introspection
. Again
helpers varied along these dimensions. Mary, Mort, and Eric
(to some degree) all reported a positive orientation toward
affiliation and human interaction as originating in the sup-
portive and acceptive atmosphere in their homes. This in
turn seemed to encourage them to be open and interested in
others. For Eva. on the other hand, personal need was a
very strong aspect of affiliation which appeared to have a
direct relationship to some of the more maladaptive aspects
of her role.
Moral consciousness, which refers to a strong belief in
human values and doing what is "right", seemed to be most in-
fluential in Mary's case, somewhat true for Eric while it did
not seem to emerge as a major dimension for Eva and Mort.
For Mort, Eric, and Eva, a strong sense of responsibility ap-
parently developed from conditions of parental absence in the
home, while for Mary responsibility seemed to develop more
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from a general parental expectation.
£H!infi st^ and introspection are interrelated, but it
IS felt that they are separate enough to warrant being label-
ed as different dimensions. For Mary, Eric, and Mort coping
style was characterized by a sense of self sufficiency, and
an analytical approach to problems. Again there is some
evidence that this approach was directly encouraged by their
parents. For Eva, on the other hand, the uncertainty of her
home situation appeared to produce a coping style that was
characterized by an immediate turning to others for support
and reassurance. These differences in coping styles also
seemed to be largely reflected in the "style" of helping that
developed later.
Perhaps because of their relatively more troubled back-
grounds introspection appeared to be a more important dimen-
sion for Mort and Eva than for Eric and Mary. Stress in both
family and peer backgrounds seemed to lead Mort and Eva into
a certain amount of introspection in an attempt to explain
the reasons for some of their difficulties. This was less a
factor for Eric and Mary who reported more externally direct-
ed coping styles. Again some parallels were noted between
this personal orientation and the coping style the helpers
expected their helpees to develop.
In terms of early peer relationships, marginality was
observed to have a strong effect in three of the four cases.
In three cases, Mort, Mary, and Eva, the helping role de-
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veloped significantly earlier than it didUn Eric's case
These three helpers faced various challenges with various de-
grees Of success, but a lasting outcome appeared to be fairly
strong feelings of enjEath^ and identification with others
perceived to be in difficult situations. There is evidence
to suggest that both Mort and Eva developed helping as a pri-
mary means of coping with their sense of marginality.
The presence of a critical event, or a single clear de-
fined helping experience was apparent in the cases of Mary,
Eric, and Mort. In contrast helping seemed to become a gen-
eralized mode of responding for Eva at a very early age.
In summary, parental identification emerged as a key in-
fluence on the helping role. This appeared to be the source
of numerous additional developmental context dimensions. The
nature of these dimensions determined the respondents' gen-
eral orientation towards themselves and their environment.
Peer interactions further shaped these original dimensions
and generated additional sources of contextual influence.
Analysis of these dimensions suggests that while some con-
stants seem to be important that the significance of the de-
velopmental context in determining the helping role can vary
widely. An additional indication was that seemingly opposi-
tional influences (e.g., positive versus negative home en-
vironment) can both contribute to an informal helping role.
The nature of these helping roles, however, can be quite dif-
ferent. This serves to illustrate the importance of consid-
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ering both the interaction of contextual variables and the
nature of the specific helping role under consideration.
Current context. Since in the present study setting
developed as a point of constancy or control, it did not gen-
erate a large number of unique dimensions. The three dimen-
sions that seemed most important were labeled density
, secur-
ity and constency. Density refers to the high number 'of peo-
ple living in Close proximity. While this dimension was men-
tioned explicitly by Eric and Eva as influencing their help-
ing roles, it seemed to be implicit in the other cases as
well. Constancy refers to the similarity of the present set-
ting to previous settings and this seemed most influential
for Mary as she perceived her residence hall sharing some
characteristics with her high school. Security seemed to be
important for all respondents as they described their environ
ment as comfortable, and non- threatening
. This general sense
of support conveyed by the setting appeared to enable the
helpers to extend themselves to others. At times when the
setting was perceived as more challenging as in Eva's and
Mort's cases the frequency of helping declined.
Interpersonal dimensions observed to be influencing the
helping role in the present context were labeled network
growth, network separation
,
and peer support
.
The four
helpers suggested four somewhat different variations of net-
work growth. For Mary network growth seemed to be a continu-
ance of an ongoing process of psychological growth. She se-
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lected as friends persons she perceived as .ore skilled and
-ture than herself, incorporated these sMlls as best she
could and tried to develop the. in her helpees. Morfs net-
work revealed so.e aspects of this process, but
.ore marked
influence ca.e fro. his developing a .uch
.ore stable network
than he had before. This caused a reduction in the
.agnitude
of hrs helping involve.ents but it also provided hi. with per-
sonal support Which in turn helped hi. sustain his role For
Eric network growth was represented pri.aril, by an increase
in size, which increased both his opportunities for peer sup-
port and his chances of .aking helping contacts.
In Eva's case network growth was the least positive.
She sought persons she saw as .ore skilled and she established
support relationships, but these relationships appeared to be
tenuous and unpredictable. Circumstances were such that she
could not always .ake constructive use of input from others.
In addition, while she was constantly expanding her network
she was also continuously losing people. As long as she
could continue this exchange process she could sustain her
role, but if this process broke down as it appeared to be do-
ing during the time of the interview then her ability to help
others was also limited.
A related dimension was network separation
, which refers
to the helper's ability to make distinctions between "pure"
helping relationships and more general and reciprocal rela-
tionships. Mary. Mort, and Eric had achieved a reasonably
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sufficient degree of network separation so as to avoid role
conflicts while this was not true for Eva. By creating de-
pendencies in her helpees and by sending mixed messages
about wanting and not wanting help she developed frequent
role conflicts for herself.
Peer support was important since all helpers identified
peers they could turn to for both personal and role support.
Mary and Mort indicated that, given the nature of their role,
peer support was a sufficient resource in dealing with role
'
related problems, while both Eric and Eva either had used or
would like to have available some form of supportive profes-
sional intervention.
Several of the dimensions that emerged in the develop-
mental context were observed to have a continuing influence
in relation to the personal context. Since they have been
discussed previously they will only be reviewed briefly here.
Empathy and identification continued to be important dimen-
sions for Mary, Mort and Eva in initiating their roles. A
sense of responsibility was a factor for all four respond-
ents, but it appeared most marked for Mary and Eric. A strong
appreciation of affiliation seemed to lead Mary and Mort into
initiating situations, while a need for affiliation was
stronger for Eva. Mary and Eric's more logical externally
oriented coping style appeared to provide a certain goodness
of fit between them and their helpers while the same was true
for Mort and Eva with their more intuitive and introspective
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coping style.
A final personal dimension that has been touched on but
not elaborated previously is the sense of reward that was ap-
parent in the helping situations. For Mary reward was repre-
sented by a sense of interest in and a learning fro. others
Mort and Eric implied that helping others was a significant
means of improving their self worth. A similar aspect was
evident in Eva's case, but to a much greater degree. She
herself defined this as a "need to be needed."
The similarity in setting produced a limited range of
setting dimensions. Analysis of the interpersonal context
emphasized some dimensions that were suggested by the develop-
mental context analysis, and provided the basis for construct-
ing several additional dimensions. Analysis of the personal
context provided considerable continuity with the develop-
mental dimensions but illustrated how these dimensions had
evolved to influence the helping role in the present form.
In the following section the implications of the interac-
tional variations among the major Developmental and Current
Contexts as suggested by these four cases will be considered.
Contextual Patterns in the Informal Helping Role
As the above discussion has already suggested, not only
is the helping role influenced by the interaction among the
individual context dimensions, but also by the differential
impact of the major contexts themselves: developmental and
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current setting, personal, and interpersonal context. This
f.nal section will iUus trate two aspects of these patterns
context salience and context congruence.
Context salience. One of the two primary contextual
qualities suggested by the four cases is that of context
salience. This refers i-n ru^n t to the situation where a particular
context-personal, interpersonal, setting-appears to have
chief importance in determining the helping role. This can
apply either to the original inception of the role, or it can
apply to the role process as it exists in its current context.
In considering the generative aspects of context salience the
four cases reviewed suggested a El^cess- reactive or history -
distinction. Mort, Eva, and Mary with the early
origins of their roles and the salient influence of the de-
velopmental context seem to clearly reflect a process develop-
ment in their roles. Eric's profile, however, suggested a
more reactive profile. While his role appeared to be somewhat
influenced by the developmental context, the effect of the
current context on his role seemed much more pronounced.
For those helpers where the developmental process seemed
to be most salient, their helping appeared to be more inte-
grated into their life style. They tended to be more active
in initiating their role and seemed to try to tailor their
role to their current context with varying degrees of success.
For Eric, however, whose role developed largely in reaction
to the current context, contextual influences appeared to
n.axi.ize his role satisfaction. The permanence of such re-
active roles is uncertain, in that a change in setting
.ight
cause Eric-s role to decrease. On the other hand, the re-
active nature of his role suggests that it
.ight be .ore
flexible to adaptation to new settings, while the
.ore pro-
cess oriented respondents
.ight try to adhere to their
.ore
internalized role and seek out aspects of a setting that
could support it.
in considering context salience in ter.s of ongoing role
process a different distinction e.erges. This see.s to be
n.ost accurately reflected in the differences between a need
and a predisposition to help, m Eric's case his develop-
n.ental context see.ed to create a predisposition to help but
he needed certain contextual stimuli in order to react. The
special nature of his setting and of his position as counse-
lor strongly facilitates his "community building" interests,
thus he is actively involved.
Mary and Mort seemed somewhat balanced between predispo-
sition and need. Their developmental context appeared to
have generated fairly strong helping needs, but these needs
seemed to be integrated sufficiently with their current con-
text so as not to be an overriding factor in their helping.
For Eva, however, the dominance of needs in her personal and
interpersonal context strongly affected her role. The
strength of these needs led her to be quite active in the in-
itiation of her role, directive in her helping style, and
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-de her inclined to develop dependent helping relationships
As her case indicated the strength of these needs were the
source of some rather severe role conflicts. It seeded like-
ly that if these needs were not brought into perspective with
the rest of her role context that her difficulties would con-
tinue or she would cease to be active in her helping role.
This brief discussion of context salience has suggested
some ways in which the helping role can be greatly influ-
enced by a single dimension. Such an analysis can provide
an understanding of some of the dominant aspects of the in-
dividual role. However, the complete role cannot be under-
stood without considering an interaction of all the major
contexts
.
Context congruence. Context congruence was the second
of the two major context qualities suggested by the cases.
This refers to the relative compatability of the various con-
texts in their impact on the helping role. Congruence can
range from high to low with high congruence being preferrable
for developing an effective helping role. For all respond-
ents congruence was fairly high. However, there were some
suggestions of present minor conflicts and the possibility of
greater incongruence in future settings. The respondents re-
ported that when they were involved in their own personal
concerns or problems it was at times difficult or at least
inconvenient to meet helping requests. The setting and the
interpersonal contexts were such that it was very difficult
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to avoid being approached if someone was insistent in .aking
a request. Although the helpers denied that this was much of
a problem, it could be anticipated that during a final ex-
amination period when stress would be high for both helper
and helpee, that personal concerns might conflict with the
role
.
Other examples of low context congruence were when Eva
lived in a residence hall where she felt the students were
too
-radical.' she felt uncomfortable and found it difficult
to approach others, despite her strong needs to help others.
Similarly Morfs role declined following his move to a new
corridor until he was able to clear up some personal diffi-
culties and to establish new relationships. Thus in examin-
ing the helping role it is important to consider factors of
low contextual congruence that may hinder or block the help-
ing role.
Perhaps because his role was reactive to the current
context, Eric's role seemed to have the best "goodness of
fit." He preferred a passive style and was involved in a
balance of instrumental and nurturant situations. Both Mary
and Mort's roles revealed a somewhat lower degree of congru-
ence in that they indicated that they would like to become
more involved, and to raise the visibility of their role,
perhaps by becoming counselors. Although the current con-
text did much to facilitate their role, the demands from
their personal context were not completely consistent with
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the actual extent of their role.
Although her role was in .any ways maladaptive, congru-
ence was very strong for Eva. m both her interpersonal and
her helping style she needed a rather large supply of people
because of the rapidity with which she see.ed to change re-
lationships and their relative importance to her. The high
availability of people in her present setting was highly con-
gruent with these needs. In a situation where fewer people
were available, or .ore network stability was demanded, it is
doubtful that her role could continue in its present form.
Examining the congruence of the contextual patterns of
the helping role provides a perspective from which to under-
stand not only the interactive effects of the various con-
texts in the present role, but also provides some probabil-
ities as to the variations in role performance that will de-
velop given future changes in the contextual influences.
Sujsmarx Il£t£. This section has been presented primarily
as an illustration of how the interactional perspective might
be applied to the analysis of role context. It is not being
suggested that these are the only patterns that were import-
ant or useful in contrasting and interpreting the roles.
Other analyses are equally possible. The point is that the
interactional perspective appears to be a very valuable and
informative way in which to conceptualize the informal help-
ing process.
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Summary
The p.eceai„, discussion has ii:.st.atea the i.po.tanceOf considering the info^al helping
.ole in te™s of an in-
teractional context, several dimensions were developed to
explain the variables influencing role development within the
various major contexts of personal, interpersonal, and set-
ting correlates. Finally some of the major contextual pat-
terns suggested by the case materials were reviewed, m em-
phasizing the interactional approach this analysis has illus-
trated how using any single construct or dimension might lead
to an incomplete or a misleading understanding of the infor-
mal helping role. The final chapter will review the major
aspects of this study and comment on their implications for
future research and interventions from an interactional per-
spective.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
This study has presented an exploratory, descriptive an-
alysis of informal helpers and their activities. This in
vestigation was organized around an interactional concept of
ccplex behavior developed fro.
.or. in both organizational
and co^unity psychology. This perspective suggests that
ccplex behavior patterns, such as informal helping, can be
understood in ter.s of a role, viewed as a function of an in-
teraction of personal and environmental variables across
time. A review of the existing literature revealed that
there had been only limited development of this view of both
informal helpers and the informal helping process. Thus a
primary goal of the present study was to initiate an under-
standing of the activities of informal helpers in terms of
role behavior and to define the key descriptive dimensions
of this role. A second major goal was to define the context
of this role in terms of major past and present personal
and environmental variables. The third major goal was to ex-
amine the interaction among these context variables, to the
extent possible, as they related to the development and pro-
cess of the informal helping role. These primary goals were
directed toward a more general goal which was to provide a
generative base for developing both future research and de-
signing preventive interventions with informal helpers.
was
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i-ie^ Of the Analytical Fran^ework Role Dimensions
Due to the exploratory and descript^^T^;!;;;;: of the re
suits, a conceptual review and analysis of the findings will
be useful in Judging the degree to which these goals have
been satisfied. First a specific group of informal helpers
was identified, based on a description of their helping activ
xty rn their natural setting. Analyses revealed that it
possible to define the activities of these informal helpers
in terms of a role. Eleven major dimensions were observed
to be most significant in characterising the nature of this
role. These dimensions were frequency, time span, content
area, magnitude, degree of emergency, nature of support
breadth of skills, proximity of the help seeker, interperson-
al (helper-helpee) relationships, method of initiation, and
Style of helping.
Development of these dimensions and comparison of their
interrelationships proved to be a convenient framework for
summarizing and comparing the role of the informal helpers
in this study. A summary of the role as characterized by
these dimensions is presented at the end of Chapter V. Since
each of these dimensions were developed directly from the
respondents' reports, each contributes some information con-
cerning their helping role. In all instances, however, com-
parison of the prominent interrelationships of these dimen-
sions greatly increased their information value.
For example frequency indicated that the helpers were
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involved daily. Ti.e span added a little
.ore information by
revealing that so.e situations involved less than an hour's
time, while others could last several months. Content area
revealed that while the majority of these helping situations
were instrumental in nature, the helpers were also involved
in several personal and interpersonal problems. The dimen-
sion of magnitude provided a means of gauging the size and
complexity of these situations. On the other hand, degree of
emergency was important only because it revealed that crisis
intervention was not a significant aspect of this helping
role, only when the interrelationships of these dimensions
were considered did a more complete sense of their role begin
to emerge. Taken together the above dimensions revealed that
this specific role involved daily helping with small instru-
mental favors and relatively frequent helping (i.e., every
three to four weeks) with major interpersonal issues, with
the time span of these major issues averaging one to two
weeks
.
While these basic or descriptive dimensions begin to
provide a definite sense of the function of this particular
role, the dimensions focusing on the nature of the helping
response, the relationships between helper and helpee, and
the dynamic process of the role provide additional depth of
understanding as to how and why this role is put into opera-
tion. Nature of support reflected how these helpers provided
both instrumental and emotional support. When this dimension was
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considered in
.elation to other dimensions, it was discovered
that While the helpers could respond to both instrumental and
emotional needs, the, had a preference for rel.in, on emo-
tional forms of support in most of their major personal and
interpersonal situations. Although this was in part due to
the fact that they wanted to avoid being blamed for a negative
outcome to a helpee's situation, several of the helpers were
aware that having the helpee malce his or her own decisions
was important as a means of increasing their coping skills.
Analysis of the helper's breadth of skills revealed that
while several of them had specialty areas (e.g.. sexual ad-
justment, race relations, medical problems, religious issues)
their roles included helping with a variety of issues which
required a general range of knowledge and interpersonal
skills. Thus while a certain aspect of their role was rep-
resented by such specialty helping it was important to under-
stand that they also had the capability of helping with a
wide range of general issues. This dual aspect of the role
might not have emerged unless the breadth of the helpees'
skills had been considered in detail.
Two of the most interesting dimensions observed were the
proximity and interpersonal dimensions. The proximity dimen-
sion, which evolved out of the social network analyses, re-
vealed that while the majority of role situations involved
persons in the immediate residential environment, a full
third of the major helping situations involved helpees living
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in cities up to 100 miles distant ta . Literature cited previ-
ously (LitwaK
, Szelenyi. Z969; WeU.an et al
.
, 3ug-
gested that due to high mobility and
.apid co^unications
such informal support relationships are
.ore co^on than one
.ight suspect. The discovery of the
-long distance" helping
aspects of this role, however, was quite exciting, because it
suggested that the role was i,n not bound to the specific setting
but that it extended over a fairly broad geographic area
This suggested a .uch different helping role than one that
was based on interpersonal contacts in a specific social
setting
.
The interpersonal dimension, which was also based on so-
cial network analysis, provided what seemed to be one of the
nost important aspects of this helping role. It revealed, as
might be suspected, that the helpers gave ,nost of their time
and effort to their closest friends, but more importantly it
indicated that the helpers provided support to a full range
of their acquaintances. They often supplied instrumental as-
sistance to distant acquaintances, while many of the their
major helping situations involved friends of moderate ac-
quaintance. It is probable that this helping throughout the
full range of their social networks is one of the primary
elements that led to their peer nomination as helpers. More
importantly this finding raises the possibility that the role
of this particular group of helpers provided a resource that
was not generally available in their social setting.
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Analysis of the initiation dimension produced a finding
that seemed strongly related to the specific make-up of this
particular group of identified helpers. About one half of
the helpers held positions a<:P s floor counselors while the
other half did not. Helner.,pers who were not counselors favored
an active-passive mode of initiating helping whereby they
would either wait to be approached by a helpee. or at times
they would facilitate a helping situation by asking leading
questions. Helpers who were counselors, however, practiced
a more consistently passive mode of initiation because, as
they explained, so much of their time was already taken up by
the instrumental and administrative requests related to their
counselor role. Most of the helper-counselors were anticipat-
ing an end to their counselor role and a return to more au-
tonomy in their informal helping. The role as characterized
by this dimension was one where the helpers were not inclined
to "rush in" or "take charge." but rather one where they oc-
casionally facilitated an initiation, and where they most
often made themselves "available" at a time deemed most ap-
propriate by the helpee.
Style is the most broad and inclusive of the dimensions.
A non-directive style of helping most clearly characterized
the present role. Most of the respondents indicated that a
primary function of their role was to provide a "safe" non-
critical atmosphere in which the helpee could air his or her
problems. Only a few respondents occasionally adopted a more
directive approach in „Mch the. assumed it was necessar,
for the. to point out the helpee.s
"mistakes" or ".ispercep-
tions." Analysis of style again emphasized the '.self help-
aspect of this particular role. Most of the respondents
tried to practice a style of helping that would encourage
the helpee to improve his or her coping sHlls by having the
helpee assu.e responsibility for the particular problems at
hand. Providing a mechanism for the helpee to "work
through- a problem rather than merely supplying advice or
sympathy points to yet another aspect of this role that like-
ly separates it from many of the support resources in this
particular setting.
The role dimensions as developed in this study do pro-
vide a broad understanding of the informal helping role of
this particular group of informal helpers. Some of the key
aspects of this role were the emphasis on personal and inter-
personal issues, an orientation that encouraged the helpee
to assume responsibility for his or her own problems, the
presence of long distance support relationships, and the pro-
vision of support in some form to a full range of social net-
work members. The dimensions used to describe this present
role could be applied to other helping roles in other set-
tings. It is quite likely that such analyses would produce
additional dimensions some of which might supersede those
presented here. It is a major contention of this study, how-
ever, that for such comparative analyses to be productive,
pro-
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there
.ust be a clear understanding of the context which
duced the role described by these dimensions. Thus the
second major goal of this study was to define the context of
th.s role in terms of major past and present personal and
environmental variables.
The definition of the major contexts of the informal
helping role was more thoroughly developed around the pre-
sentation of four specific cases. A sun^ary and discussion
,
of these cases produced two levels of contextual analysis.
In the first step, descriptive context dimensions which seemed
to most Clearly characterize the role context of these four
helpers were identified and compared. These context dimen-
sions were considered to describe important aspects of the
major role contexts (personal, interpersonal, and setting).
The second level of analysis examined the interrelationships
that were observed to exist among these major context dimen-
sions. This illustrative and comparative analysis provides
an in-depth understanding of the major contexts as they re-
lated to the roles of these particular helpers.
Discussion of the role context was broken down into two
major components, developmental and current. For those help-
ers who reported an early role development (i.e., childhood
or early adolescence), parental identification and peer mar-
ginality appeared to be two of the most influential context
dimensions. Specific aspects of the parent child relation-
ship appeared to create a set or orientation in the child to-
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ward self and the environment. Later In the face of per-
ceived peer rejection this
"orientation., see.ed to interact
with the environment to produce a significant influence on
the helping role. Not all of the dimensions previously noted
-
the description of this process will be reviewed again
here. It is important, however, to recall some of the more
prominent developmental dimensions.
Some of the most important dimensions which appeared to
have their origins in parental identification included sanc-
tioning, problem orientation, self expectation, affiliation
and introspection. Sanctioning of helping behavior usually
resulted from the helper. s observing a parent as a model or
from a parent's encouraging an open discussion of problems.
Problem orientation which refers to the helper's general ap-
proach to problems appeared to be positive in most instances.
The helpers tended to view problems as challenges to be over-
come rather than as situations to be avoided. This seemed to
be essential in their helping of others to cope with problems.
In some cases this positive orientation came from a general
supportive and encouraging attitude on the part of the par-
ents. Other helpers seemed to have developed this approach
out of a necessity of overcoming problems in their home life.
A positive expectation towards one's self and one's pro-
gress also seemed to develop from a generally supportive home
atmosphere. Satisfaction in the helping role seemed to be
associated with this positive self
-expectation and an inter-
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On
est
.„ encouraging similar expectations in the helpees
the other hand, helpers who reported parental conflicts also
tended to indicate uncertainty concerning their self
-expecta-
tions. For some of these DennisP^°Pl^ their current helping seemed
to be m part an attempt to gain vpin^.^-p alidation from others to
compensate for these uncertaintiesi amti . This appeared to produce
conflicts and dissatisfaction in their current role.
The affiliation dimension describes a parallel process
Early parental support and encouragement of interpersonal
contacts led to later interests and attraction to people
which many of the helpers pointed to as a primary motivation
m their helping role. Other helpers, however, recalled
feeling rejected by one (though never both) parent. For
them helping seemed to evolve in part as an attempt to devel-
op a relationship with the rejecting parent. Later their
role seemed to emerge from a similar use of helping as a
means of gaining peer recognition.
For some helpers, introspection also seemed to be a de-
velopmental context dimension that had bearing on their cur-
rent role. This appeared most evident for respondents who
had faced significant problems in their early years (e.g.,
parental conflict, death of a parent, prolonged hospitaliza-
tion). These helpers presented themselves as engaging in
more self
-exploration and reflection, a process which they
aUo tended to encourage in their helpees. Helpers who had
not faced such challenges tended to be more pragmatic and
seal oriented both toward themselves and their helpees
For several of the helpers an experience of peer .ar-S-alit, emerged as the second major developmental context
-nuencing the development of their helping role. Por most
of the helpers, the positive aspects of the dimensions
,ust
noted provided them with the resources to meet this chal-
lenge. Peer marginality was important in these cases, how-
ever, in that it seemed to produce the dimensions of empath.
for and identification with troubled individuals which these
helpers reported as a current role influence. For those
helpers where the dimensions revealed a less supportive home
background, the experience of peer marginality appeared to
intensify helping as a means of meeting interpersonal needs.
Helpers who incorporated this process into their current
roles also experienced conflict in their roles.
A final developmental dimension that was present in sev-
eral, but not all helper backgrounds, was that of a critical
event. This was defined as some clearly defined helping ex-
perience that seemed to crystalize the helping role. For
some it involved helping a particular group of friends, for
others it was volunteer work, for still others significant
helping relationships with one person stood out as most im-
portant. In all cases such an event appeared to make the
helpers conscious of their helping skill and of the satis-
factions that could be gained from such activities.
It was important to consider these developmental dimen-
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sions because not onlv ri-;^ ^-i.
^^^y '"^Sest some co^onality of
^nnuences t.a. p.o.cea
...
,,,, ^^^^^^^^^^
velopmental experience could affect current ,"Curren role activity
Dimensions describing the c.,r^»„^g urrent context yielded a similar
sense of a commonality of influences that produced the basic
role. While variations along these dimensions were reflected
in variations of the rolec ^^n s of the individual helpers
A review of the helper's perceptions of their current
setting produced two primary dimensions which seemed to be
important in nearly every case. These were setting density
and setting security. Density refers to the fact that most
Of the helpers reported that the large number of people avail-
able in their setting facilitated their helping role. Density
alone was not enough, because the helpers reported that "safe"
and comfortable atmosphere of their setting, described here
as setting security, was also important in influencing their
role. The helping role tended to decline for those helpers
who experienced a decrease in security. It appeared that they
needed to be at ease in their setting before they could extend
themselves to help others.
Primary interpersonal context dimensions that appeared
to influence the helping role were network growth, network
separation, and peer support. Network growth refers to the
process by which the helpers developed and expanded their net-
work of interpersonal relationships. At least three major
'
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variations were observed. Por so.e network growth appeared
to be a part of their own psychological growth. The,
.ade
frxends with people they perceived to have positive person-
ality Characteristics that they wished to acquire. m turn
these helpers see.ed to be frequently involved in helping
others with similar asnert^ nf ti,,,-p c s o their personal development.
For other helpers network growth indicated a direct
building and expanding of a social network that had been pre-
vxously limited in size or quality. This seemed to facili-
tate their helping role in that it brought them into contact
Kith more people. These additional personal contacts in-
creased the probability of helping contacts, but they also
provided additional sources of both role and personal sup-
port for the helper.
For other helpers, network growth revealed a more non-
productive process. The network was constantly in flux with
old members being dropped and new members added on with no
marked progress toward stability. For these helpers, their
role was often used as part of the recruitment process. This
tended to be a frequent source of role conflict for these
people because of differing expectations between them and
their helpees.
Network separation is a related dimension. It suggested
that it was important for these helpers to keep a fairly
clear separation between reciprocal helping relationships
with friends, and their unilateral helping relationships with
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helpees. Those few helpers who could not do this found it
difficult to terminate helping relationships and the helpee
would often
.ake .ore demands than they were willing to ™eet
Peer support is a fairly straightfoward but very import-
ant dimension. All the helpers indicated that a key factor
in sustaining their roles was the availability of personal
and role support from friends.
Of the current important personal contextual dimensions
empathy, identification, and affiliation, all noted previous-
ly as developmental dimensions, were considered by several
of the respondents to be significant influences in their cur-
rent role. Additional factors were a sense of responsibil-
ity, coping style, and sense of reward. Nearly all of the
helpers reported feeling some sense of responsibility toward
others in need. For the most part this was not indiscrimin-
ate, but it seemed to apply only when the helper believed he
or she had the ability to help a person with a particular
problem.
The helpers' own coping style seemed to parallel their
expectations for coping in their helpees. Those helpers who
tended to be independent, pragmatic, and goal directed in
their own coping style tended to encourage the same approach
in their helpees. Those who emphasized introspection in
search of psychological explanations directed their helping
toward similar goals.
All of the helpers indicated that there was a definite
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ward ca.e as an oppo.tunit, to learn f.o. and about others
-St. helping to one degree or another, provided a ^elns
I
seat estee.. Por a .ew. as Has been suggested
bx several of the previous dimensions, the reward of satisfy,
interpersonal needs had heco.e the primary motivation for
helping. As it has been suggested before, this appeared to
be a primary source of role conflicts.
Both the developmental and current context dimensions
Ulustrated the nature and interrelationships of role influ-
ences that were observed within ^^rhtnm eac of the major contexts
An examination of the relationships among the major contexts
(developmental, and current: setting, personal, and inter-
personal), suggested the two principal contextual qualities
of context salience and context congruence. Context salience
refers to the observation that the helpers differed in terms
of which context seemed to be most important in determining
their helping role. For many there seemed to be a process
of gradual evolution in their roles in which the development-
al context was most important. These helpers appeared to be
more active in initiating their role involvements, and their
helping activity seemed to be integrated more fully with their
general life style. Helpers where the current context was
most salient suggested a reactive origin to their role. That
is, that their role developed in reaction to influences from
their current context.
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A primary distinction that was suggested by context
salience was that when the negative aspects of developmental
dimensions remained prominent the helper tended to experi-
ence rrecuent role conflicts because of interference from
personal needs. The presence of both positive developmental
and current contextual influences produced a much more stable
role, although it too was subject to variations in the cur-
rent context. Roles that developed most in reaction to the
current context in many ways appeared to be the most consist-
ent because they were the least influenced by helping experi-
ences in previous settings. However, it is uncertain if these
latter roles would be su^tain^..! -; -r *ustained if the current role context
were to change.
The second of the two major contextual patterns observed
was context congruence, which refers to the compatability of
the influences of the various contexts. Context congruence
was fairly high for all of the helpers. At times when con-
text congruence was low, such as when the helpers experi-
ences stress in their setting or interpersonal context their
helping role was usually sharply reduced. For some helpers
the high availability of people in their current setting pro-
vided a context congruence that encouraged the continuation
of rather maladaptive roles based on personal needs. For
most helpers, however, there seemed to be a high congruence
between developmental and current contextual influences that
erved to maximize an appropriate functioning of their roles.
s
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As the review of these contextual dimensions and pat-
terns has shown, the analytical framework developed here did
meet the objectives of depicting the complex personal, inter-
personal, and setting variables that influenced the helping
role of a specific group of identified helpers. This ap-
proach provided a sense of the dynamic evolution of several
key aspects of this role. It was possible to identify role
influences that were common to the experience of most of the
helpers while it was also possible to isolate specific as-
pects of these dimensions which seemed to produce differ-
ences among the roles of the individual helpers. It is be-
lieved that a similar comprehensive analytical framework could
be usefully applied to investigating the contexts of a vari-
ety of informal helping roles.
Limitations of the Study
Before considering any general implications, however, it
is important to place the present findings in perspective.
First, the results are based on illustration and example thus
they are fairly speculative in nature. No control group was
used to develop comparative explorations of the various di-
mensions. The use of individual self-report, while providing
a rich source of information which was essential in interpret-
ing the complexity of variables involved, introduces certain
limits. For example, no completely objective statement of
the helpers' effectiveness was obtained. It is my subjective
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;ive
3udg.ent. however, that the peer nominations, the extens
screening of the respondents, and the detailed helping ex-
amples that they reported provided an acceptable basis for
this judgment. Similarly there
.ere few cross checks avail-
able on statements concerning interpersonal relationships.
Again I believe that the number of relationships which the
respondents reported and the depth to which they discussed
them provide a sufficient basis for making statements concern-
mg the interpersonal context.
An additional problem lies in the fact that not all of
the contexts were equally developed. There was much more de-
tail available concerning the developmental and interpersonal
contexts than there was concerning the setting contexts. The
setting in this instance may, in fact, have had a more limit-
ed influence but three aspects of the study caution against
making such a judgment. Most importantly the setting was
just not that differentiated for the respondent group. Thus
unique contributions of the setting to their role were diffi-
cult to judge. Secondly my questions relating to the setting
were somewhat less detailed than those relating to the other
contexts. Finally the helpers seemed to be much more adept
at describing their p.ersonal histories and their friendships
than they were at describing their setting. It seems that
either an objective measure of setting influences or a ques-
tionnaire that would help respondents make more definitive
statements about setting variables would be advisable in fu-
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ture research.
A final
.aior point to be .ade here is that the helpers
-
th.s study were a highly congruent group. They were all
college students living i„ residence halls. Thus they were
liv.ng in Close proximity to numerous peers who were quite
Similar to themselves. As college students they were living
-
a very clearly defined yet transitory period in their
lives. In relation to the general population they represent
a highly verbal, sophisticated, and educated group of help-
ers. They were clearly oriented toward talking as a n,eans of
providing answers to problems. All of these factors obvi-
ously contribute to a fairly socialized helping role. How-
ever, it has never been argued that these helpers and their
role are representative of any larger population. What is
being argued is that the analytical process used in this
study can be used to define the role of informal helpers and
to illustrate the complex relationships that exist between
this role and its context.
Directions for More General Applications
This has been an initial formulation of a model that
could be applied to the analysis of helping roles in other
contexts. At this juncture it cannot be determined how com-
plete the present framework and its dimensions actually are.
Undoubtably the application of this approach to other roles
in other settings would produce additional important dimen-
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sions, whereas some of the present dimensions
.ight prove to
be less useful in describing the relationships between these
other roles and their contexts. On the other hand, several
Of the dimensions developed here might prove to be congruent
with important aspects of other roles. These questions await
future research. However, the existing interactional research
cited earlier offers some basis for testing out the adequacy
of the present model and for illustrating what other dimen-
sions might emerge.
Two studies that are most important in this respect are
London's (1970) study of Christians who helped Jews escape
Nazi Germany, and Rosenhan's (1970) study of civil rights
workers. London does not provide a detailed description of
the helping role in terms of dimensions, but it might be as-
sumed that this role differed from the one in the present
study in that degree of emergency was much greater, a dimen-
sion of danger was very prominent, and that direct instru-
mental action was probably more important than talking through
issues or providing emotional support. Thus while the two
roles are quite different the present framework could be used
to describe both roles by emphasizing different aspects of
existing and developing additional dimensions as necessary.
Similarly London's description of the role context was
limited to one developmental and two personal context dimen-
sions. It will be recalled that he found that his helpers
had a strong moral identification with at least one parent,
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that they perceived themselves to be socially marginal, and
that they see.ed to have a strong sense of adventure. These
findings Offer so.e interesting comparisons with the present
results. Both London.
s helpers and the college student help-
ers reported a strong parental identification. London e.pha-
sized the moral aspects of this identification. While this
seemed to be an important aspect of the identification for
the helpers in the present study, several additional dimen-
sions (e.g.. sanctioning, problem orientation, self expecta-
tion) were also observed to be related to this strong parental
Identification. Sense of marginality in the present study re-
ferred primarily to the helpers- specific past experiences
with their peers, while London's social marginality suggests
a sense of isolation from society as a whole. Finally, the
very different nature of the role investigated by London is
consistent with his finding of sense of adventure as an im-
portant role context, while in the present study almost the
reverse seemed to be true. For the present helpers dimen-
sions of peer support and setting security seemed more import-
ant to their role than did a sense of adventure. This illus-
tration of how the present framework can be used to generate
a commonality of understanding between two such disparate
roles and contexts suggests that it could provide a signific-
ant basis for providing a more general understanding of help-
ers and their roles.
A similar comparative illustration can be developed with
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Rosenhan's (1970) study. While hi.y. illi s helper group is more sim-ilar to the present one. being highly educated, white Ameri-
cans, the role again is quite different. Extended commitment
to the Civil rights movement involved a certain focus of role
and certainly contained a higher element of ris. than was ex-
perienced by the helpers in the present study, still certain
parallels exist. Rosenhan found that civil rights workers
with the strongest commitments also reported strong and last-
ing parental identifications. They had a strong socializa-
tion to action as well as ethical values, and they tended to
talk less about their social concerns and self importance
than helpers who were less committed.
The first two of these dimensions are quite similar to
context dimensions noted in the present study. Both groups
of helpers reported strong and lasting parental identifica-
tions. "Socialization to action" in the present group was
represented by a variety of dimensions including positive
problem orientation, sense of responsibility, positive self
expectations, sanctioning of helping, and coping style.
While the lack of a control group makes it difficult to
identify a parallel to the third dimension in the present
group, there is some room for speculation. Helpers in the
present study tended to define their helping as "something
anybody would do" or something that was "natural" and did
not offer elaborate social justifications. The comparison
of these two studies suggests that the present framework
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-ght be used to
.ore clear!. Identify the contextual dif-
ferences separating people actively involved in helping and
those who primarily engage in socially desirable discussion
and fantasy.
A third study which offers so^e insights into applica-
tions of the present framework is Shapiro's (1971] descrip-
tion of life in a New York welfare hotel. She alludes to
helpers only briefly in the broader context of her study, but
some sense of their role in comparison to the role in the
present study can be developed. Helpers in the welfare ho-
tel also provided emotional and verbal supports, but in addi-
tion they were much more involved in instrumental activities
such as cooking for others or helping them cope with various
aspects of the welfare bureaucracy. An additional similarity
between the student helping role and the welfare helping role
is that they both involved a day-to-day helping over a range
of issues. This is quite different from the High-risk-focused
helping role reported in the London and Rosenhan studies.
Contexts of the college and welfare helpers role were both
similar in that they both arose from a setting where several
peers lived in close proximity, yet certain developmental and
personal dimensions of these roles were likely quite differ-
ent. Shapiro's report supplies insufficient data for detail-
ed comparisons, however, the information that she does pro-
vide suggests that it would be feasible to make a comprehen-
sive study of this helping role and its context by applying
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the present analytical framework.
It should be recalled that a testing of the analytical
approach developed here was not a goal of the study. The in-
tent was to see if the framework could he applied to defining
the complex relationships between role and context for one
specific group of helpers. Thus the above examples are not
Offered as a "test" of the generalizability of the model, but
rather they provide helpful illustrations of how the results
of various studies can be compared in ter.s of the framework
that was developed here. These brief examples suggest that
there may be some consistency in certain dimensions such as
parental identification, sense of marginality. and positive
problem orientation (socialization to action). On the other
hand these same studies also suggest additional role dimen-
sions (danger or risk) and context dimensions (sense of ad-
venture). Future research which more directly tests the as-
sumptions of the present approach is needed before definitive
statements concerning its validity and reliability can be
made
.
The final two sections of this chapter will briefly dis-
cuss the implications of the present analytical approach for
developing future research and for implementing preventive
community interventions with informal helpers.
Implications for Further Research
The most important implication of the present work for
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future research is that it provides a ™ore integrated fra.e-
worK for research and analysis of helping roles and their
contexts than has existed before. It provides a beginning
outline for a systematic investigation of what is a highly
complex and often subtle aspect of human behavior.
The discussion in the preceding section has already pro-
vxded some illustrations of how the role and contextual di-
mensions developed here might provide useful reference points
for developing a comparative understanding of other helping
roles in other contexts. While both London's (1970) and
Rosenhan's (1970) make important contributions toward under-
standing the helping role in ter.s of an interactional frame-
work, the present study suggests a more comprehensive approach
that may prove to be useful in general applications. In ad-
dition London and Rosenhan had the advantage of investigating
helping roles which could be fairly easily identified by an
outside observer. The present study, however, suggests a
means by which helping roles that are imbedded in the daily
flow of events in a natural setting can be identified and
their contextual influences described. This means that if
the present approach proves to be successful it would greatly
increase the range of helping roles and contexts that could
be investigated and compared.
As was illustrated in the review in Chapter II, the ex-
isting literature on informal helpers and informal helping
behavior provides a more limited assessment of the interrela-
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tionshlps between the informalt helping role and its context
than does the approach used in the present study. So.e of
the
.ost useful of these previous studies have heen the worK
of London (1970) and Rosenhan (1970) cited previously, other
t.ve. The
.ost focused of these studies, such as those which
attempted to prove the importance of a single antecedent
(e.g.. trait research) were the least informative. Investi-
gations Of Situational state effects including the work on
soctal models did produce some findings that may be related
to the parental identification and sanctioning dimensions
noted in the present study. However, these studies failed to
integrate their results into the environmental and personal
contexts of their subjects.
Most of the studies that dealt directly with informal
helpers (e.g., Dana et al
. , 1973; Silverman, 1969; 1970;
Lieberman, 1965) provided useful insights into the activities
of these particular informal helpers, but they did not sug-
gest a general framework whereby the activities of these
helpers could be compared to those of helpers in other set-
tings. The present study is an initial attempt to combine
the principles of interactional research, such as that of
London and Rosenhan, with the principles of the social sys-
tems research (e.g., McKinly, 1973; Mitchell, 1971; Todd,
1971; Wellman et al
. ,
1971) into a comprehensive understand-
ing of the helping roles and its context. At this juncture
2 : ""^^ " °" ---- Q-s.onsthat ™ust
.e pursue.
^^^^^^^
o. ,ene.l appHcaUon
.o o.,e. roles a„a contexts,
.ore
sophisticated understanding of setting dimensions, a more
systematic appraisal of the influence of social network
structure, improved measures of the effectiveness of the
helping role, and a much more extended development of the
interactional analysis.
Given these qualifications, the present study does sug-
gest answers to some of the questions related to the general
application of the present analytical framework. Comparisons
with existing interactional research on informal helping
roles have produced some interesting insights and possibil-
ities. I think, however, before confidence can be developed
xn more general comparisons, that the validity of the unique
qualities of helpers will have to be carefully checked. A
reasonable way to approach this would be to apply the same
analytical process to a group of identified helpers and a
group of randomly selected individuals from the same setting.
If contextual dimensions could be established that clearly
distinguished between the identified helpers and the random-
ly selected group, this would offer substantial support for
a more general application of the present approach.
I have already discussed the need for a more sophisti-
cated understanding of the development of the helping role in
a given setting. The present study revealed that the setting
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see.ea to .e a pH.a., catal.s. inUiaUng see o. thehelping
.oles. yet these
.echanis.s could be described onl,
-
fai.:, general te^s. Puture research should concentrate
on refining the understanding of the relationship between
setting and role develonment ti,iopra . Three ways this might be ac-
complished are a more detailed interviewing of the respond-
ents, independent observations of the setting, and. perhaps
-St importantly, an investigation of a variety of settings
Questions that would be important to consider include: do
people with a
"predisposition., to help see. out settings that
are likely to support their role, or are there definite as-
pects of certain settings that create a predisposition to
help in people who otherwise would not be involved? Such
questions are quite basic to the goal of developing prevent-
ive interventions based on informal helping patterns.
The present study used social network concepts to obtain
in depth understanding of the qualitative aspects of the
helper's interpersonal relationships. For the present study
this approach proved to be more productive than the more
quantitative measures of network structure such as density
and range which have been used to great effectiveness by
others Ce.g.. Wellman et al
. , 1971, Craven 5 Wellman. 1973;
Lauman. 1973). A trade-off has been made in these two ap-
proaches. While the present study obtained a very clear
picture of the quality of the helper's relationships through-
out a full range of their network, the other approaches in us-
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a s.aner nu.ber of netwo..
.embers obtained a .o.e stan-dardi.ed measure of their respondents' network as a system
A lo.ical „a, to extend this social network analysis would^he
to combine both approaches, m-depth interviewing could
stUl be used to provide a sense of relationship quality, but
quantitative measures would reveal
.ore clearly how these re-
lationships interact as a syste. to influence the helping
role. such a combined approach of examining qualitative as-
pects in-depth and obtaining quantitative measures of systems
influences would provide a very substantial base for compar-
ing interpersonal contexts of helping roles.
Improved assessment of the effectiveness of the helping
role poses son,e serious, although not insurmountable, ethi-
cal and procedural questions. A most obvious procedure would
be to interview helpees and have them discuss or rate helper
effectiveness. It is questionable, however, whether this in-
trusion into the informal helping relationship would be worth
the information. Objective measures would also be difficult
to establish, e.g., a rating of how much a certain contact
really helped to solve a problem, or how long did the "ef-
fects" of the help actually last. What criteria could be
established to determine if the persons coping actually im-
proved?
I believe that the optimal approach to measuring role
effectiveness would be to expand on procedures already de-
veloped in the present study. Peer identification, and
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screening of both nominee and nominator see.ed to be quite
effective. In addition, the present stud, was carried out
over a reiativel, brief period of ti.e. I suggest that fu-
ture „or. be carried out over a longer period of ti.e Ce g
e months to a year) and that periodic follow-up interviews
'
be carried out. m addition helpers could be asked to keep
a brief log. This would provide a .eans for determining how
.any helping contacts the helper had for a given period of
time. It would also indicate how many different people came
for help and whether or not the same people kept returning
for support concerning the same basic problems. This pro-
cess is not without its dangers in that it would certainly
raise the helper's consciousness about improving his or her
role. However, if this was preceded by careful interviewing
it seems probable that it could broaden the effectiveness
measures already available in the present study.
The final implication for future research listed above
was the need for continued development of the interactional
analysis of the helping role and its context. With more so-
phisticated and systematic analyses of the major personal and
environmental contexts will come an improved understanding
of the contextual patterns that exist among these major con-
texts. This is not to say that all future research in this
area should be at the level of naturalistic systems analysis.
Controlled laboratory research is also essential to unravel-
ing these issues. The present work suggests, however, that
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it is important for aX: Endings, regardless of their source
to be interpreted in ter.s of their
.uitiple and interacting'
contexts.
Implications for Intervention
An explicit assumption throughout this study has been
that informal helpers provide a valuable community resource
This study has demonstrated how such persons
.ight be iden-
tified and how a systematic understanding of their role and
Its context could be achieved. I believe that preventive
interventions based on supportive professional contacts with
informal helpers could be an important
.eans of improving the
support resources of a given community. since a primary y^ey
to preventive intervention is a thorough understanding of the
personal and environmental variables involved, the analytical
framework developed here could be of assistance to anyone in-
tending to develop an effective working relationship with in-
formal helpers.
There is some limited, but quite intriguing evidence
which illustrates how informal helpers can successfully in-
tegrate into a community intervention process. Reports by
Collins, Emlen, and Watson (1969) and Collins (1973) outline
a program in which social workers were used as consultants to
women who were called "day care neighbors." These were wo-
men who provided informal day care services and who actively
recruited friends and neighbors to supply help seekers when
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they could not supply the servir^e -.uLn ces themselves. The social
worker consultants helped these day cate neighbors deal with
such issues as child abuse,
.ultip.oble. families, and with
their own attitudes of acceptance or rejection toward help
seekers or providers. The i.pact of such a progra. is empha-
sized rn Collins noting that the average day care neighbor
had contact with fifty to seventy five families. Thus a con-
sultant working with fifteen "neighbors" could have an influ-
ence on as many as 750 families.
In her expanded discussion of the consultant-neighbor
relationships, Collins (1973) highlights many of the import-
ant aspects of this interaction. In this article she goes
beyond the specific discussion of the "day care neighbors"
and coins the more general term of "natural neighbors." Her
use of the term natural neighbor is analogous to the term in-
formal helper in the present study. Collins also argues that
"natural neighbors" are a valuable community resource and
that they could be usefully integrated into preventive com-
munity intervention.
Based on her experience with the day care neighbor pro-
gram she points out that the scheduling of meetings between
the helper and consultant and the helpee is likely to be ir-
regular and unpredictable. There are likely to be frequent
telephone calls reporting both "success" and "failures."
Collins emphasizes the importance of maintaining a "colle-
guial" approach and of avoiding formal training procedures.
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She argues that
,y definition
"natural neighbors" are sUUed
.n their activity and they Know .ore about
.any of the import-
ant aspects of their syste. than does the consultant. she
reco^ends individual over group consultation because it pre-
serves the "confidential relationship." finally Collins
notes that consultation contact with natural neighbors does
not have to come under the sponsorship of an agency, but that
individual care-giving professionals can establish their own
contacts with natural neighbors (i.e., informal helpers) in
the course of their regular work.
I am in strong agreement with much of what Collins has
suggested. There is, however, one significant point where I
take issue. Collins argues that the consultant should focus
only on "consultee" problems and not interfere in the help-
er's "system." It is true that the helper is more familiar
with the various aspects of his or her environment than is
the consultant. It is also true that it would be important
for the consultant not to disrupt the balance of that "sys-
tem." The present study has illustrated, however, how a va-
riety of contextual variables can influence the helper's
role. To ignore or to avoid these influences could severely
limit the effectiveness of the helper-consultant relation-
ship.
This does not suggest the consultant should unilaterally
engineer significant changes in the role or role context of
the helper. Rather I believe that both the consultant and
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the helper could use the analytical approach that has been
described here to better understand the nature of the help-
er's role and its important contextual influences. The ap
plication Of an interactional analysis of the helper's role
and context would need to be a .utual project where both the
consultant and the helper would have to agree on a proble.
area and then decide on a
.eans for change, m spirit I a.
in total agreement with Collins, but I believe that a system-
atic analysis of role and context provides a much more ef-
fective means for developing a supportive consultation with
informal helpers. In providing both helper and consultant
with a complete systems view of the helping role and its con-
text, the interactional approach could help identify sources
of role conflict that could easily go unidentified or be mis-
interpreted in an analysis of more limited scope.
While many of the respondents in the present study indi-
cated a preference for relying on informal sources for role
support, nearly all said they either had made use of a pro-
fessional resource or that they would if they believed they
could not cope with a helping situation by using their own
resources. In recalling the four cases that were presented
in detail, it can be illustrated how an interactional-based
consultation might produce very different consultation goals
for each of these helpers. For example, several of the con-
text dimensions pertaining to Eva's role suggested that her
strong interpersonal needs might be the source of many of her
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role conflicts. Bva he.self reported that the interview p.o-
f-st ti.e. u Eva were to continue to explore these issues
With a consultant it is lilcplv thai-i ke y that many of these problems
could be reduced and that <;hp rn,,i^ i •^n She could achieve an integration of
helping role and life style that ,rn,n^ • •i'Lyi would maximize her many
strong helping skills.
The objectives of consultation are perhaps most clearly
defined in Eva's case, because she was experiencing the .ost
role dissatisfaction at the time of the interviews. However
consultation issues can be identified in the other cases as
wen. Eric indicated a very strong interest in expanding his
helping in community related isuses. Since the present ana-
lysis suggested that his role evolved primarily out of his
current context, consultation could be directed toward iden-
tifying what aspects of that setting he could draw upon to
expand a community-oriented informal helping role. Both Mary
and Mort indicated they would like to increase the frequency
of their role involvements. Consultation might offer them
an opportunity to explore their initiation style and their
interpersonal context in detail in order to identify means
for expanding their role. More specifically in Mort's case
a consultant might have provided the support necessary for
him to re-establish his helping role more quickly when he
moved to his new residential setting. As these examples sug-
gest, the goal of such consultation would be to enhance ra-
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ther than change the helper's existing role.
Consultation has been offered as only one e
..pie of
ho. informal helpers »ight he integrated into a progra. of
co^unity intervention. Depending on the role and the set-
ting, group support or a support network of informal helpers
.ight be .ore appropriate. Under such a syste. informal help-
ers ^n a given community might be put i„ touch with each other
so that they might draw on one another for the purposes of
role support. m other instances they might refer a help
seeker to another informal helper who was more skilled in
dealing with certain issues than they were themselves. Col-
lins' cautionary note is well-advised here, in that the in-
formal helper-helpee relationship is a fragile one. Any move
toward groups or organization would have to involve extreme
discretion so as to avoid violating the privacy of both the
helper and the helpee. At this nnint t •F ^. n po I am m agreement with
Collins, that an individual consultation model seems most
appropriate
.
Regardless of the form an intervention takes, the import-
ance of the interactional perspective is that it provides a
more systematic understanding of the informal helping role
and its context than has previously existed. The use of this
analytical framework provides a dynamic understanding of past
and current role contexts. In addition to enhancing the in-
dividual helper-consultant relationship, such information
might eventually be used to develop systems interventions
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that would facilitate informal helping in a Hv.nicx xji m give community
in either case we can only benefit fro. an increased under-
standing Of the informal helping resources that exist in our
midst.
Concluding Note
It is significant to remember that informal helpers as
they appeared in the present study were in many ways not un-
usual or unique persons. They were not charismatic leaders
or "angels of mercy." They did not possess some outstanding
personality feature or exhibit some higher moral wisdom.
They were not always the first to volunteer or the first to
organize for change. In appearance and abilities they were
in most ways typical of their community. It is this very
typicalness that is the strength of their role. Their role
was one of low profile that developed from the natural inter-
actions of their environment. In this capacity they provided
a coping resource that no professional service could match.
Yet it is also their unremarkable position that makes analy-
sis difficult, and perhaps explains why so obvious a resource
has received so little systematic attention. The origins of
their activity are imbedded in the complexities of day-to-day
living. The present paper is based on the assumption that we
need to continually refine our ability to understand and in-
terpret complex functional behaviors, for therein lies a pri-
mary resource for improving the general human condition.
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APPENDIX A
ii£l£er Nomination Survey
mRcfls?™'" ™ '"""^ ^^S-^^O-^ OR HEAD OF RESIDENCE BY
Instructions
:
Please mark your answers directly on thissheet. BE SURE TO COMPLETE PART I?
I. Name Age Sex_ Class
Student No.
Number of semesters you have lived in this dorm (includT
ing present semester)
II. I am interested in "helnprQ " rv^^r^^
especially willing to off^r \ ^""^ people who are
situations such af iLill l assistance to others in difficult
large or dilficuU talk fn ^""^^ resolve or a
S^;--""-"-- "slo-so^Ln^
esp"ial :?u? jn''"'^ '^^'^ °' ^^o IVllen
hefptul to o?he^^ ?/ ' °'' ''•S f'-equently takes time to beiieipr i t rs. If you cons ider yourself to be ^iirh aEirson be sure to incTufe-^ouF^n^irl?^eTT.-THT^^
is part of a gr^uStTTi^eW ^jiFtT Tf"™: would like
"o!;srs::%\f?L%^\%:-->' th-L^ itii
1. People that I know that seem very much like helpers.
Relationship to You
MflTTiP r-r 1 ^
(friend, family, facultyName Address (if known l Univ. staff, clergy, etc.l
2. People that I know that seem somewhat like helpers.
Relationship to You
X,
,
(friend, family, faculty
N^"^^ Address (if known ) Univ. staff, clergy, etc.)
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Additional Information
Procedure of This Project
.
are iLnUf as'he ^^^^^P-^'? °" ^i-t page
ceived their na^L ti^oJ h thi^' ''unl°
''^"^ ^^^^ ^
otherwise, they will not be toL , J ^* U ess you indicate
When I coAtact^hem\^°nJ%3'^'?,:^° I^PPl^^d
'^rj "^"^^
'
to talk to me about their role l.^ i i willingtalking to several helne^s ? wn? t ^P^^S P^^son. Afterhave gathered ?o see if PcL H^L^^^^ information I
among helpers and their lolls ' '""^ patterns
Purpose of This Project
I believe that people who are natnran.. rimportant part of any cLmunUy? They f?eaue^?W h^"%?"with problem situations that "^'^^l^ently elp others
ways in which a community might more fully benefit from ffs
:^-fap^1?l-;o f^^^JA^tki^^^^:^^
If you have any additional thoughts about the soecifichelpers that you have identified, or of helpers and the help-ing process m general, please include your comments below:"^
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APPENDIX B
N^Illinator Tel^^
This is David Walker ca^\^ncr t
survey that you filled out f few'weeL'a'^o V"'mg to several of the n^nr.i^ u ^2°- I've been talk-
hoping' y°u'X?rb^ \i ^iijr^r?:^"^?" •^^^p^^-to talk about the survey. minutes now
ers. Would it be o k V°" named as being help-
to them? ^ "'^'^ name when I talked
2. Considering the Person(s) in your dorm that you mention-
ing-r3TFTH57-are"?nvj;?ved In? '""^'^ '''' ^'^^ °' help-
p^oplef" '^""^ helpful to a lot of
How well would you say that you know this person?
'fiLToTniizi d^St.'^s''?ha^L:^^:l;L^^^°- -^'^
SL^¥av£«gr-""°"^-^-
OK. Thanks for your cooperation.
4.
5.
6.
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APPENDIX C
Nojninee Telephone Screening Interv lew
This is David Walker caninfr t
on helping behavior in you^doJmfiorJ l'fL"°''f " ^^^^^contacting several of the neonlp wSo'^ ^"^^^ ="8° • I'mhelpers and your name was included as''be1nr"'i°?''' "^^"8son. I'm hoping that you wonlH ^ helping per-Minutes now ?o ?aU to'^t :Zlt yLVlll'^AlLToVMl:'
tll/l\tTAl,XslT'''' as
2. How do you see yourself in the helping role?
wm'a^earL'Iy^'rpL^^lf^'o^"^"^^^-^ ^" ''f^P-S situations
are good friends? " <*° X"" mostly help those who
3.
4.
5.
6.
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
APPENDIX D
03
March 25, 1974-
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear
I am contacting some of the people, such as yourself,
who were mentioned as being helpers on the Helper Survey,
with the hope of talking to them in more detail about
their helping role. I would very much like to include
you as one of the helping persons with whom I will be
talking. Our discussion would include questions similar
to those that I asked you over the telephone. Topics
would cover what it is like living in your dormitory,
what it is like to be a helping person, and how your
present situation makes it possible for you to be helpful
to others. I would also be interested in checking to see
if you might know of any ways that helpers such as your-
self could be assisted, supported, or backed up in the
types of helping that you do. No tests or trick questions
are involved, rather I am interested in having you tell
me about your ideas and experiences in your own words.
The time involved would be arranged to fit your
schedule. I would expect our meeting to last about one
hour, however, if you wished to spend more time I would
certainly be willing to do so. Meeting times will be
arranged at your convenience since my schedule permits
either day or evening times.
I shall be calling you soon to see if we could arrange
a time to get together. This is part of my dissertation
research, and it is not connected to the University or
the residence halls in any official capacity. All informa-
tion will be kept anonymous or will be reported only in
general terms. This is purely voluntary on your part and
I think you will find it interesting. By talking to
several people such as yourself I hope to achieve a better
understanding of how and why people help each other in
Page 2
March 25, 1974
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informal situations. In addition I hope to see there areways that more people could be encouraged to be helpLl
n^.o^n^r f^?
see there are v^ays that people who^arepresently helping others could be supported in their
activities.
If you have any questions please call me at 54^-0041,
Sincerely,
David Walker
145 Tobin Hall
DW: Jeb
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APPENDIX E
Helper Role Interview
HI/SF
with yor"the™ise° 1^1111"'' "-.discussion if it's ok
taping „in heir^rrLS T^l.TlXr't' Tsbefore, all the informatinT. ,r-;Vi P -^^i^er on. As I have said
ported 'only in^lnlT^Tlll^.^'Lll llTlZTs ^lltll I'as soon as I am through with them! ^ " ''^ ^ '^'^'^
'LTLS "-Ifr-ill neiping otners
.
Since your name was given to me thvnuah
t'^L^r^L^dlikr^r? ^^^^^ convir::?ion Tde'cin'
Se?p'iig"?hat you%o?
'''' ^^^^^ ^-^^
^he questions may seem to not apply to vou ormay be difficult to answer. However, I am trying to^askeveryone pretty much the same questions so that I will be
t.lt ^^P^^^
the information in the end. Any time youwan to ask a question or don't understand sdmething, feeltree to interrupt. ^'
Any questions before we begin? OK.
First I'd like to fill in some basic information.
Name S ex Ag e
Time in Dorm ^Time on Corridor Major
Position in Dorm Corridor Size
Room Location Religious Preference
Now I'd like to continue with the main questions. To
start I'd like to review just a bit where we left off on the
phone
.
1. What were your reactions to being mentioned as a helping
person?
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2. How do you think of yourself in the helping role?
3. Why do you think you get involved in helping others?
your'selfin?
'^'^'"^ situations do you frequently find
5. How would you say you get involved in them?
6. What do you usually do in such situations?
about Thel^l\^rt^"/ situations and talko t m a little more as examples? I'm not interest-ed m names here, but just how well you know the person.
a. How did the situation come about?
b. Who made the first contact?
c. Can you say how you decided to do what you did?
d. How did things seem to end up?
e.
.
Have you been able to help that person in other ways?
£. Have they ever been able to help you?
8. Do you have some ideas as to why someone mentioned youin the survey? ^
a. The person(s) who mentioned you is (are)
Can you suggest why they might have put your namedown?
b. How well would you say that you know them?
9. (optional) In general do you have any other thoughts on
the helping process and how and why people are able to
help each other?
Do you have any idea why some people seem to be more
helpful than others?
10. Now I'd like to talk briefly about some of the other
things that you are involved in and that interest you.
a. What would you say your chief interests are?
b. What things do you consider as important to you?
c. Where do you see yourself headed in life?
Summary and Concluding Comments
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APPENDIX F
Example of a Social Network
Social Network Map
hoth^;^ ^
are offered merely as simplified examples of
p°r:se^^%::P:„^"^.:'^^ ^-^^ developed^y%he
GENERAL UNIVERSITY
GROUPING DORMITORY GROUPING
JOHN
KAREN
RAY
BRUCE SHIRLEY
RACHEL
RESPONDENT
MOTHER
FATHER
SISTER
FAMILY GROUPING
Sample Density Matrix
A matrix is constructed by listing all of the names pre-
sented on the social network map down the left hand column
and across the top row of the matrix. It is essential that
these two lists be in identical sequential order. At the
intersection of each set of two names an X is recorded if the
respondents believe that these two network members are ac-
quainted. A 0 is recorded if the respondent believes the two
people are not acquainted. The square is left blank if the
respondent is uncertain. The matrix provides a graphic pict-
ure of number of acquaintanceships or links that exist be-
tween network members.
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^ X
John X 0 0
Ray
Karen
Mother
Father
Sister
Shirley-
Rachel
Bruce
0 0
X
u u CD rH
CD rH (D
4-> u
+-)
•H U
•H
CO CO
0 n YA YA
0 n YA YA
X X 0 0
X X 0 0
X 0 0
0 0
pq
0
0
X
W
X
X
X 0
0
Density Computations
"""^^ computed on the basis of two pos-sible links existing between two persons. Thus a social ex-change might flow from person A to person B and may or may -not flow from person B to person A. The present study wasdirected at determining the existence only of a single non-
fn^^fr°f ^ -knowing each other.-' Thus the%ene?al
follows-
density presented in Mitchell (1971b) which is as
was adapted to
Density = 100 ^ the actual number of links
total possible number of links
Density = 100_2^
n(n~l)/2
where a equals the actual number of links, n = the total num-ber of people in the social network and n(n-l) equals the
total number of possible reciprocal links.
By counting the total number of actual links (indicated
by the X's) in the above matrix, the density for this parti-
cular social network would be computed as follows:
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.
100 X 16 1600
9(9-l)/2 = = 44.44
1 n)'°McKinlaf asTsf "'^w^j?^' ^" ^'^^ textlncJSde Bott(.j-y/ij, C lay (1973), and Wellman al^. (1971).)
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APPENDIX G
Social Network Measures
Network Maps
A II ^. ^^^y Pi~ovided a stimulus for later indepth discussion of individual relationshin.. wi?^!^-^:
served to
_ supplement the respondents' n^twS^i n^rJa^ives^the maps in and of themselves did not signiHcantly contkbute to the analysis and understanding of the dynamics of therespondents' networks. In the presen? studrthrtesponden^s
^heir'mlps "iTl^'^ll^''.
'''''''''
^^^^ shoMdl^velop'tn a ( .e
,
total range, number and type of distinctsubgroupings relative distance among represented re ation-ships). It IS possible that future comparative studies maywant to develop standard dimensions of network mapping
lui h. InT^ '^'^ ""'^^ networks of any size network^maps
wni ll n? ^"^P°^tant as an aid to data gathering while theyill be of supplementary value as an analytical tool.
Network Range
The total range of each respondents' social network is
recorded m the first column of figure 1 on the followingpage. These totals were produced by the respondents in com-pliance with the request to list all persons they knew "mod-
erately well." The most interesting aspect of these resultsis the distribution of network range represented. This sug-gests that the network sizes reported by this particular
group of respondents is not likely to differ markedly from
network totals that might be produced by a random sampling
of additional members of the social setting. No clear trends
were noted to exist in terms of a relationship between abso-
lute network size and respondent characteristics. From these
results it must be assumed that network size would not be a
useful predictor of helping involvement in this particular
setting. There is some possibility that the general nature
of the instructions led either to exclusion or over inclusion
of network members in certain cases. A possible control for
this in future work would be to have respondents develop sep-
arate lists for close, moderately close, and distant rela-
tionships, thereby forcing respondents to consider the full
range of their networks. The present results suggest that
qualitative network analysis is a more promising area of in-
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vestigation for interpreting the context of the helping role
Figure 1
Structural Indices of Respondents' Social Networks
Rank*
Respondent Range Density
Eric 18 50.98 7.J
Gil 20 15.78 1 3
Ann 22 64
. 94 1
Sara 25 32
. 00 6
Mort 28 35.71 5
Cindy- 32 54.64 2
Fay 37 42 . 64
Paul 38 30.01 7
Mary 39 21.19 10
Eva 49 21.08 11
Alan 51 18.35 12
Betsy 60 28.42 8
Beth 66 24. 71 9
*Density indices are ranked from high density to lowdensity with the highest density index receiving a rank of
1, and the lowest density index receiving a rank of 13.
Density
The density values for the respondents' networks are
available in column two of Figure 1. The results indicate
a negative relationship between range and density and in this
sense they are consistent with previous results based on quan-
titative measures, with a mucli larger and more diversified
sample (Wellman et_ a]^.
,
1971). Similar to the range results,
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ev:nll??r?bua<;n"^"lijL"f = ^ but rather
this sugges?fa°Mgh^;™bab1lUy'^?j;:rthe'^» available,
work density indices renre^iriJ , a I respondents' net-
residents of their setti^c iitv 'J"''"*'™ typical of the
available it is s^sDec^ed^^b^t "™Pa"son data is
sity score, recordlfarfconsis^^n?" tS' he'T"'^of the college student situa^tnn transient nature
"compartmentllized networts ' ea^h 2^ " = Pondents reported
such as family, home^o^l^iend: 'r^ ?^en?e°h'anlr"enir"'^=class friends. While HpT1ci1-^r *.-u '^'^'-f nd.ii rrienas,
TarTols tT.ll''' because me^be^s^f lSf'
tZ Zt ^"^g^°^P^ ^e^e not acquainted with each other Thus
geL?: "co1le^rst;den?'''i"''v^P\^^^^^ suggest L^e about
ticular asnec? nf^^ networks than they did about any par-p t o the respondents' helping role.
Given the present format, analysis of network structurewas much less important in understanding the Respondents-helping roles than was the interactional analysis of ?Seirsocial networks that was presented in the main body of the
II f//""/ discussion. Structural analysis should not be
f.l f ^^^^^^^ Provide a Usefulrame o reference for developing interactional analysis. In
f.fii controlled studies are de-veloped, It IS quite possible that significant relationshipsbetween network structure and help giving will be determined.As It has been discussed elsewhere, significant relationshipsbetween network structure and help seeking have been noted
and It IS likely that continued investigation will reveal
such relationships between structure and help giving
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APPENDIX H
Social Network Interview
Directions
to asWou 'to^f?^/'''.^ involved in this. First I am going
mrder^?e}rwen.^^rfter1h^? ITlll^'^^^^i^
??n:ily°l'wili'^fJ '""'^ netwo^rdia' r^m"' ndtmaiiy I wil be asking some questions about the diagram andsome of the people when it is finished.
c iagr
ti..^
the sheets I would like you to list the peoplethat you know at least moderately well or better, Tharispeople that you communicate with beyond just saying hi to orhaving a casual conversation about the weather. In listingyou may use initials for last names if you prefer. I would
nin^/"'^ ^"^u / categories, by that I mean family,people in the dorm, people from hometown, people from a jobyou might have, whatever groupings seem appropriate to you.Some of these categories might overlap. In these cases useyour judgment and place the people in categories that seem
most appropriate (questions). Also as you go along if youhave any questions please feel free to ask.
Now we will transfer the names to the larger sheet.
First divide the sheet into categories to correspond to 'your
original groupings. Place yourself in the center and place
people around you. (Examples.) The most important things to
remember are that people that you feel are closest to you
should be placed closest to you on the sheet, (Example.)
(Questions
.
)
For this next part I would like you to take all the
names that you have placed on the diagram and list them on
this sheet of graph paper. First list all of the names
down this left hand column. Then make the same list across
this top row. Be sure you list the names in exactly the
same order both times. (Questions.)
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Ithe"- (QuestionsV" '° '^^ ^'-^ "^""^
Network Inquiry
Relationship
Now we are going to check on some points about your relation-ship with each of these people.
How would you describe your relationship with this person?
What is the main thing that keeps you connected?
How similar would you say you are to this person?
4. How did you happen to meet? How long ago?
5. What type of things do you do together? How often? Howdoes this get arranged?
6. Would you say this person has had an influence on you*?
Have you influenced them?
7. How do you think they see your relationship?
Support
1. Do you support them? Do they support you? It goes both
ways? Support is not a factor?
2. What type of issues or problems would you be willing to
discuss or feel comfortable discussing with this person?
3. Why would you turn to them for these issues as opposed to
some others in your network?
Review (after all relationships discussed)
1. How satisfied are you with your network overall?
2. How satisfied are you with your ability to obtain support?
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3. Who do you go to first? Why?
work?"'" like to make in your net.
your^uJie :?{h?""="'" =P-d of
5'e::e'?hruniv:rsi^;^ ""^'^ ^" '"^^"^ ^'^^ ^^^^
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APPENDIX I
Personal Development Interview
i^^ii lit ^^^vi:°si:^^.^i:::.— ^-^^ -
B.
c.
D.
E.
Now for the rest of the time I would like to talk somemore about certain aspects of the helping role and also
wen :i?h'th'°"^f thoughts'ani expek^nce^ ^s
deshned tH^i ^^^^'^ interviews these questions areigne o help me gam a sense of the inter-relatedness
ow/°''^
involvement in giving assistance to others
,
you?n network of interpersonal relations and the experi-ences and qualities that are yours that make you unique
as a person. As before feel free to interrupt to askquestions or take a break at any time.
To begin I'd like to talk first about what it's like liv-ing here.
1. What has it been like for you here at U.Mass. in thisdorm and on this corridor?
A. Have your experiences here led to any changes for
you?
2. Has living here influenced the helping that you do in
any way?
3. Would you say that you were involved in helping situa-
tions before you came here?
A. What were they like? How did they come about?
B. When did helping others seem to begin for you?
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4.
u
y^^^.has influenced you toward helningothers being involved with others? ^^^P^^^g
5.
6.
7.
How would you say that problems were solved or deci
:nnuto1:4?)'°^^ ^^^^^^^^ vs/in'd^pe^d^^ce
w??h'o?^^^!!
your own helping role and involvement
ule fn Zl ^"^^ there any changes that you would
iow ? helping role or activities?H satisfied are you with the helping that you do?
' ^'
^t"" ^ ^'"'^ ^^^^ >^°^ ^^It inconveniencedor burdened by your helping involvements?
A. Did you or have you ever turned to others forhelp or support in your helping role? Why'?
What happened? ^
"
9. How would you feel about having someone available toback you up in the future? Say a professional coun-
selor or resource person you could call on or go toif you had a question or a problem with someone you
are helping? Such a resource person would not beliving here, and thus would not know or need to see
the person that you are helping, but rather they
would serve as a backup or resource person directly
to you,
10. How would you feel about the opportunity to meet with
other people such as yourself who are also involved
in helping others? Such meetings might either be on
an occasional or regular basis.
11. Would you say that you are likely to continue to be
involved in helping situations with others in the
future?
12. In relation to helping we have talked about several
different points that have been important to you or
may have influenced you, now if you could I'd like
you to try to tie some of this together, by again
speculating on the origins of your interest or in-
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Ihir.r?LT''^ ' '-^-^Vle that you knew. . .
l^ave^had ^"""/i^
or experiences tha't you mightnave .
.
and how this has led to your presentoutlook on the situation.
one only thT.
^^^^^ion is something like the lastis time I'm interested in a more general
suSre^ted^hL^' '"'"^^ '^^^ ^^-^ "if h^vegg sted how you see yourself as a person. Now I'dlike to focus on this directly and ask you How do
yourselfr^''"'' " "^^^^ ^"^^^
A. Strengths.
. .weaknesses?
B. What about yourself do you value most?
C. What about you makes you different or sets you
aside from others that you know?
D. Are there any changes in your personality or sit-
uation that you would like to make?
E. What do you tend to do when people disagree with
your views or have opinions different from yours?
Would you say that you hold your own in an argu-
ment?
F. Do you think that others see you the same way
that you see yourself?
In this last section, I'd like to talk some about the
general experiences and issues in your background.
14. How would you describe your hometown?
A. Neighborhood,
. .good points.
. .bad points.
B. How did your family fit in?
C. Influences?
D. Did your family move. . .How did that affect
you?
E. Where do most of your relatives live?
15. How would you describe your relationship with your
peers as you were growing up?
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A. Number of friends?
B. Position with
C. Influences on each other?
D. Changes over the years?
Would you say that religion has had any influence on
A. How active?
B. Family position on?
C. Feelings now?
Now I'd like to check on a few more issues concern-ing your family.
A. Do both of your parents work?
B. How did duties and responsibilities get ar-
ranged in your family?
C. What type of things did you do together?
D. What type of things do you do together now?
E. How close would you say you are to your family
now? (How often are you in contact?)
F. What influences would you say that growing up in
your family has had for you?
What were the important things about high school for
you?
A. What was it like?
B. Things involved in?
C. What did you like about it?
D. Influence?
Have you been a member or involved in other organi-
zations that were important to you?
A. Role in?
B. How do you think that influenced you?
20.
21
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What has this interview experience been like for
A. How has it felt to be in the talking role?
coul'd use CLT-^ ^^"^^"^ ^^^--^^ that I
^ discover that I have forgotten toask you an important question.
. . . This is iLort
lllllTrZt intensively wit^'^r^LiTesmal g oup of people to have a key piece of infor-mation missing about a person is very critical
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APPENDIX J
Beth
Beth is a 20-year-old junior sociology major. She is a
floor counselor and has received some training in peer sex
education. She lives on a twenty-three member corridor in a
women's dormitory. Her hometown is suburban. She has one
sister, age 18, who lives in the same residence hall. Both
of her parents work in the same real estate office. Her fa-
ther is Jewish and her mother Protestant. Beth is moderately
active in the Jewish faith. She is quite close to her par-
ents, but somewhat less so to her sister. She endorses main-
stream values (i.e., marriage, career, organized religion).
She is a member of the university marching band, She hopes
to make a career in personnel counseling in a business set-
ting.
Beth said that she is involved "daily" in routine in-
strumental situations that are primarily related to her coun-
seling role. Personal and interpersonal situations of great-
er magnitude occur "every week or so." She prefers a passive
mode of initiation. Her following example represents a good
integration of instrumental and emotional support:
.
.
.a close girl friend who came to me and
just kind of blurted out, "I'm pregnant, what do I
do?" I told her that I wanted to see her and her
boy friend together and they came and talked one
evening going over all of the alternatives that she
had. She's a student, but she doesn't live on cam-
pus
.
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done it'thV'VJ^T' ^ ^^"^^^g t^^^ had to bea a the infirmary. I went with her and satwith her and held her hand to help her through itand she came down here (in Beth' s room) andftayedthree nights when she finally did have the abo?tion, so she could talk to me and go over wha? ^asgoing on and things like that. I knoHLreven bvdoing almost nothing just being with her sL ^eU ^
wen! • • • '^^^^ her very
As the above example suggests Beth's style appears to repre-
sent a balance between directive and non-directive styles.
She often supplies the structure and direction to a situation
in order to facilitate a decision, but she is often a fre-
quent supplier of empathy and emotional support.
Beth is satisfied with the present scope and effective-
ness of her role. She has a strong desire to improve her
"counseling techniques" in connection with her desire for a
professional role. She decided on her present role as coun-
selor after she had informally taken over for a friend who
was unable to carry out her counselor role in a previous
year. Although Beth believes a supportive intervention might
be "beneficial" in her role, she prefers to obtain her role
support from her boyfriend and others "that I know better."
Beth hopes to continue her informal role, but she also views
her career goal of personnel counselor as a means of expand-
ing on her "desire to help others."
Although Beth was not active in peer helping until her
junior high school years, Beth believes her role had its ori-
gins in her home. A major influence was her mother: "...
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she (her mother) also had a lot of people calling her for
help.
. .
... Beth explains that now her mother is more "like
a friend., than a mother, and she says,
-there is nothing she
doesn't know about me.- Factors. of general support, high
self expectations, and a strong sense of responsibility also
seem to be important dimensions in Beth' s family background.
As she grew older, Beth says that she began to volunteer
for charity work because "somebody had to do it." She had
an experience of peer marginality in her junior high school
years when it "took two years to get established" following a
move to a new city. This experience appeared to strengthen
Beth'
s
social orientation in that she assumed the responsi-
bility for meeting other newcomers, people which were to form
the core of her friendship group.
In the present setting, Beth believes that the close
proximity and open communications facilitates her helping
role. She has a large interlocking network which is a very
satisfactory source of both personal and role support. Di-
rect personal statements Beth made concerning her role in-
cluded: "It's a need to be needed.
. .if j were in that sit-
uation I would want somebody to do it for me.
. . I am happier
when I am with people.
. .you have to relate to those around
you.
. .1 can help it what I think I have the ability to do."
Beth' s role appears to reflect a process development,
with the close continuous interaction with her mother being
of key importance. There was an experience of some peer mar-
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ginality which appears to sharpen her social skills, but also
left feelings of uncertainty and a sense of identification
with help seekers. Some present factors that seem to be im-
portant are a social orientation, reward through self esteem,
a desire to be in control of social situations, identifica-
tion, and a sense of responsibility. These dimensions ap-
peared to interact very favorably with the high level of so-
cial interaction available in her present setting.
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APPENDIX K
Fay is a twenty- one-year-old Junior arts and sciences
major. She is a floor counselor on a twenty-six member cor-
ridor in a coed dormitory. Her hometown is suburban. She
has four siblings, three brothers aged 20, 19, and 15, and a
sister aged 13. Her father is a buyer for a large industrial
firm while her mother holds no job outside the home. Fay's
family is Catholic, but she has no interest in religion. Her
sister is the only family member whom Fay says she feels
close to. Fay endorses counterculture values (liberal and
radical political views), and she strongly supports the wo-
men's movement. She is an active member of a local women's
center. When she finishes her education she hopes to work
for a women's center but she is somewhat ambivalent about
this because she believes women should resist being "social-
ized into the helping role,"
Fay says that she is involved in helping a "few times a
day." The majority of these problems are routine questions
associated with her counselor role, but she is also involved
in several major issues where people have "personal problems"
or come "just to talk." Fay prefers to be passive in her in-
itiation of situations, but on several occasions she has been
active in facilitating situations. As the following example
illustrates many of Fay's helping situations were character-
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ized by a considerable long-term involvement on her part:
.
.
.She's a friend of mine really. She nnit
prob? mf^'she'V ^^^^^ tha^ was havinglems. She has moved to (city) but I've kentclose contact with her and she is not sure wh^?%h.wants and that whole thing.
n.r.^
^^^^ ^'""^ ^^^"^ "^^^^g ^ Of talking with her
on the same topic every time we talk, but with a
ilrl t ""^'"i^'^i^?- • • • I think she should come
^^t^ ? ^^>^ ^° my biases comein o It which has been really difficult. She isnot coming back to school as it turns out, butthat s been a long term thing where she has had alot of problems and had been trying to work out a .lot of things and she has really needed someone totalk to.
.
.
.We talk about what she wants to talk
about mostly, and if I want to say something I'll
say It.
. .
^
.
.
.We call each other on the phone about
once a week. (Another friend) got up in arms last
semester because she found out (x) was not comingback to school.
. .(because) she was seeing a mar-
ried man and so that morally outraged us. So we
trotted off to (city) to persuade her to come back
.... While we were there we decided that we
wouldn't say anything. We weren't going to mention
the man at all. We were just going to persuade her
to come back to school, but she decided not to come,
so that was cool.
. . . But she is coming back in
January. ... We have been giving her a lot of
support from far away.
.
.
Fay uses a mixture of non-directive and directive techniques
But, as the above example suggests, even when she does use
more directive approaches, she makes it clear that she is ar
guing an "opinion" rather than offering judgments on the
helpee's behavior. Thus, while she may attempt to structure
the situation for the helpee, she is cognizant of the import-
ance for the helpee to make her own decision.
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Fay says that she is "pretty well satisfied" with her
role, but that she would like to prevent people from develop-
ing "dependencies" on her. She feels these dependencies de-
velop because she too is a "dependent person," thus it is
only with some difficulty she can confront this issue in a
helpee. She has also found her counselor role burdensome in
that people come to her with petty issues (e.g., what clothes
to wear). Fay believes she is effective in her role and says
if she cannot help someone, she will not hesitate to seek ad-
vice or to encourage the person to seek further help. In
terms of role intervention. Fay says that she has made suc-
cessful use of a consultant service based in a local resource
center, but that she had been "sluffed off" when she had ap-
proached two other major student counseling services with
similar requests. Fay expects to continue her informal help-
ing role in the future and plans a career in "some kind of
counseling." She is hesitant about a career because in some
ways she thinks it's a "crazy and neurotic thing to want to
do."
Although Fay's role developed quite early as a function
of the developmental context, it is rather unique in its ori-
gin. Between the ages 2 to 10, Fay spent most of her time in
hospitals being treated for polio (currently there are no
visible aftereffects)
. During this time she often helped
others "when the nurse wasn't around," Family dynamics that
seemed to have some influence were a strong sense of self
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expectation induced by her father and some problem sharing
with her mother, but Fay does not feel that these were par-
ticularly significant.
Adjusting to peer relationships after this considerable
period of isolation was a challenge which Fay apparently was
able to overcome, since she reports having a balanced social
network during her high school years. Fay feels that the most
lasting effect of her long illness was both a feeling of
"strength" in that she had overcome extreme difficulty, but
also feelings of "insecurity" and "uncertainty." Thus she
says that helpees are attracted to her because of her strength
but also she helps because she "needs to be needed." She
also believes that she can be less "vulnerable" in a situa-
tion as a helper rather than a helpee. Many of her high
school relationships involved helping situations.
Fay indicates that her present role is a "continuance"
of the role that began in high school. The setting is import-
ant because it "encouraged her to go out and meet people,"
whereas she feels her parents had been "overprotect ive" of
her before. Her present network reveals a wide range of
friends, the core of whom are most supportive of her radical
stands on politics and feminism. Fay is quite satisfied with
both the role and personal support available from her network.
In terms of her family, Fay indicates that she is close only
to her sister, although she admits that it is only through
her parents' support that she is able to live as she chooses.
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Fay's long illness appears to have been a primary factor
in developing her role. While in the hospital, situational
cues facilitated her role. She later seemed to make a good
peer adjustment, but helping remained as a principal means of
relating to others. Her present setting has made it possible
for her to continue this role. Although she admits that much
of helping stems from her own dependency needs, she appears
to have enough perspective on this issue to set limits when
necessary. This seems to be because she is able to maintain
a full range of stable network relationships. Thus she is
not totally dependent on helping relationships as a means of
interaction
.
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APPENDIX L
Ann
Ann is a 21-year-old senior nursing major. She is a
counselor on a forty-member corridor in a coeducational dor-
mitory. Her hometown is a moderate sized city. She has two
brothers, aged 27 and 24; two step-brothers, ages 29 and 20;
and two step-sisters, ages 26 and 23. Her father is an in-
dustrial buyer and her stepmother works parttime in a retail
shope. Ann is Jewish and, although she was previously quite
active in religious activities, she no longer participates
in the formal aspects of the religion. Her mother died when
Ann was 10 and her father remarried when Ann was 12. She has
had considerable difficulty adjusting to her stepfamily, par-
ticularly her stepmother. Some conflicts are still continu-
ing. Ann is closest to her oldest brother, maternal aunt,
and her father. Her primary interests are her career,
sports, and teaching others. She has taught student collo-
quia on health issues for women and she is a volunteer coun-
selor in the contraceptive counseling clinic at the student
health center. In the future Ann is looking forward to a
leadership position in the nursing profession and to marriage
Ann says that she helps with minor problems and ques-
tions daily. These include questions about academic matters,
instrumental assistance (e.g., typing a paper), and minor
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medical questions (e.g., questions about flu syniptoms. or
about student infirmary resources). She adds that major per-
sonal or interpersonal issues develop every "three or four
weeks." Ann's initiation style is passive. She believes
people seek her out because of her nursing skills and because
she "tries not to make judgments." She explains that people
can "trust" her to understand and to keep confidences. Ann's
helping style is principally non-directive. She says she en-
gages mostly in "listening and talking" and she adds that she
tries to be "objective" so that people can make their own de-
cisions. She notes, however, that at times she has to guard
against a strong desire to give her opinion. The following
example illustrates how she had one helpee work through a de-
cision :
.
.
.came to me and said that he has this problemm lending money. A friend of his asked him for a
loan of $500 for a down payment on an apartment and
he was very upset because he didn't know how to say
no to this person, because he really doesn't want
to lend the $500. He knew it really was going to
take awhile to get it back and it really wasn't his
money but his parents' money. Rather than saying
what I would do, I used a gestalt technique. I had
him put himself in her seat and I played him and we
sort of discussed it and talked it out a bit and he
started to see her point of view and he really felt
that she was being an imposition on him. Then we
stopped that technique and started talking about it
a little more and he's ready now to go back and
discuss it with her about why he wouldn't want to.
First he was just going to leave it at that and not
discuss it. It worked well, we've done that before.
It's a technique that I like to use for myself.
He's a close friend of mine too. . . .
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Ann helped structure a process for obtaining a deci
but she did not offer a solution to the problem. The help
was left to act on his own decision. An important aspect of
this exchange was its potential preventive nature. Prior to
this exchange the helpee was just going to refuse the re-
quest, but now he has developed a plan to discuss the reasons
for his refusal with the woman. It is possible this may have
prevented more serious difficulties in their relationship.
Although by her own admission Ann has difficulty restraining
a desire to be more directive, the present example suggests
she generally maintains a good balance between directive and
non-directive techniques.
Ann says she is satisfied with her informal role, al-
though she wants to improve her ability to have people "get
in touch with their emotions." She explains that her own
professional training has helped her in this respect and she
thinks it would be beneficial for many of her helpees. Ann
was less satisfied with her counselor role. Two of her pri-
mary complaints were that some people repeatedly approached
her with "petty" issues, while others that she knew only dis-
tantly would approach her with major personal problems. She
says this latter situation makes her uncomfortable because
she would rather help with major problems only with people
whom she knows fairly well. Ann did not hesitate to make a
referral to a professional helper if she felt it necessary.
She herself has successfully sought role support from a va-
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riety of university services, thus she does not see the need
for any additional professional support for her role. In her
view it is best to seek role support from a specialist rather
than a general consultant. However, she does believe that
contact with a group of informal helpers could be very produc-
tive in supplying alternative approaches to helping situa-
tions. Several of Ann's friends also provide her with a
strong source of informal role support. Ann expects to con-
tinue her informal role with friends because it is "such a
constant unconscious thing." In addition her nursing career
will provide an avenue for an expansion of her professional
helping role.
Ann reported that her informal role began in her junior
high school years. She was active as a child in volunteer
helping but events associated with the death of her mother
appear to have been some of the most important factors influ-
encing her role. These include a close problem sharing re-
lationship with her maternal aunt who is also a nurse, some
increased responsibilities in the home following her mother's
death, and the considerable difficulties she experienced in
accepting her stepmother. Ann says that conflicts she ex-
periences with her stepmother lead her to seek out stronger
relationships with her peers. Her experiences also appear to
have made her more conscious of others' problems. Helping
relationships during this period included befriending a girl
who was "picked on" by others, helping a boy who had several
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family problems, and supporting another girl whose father
had died.
This pattern of strong peer relationships and conflict
with her stepmother continued throughout her high school
years. She did well academically and held positions of re-
sponsibility in a number of committees and clubs. These fac-
tors provided her with many rewarding helping experiences as
people sought her out with academic problems and with ques-
tions concerning committee work. Although helping was not
her only means of relating to others, it did seem to be im-
portant in developing self respect and gaining recognition
from others.
Ann believes that the close proximity and the frequent
contacts with peers in her dormitory were important in help-
ing her expand her role. Her network appears to be quite
stable and to provide her with numerous avenues for personal
and role support. Thus she has a secure base which enables
her to extend herself in helping others. In describing the
personal factors that influenced her helping, Ann says that
she considers herself to have "good interpersonal skills."
She adds that she believes she is a "strong and independent"
person and thus she is able to help "more dependent" people.
She notes, however, that helping is a means of reinforcing
this "independent" image of herself. She also explains that
while helping in general relationships is often a source of
"gratification" and an "ego boost," that helping friends with
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major problems frequently ends up being a help to herself as
well. While her role seems to be well-integrated into her
life style, it also appears to be a very important source of
reinforcement for her self concept.
Events surrounding the death of her mother and the arri-
val of her stepmother appear to have been primary influences
in Ann's role. Her maternal aunt became a positive model and
a person to share problems with. This relationship appears
to parallel the close parental identification noted by many
of the other respondents. Ann became increasingly involved
with peers and peer activities in order to avoid conflict at
home. The difficulties she experienced seem to provide a
basis for identification with other peers with problems. In
high school she experienced many rewarding helping situations
related to her academic abilities and her organizational in-
volvements. Proximity of peers, frequent peer contacts,
strong peer support, and training for a helping profession
all serve to reinforce her present role. In addition her role
enhances her self concept and facilitates reciprocal support
relationships. High compatability among her experiences, per-
sonal needs, and attributes of the setting all serve to
strengthen her role. Her ability to modulate an inclination
to be directive in her helping style and an apparent good in-
tegration of her helping and general interpersonal roles also
contribute to the effectiveness of her informal role.
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APPENDIX M
Paul
Paul is a 20-year-old sophomore theater arts major. He
is not a counselor. He lives on a 20-member corridor in a
coeducational dormitory. His hometown is suburban. He has
a 16-year-old sister. His father operates a small retail
business. His mother works parttime as a secretary. Paul is
Jewish but he has not been involved with the formal aspects
of the religion since he was a child. Paul says that he is
very close to his family and he contacts them at least once a
week. He says that he has retained most of his parents'
values (e.g., honesty, sharing, respect for others). Paul
considers the theater, his family, and "people in general" to
be the most important and interesting aspects of his life.
He is the vice president of his dormitory and he is active
in campus theater groups. He identifies himself as being
homosexual. He plans to make a career in the theater.
Paul reports that he is involved in helping "daily."
Situations he mentions include going to the store for some-
one, lending things, academic assistance, and "talking with
someone who has a problem." There are both active and pas-
sive aspects to Paul's initiation style. He says that many
people come to him because they can "trust" him and because
he makes himself "approachable" by being non- judgmental
. In
addition he provides examples of where helpees have referred
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other help seekers to him. Paul also explains that he ac-
tively initiates situations because he is very "sensitive- to
the problems of others and he is "not afraid" to intervene.
His helping style is non-directive. He says he attempts to
be "objective" and to "point out alternatives," because, as
he explained, "[helpees] don't look at both sides.
. .because
they are so wrapped up in the problem." The following example
provides a good illustration of how Paul applies these tech-
niques :
.
.
.on the corridor.
. .[she] was really up-
set because this guy was really treating her like
shit. He was being a real asshole about it and I
and everyone knew that he was using her. She wasthe only one who didn't know it. She would sit inher room and be really upset all the time and she
IS very very sensitive. Like on the weekend when
most things are happening, she would end up sittingm her room crying. ... So I would go to her
room and try to talk to her about it.
It's usually the first thing that I do. It
depends on the situation. Her situation was that
she was sitting there alone and no one could talk
to her. I came over like and held her hand.
. . .
She had said like I don't want to talk. That broke
through the ice. Immediately all the tension that
was building up in her was gone. I think that the
contact that you have with people, like touching
them, contact with their eyes, something like that
is important.
We just talked and talked and talked. I just
told her things that had happened to me and what
happened to other people and that I didn't think
that anybody was really worth getting ulcers over
. . . . Reassurance, that type of thing.
. . .Eventually it cooled down. I don't think
they are close at this point, but they say hello to
each other, which is cool because I think it's al-
ways a problem trying to figure out whether or not
to speak to somebody. . .she didn't want to admit
it to herself, but eventually she realized that's
the way it's going to be and there is nothing she
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can do about it. Why ruin the rest of her life*^Even the rest of her day?
An important aspect of Paul's helping style evident
this example is that, although he was active in initiating
the helping situation, he then assumed a fairly non-directi
role. Primarily he provided an emotionally supportive atmos-
phere in which the helpee could work out her own feelings.
Through this he encouraged her to see her position as an op-
portunity for change rather than persisting in her thoughts
of rejection. Part of this process included a sharing and
drawing on his own personal experiences. This and other ex-
amples suggest Paul was able to use this technique to good
effect in order to build an identification between himself
and the helpee. Paul seems to be successful in using this
approach to add credibility to his role, without becoming un-
duly involved in discussing his own problems.
Paul says that he is completely satisfied with his role
and he does not wish to make any changes. He has no desire
to become a counselor. If he had other commitments, he says
that he would be quite comfortable in referring the help
seeker elsewhere. On occasion Paul turns to peers for role
support, but this is not a frequent occurence. He endorses
the suggestion of professional support for his role explain-
ing that this would make him feel "more secure and stable."
He adds that a single centralized resource center for helpers
would be an improvement over the several autonomous helping
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services presently existing on campus. He indicates that
participation in a resource group of informal helpers would
be too
-awkward to work effectively," but that it might pro-
vide some advantages in sharing experiences around a specific
situation. Paul says that since helping is not something he
"consciously plans," and since he is not planning to make any
changes in his behavior, he expects that he will continue his
informal helping in the future,
Paul reports that his helping activity "goes as far back
as I can remember," but it appears that his role expanded
considerably following his arrival at the university. One of
the most important developmental factors influencing his role
appears to be his continued strong identification with both
parents. An open sharing of problems is strongly encouraged
in the family context. In addition Paul notes that his par-
ents are frequently involved in reciprocal helping situations
with friends. Paul makes several references to helping as a
"natural thing" or something "that's expected." It seems as
though this orientation has its roots in the encouragement of
the open exchange of support in his home. This supportive
atmosphere also seems to be the source of Paul's positive ori-
entation to problems and self expectations, attitudes that he
also attempts to facilitate in his helpees.
In terms of his early peer relationships Paul says that
he is most comfortable when he is "in charge." He explains
that whenever a group activity is being planned he will as-
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sume the responsibility for coordinating all the arrangements.
This is the only way that he can feel certain that things will
be done properly. He suggests this might have some parallels
to his current helping role because in his helping situations
he also "trusts [himself] to make the outcome positive."
Paul reports that during his high school years he was
active socially and had positions of responsibility in a num-
ber of clubs and organizations. Helping situations (e.g.,
assisting with homework, running an errand, talking over a
personal problem) were fairly common at this time, but were
restricted primarily to a close circle of friends. Paul says
that he was conscious of his homosexuality by the time he was
in ninth grade, but he did not discuss it with anyone and it
did not cause him any problems with his peers.
Paul's move to college had a marked impact on his help-
ing role both because of the change in setting and because he
began to reveal his sexual orientation to others. During his
first year Paul received ridicule and abuse for being homo-
sexual and at this time he was more involved with his own
problems than with helping others. When he moved to his pres-
ent corridor, Paul says that he received much more support and
acceptance. He now apparently has been able to develop a
fairly stable social network of gay friends atid of "straights"
who "know" but who also "accept" him. This group of people
appear to provide him with a considerable amount of personal
and role support. Similar to most of the other helpers, Paul
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also notes that the proximity and frequency of contact with
peers in the dormitory setting increases his helping. Paul
adds, however, that it is not only an increase in frequency
but that the university provides contact with a broader range
of people than he knew in high school, thus "there is more of
a chance to help in different ways."
In discussing the personal contexts of his helping role,
Paul notes that he does gain some "satisfaction" from help-
ing others but he suggests that his "gayness," his sensitivity
to others, and his appreciation of the importance of social
support are much more important influences. As he explains
his sensitivity is in part a general awareness of people and
their relationships, but it also relates to his own identity
as a homosexual. He says that the interpersonal problems he
faced because of his sexual preference has made him more con-
scious or "sensitive" to the problems of others. Not surpris-
ingly some of these helping situations include assisting
others who are experiencing difficulty in deciding on and
dealing with the issue of their sexuality. While many of the
respondents report experiences of peer marginality during
adolescence that seem to have important effects of their
role, this experience appears to be quite current for Paul.
Developmental influences on Paul's role appear to be the
strong encouragement and modeling of social support from both
his parents, and his general positive self expectations and
approach to problems that develop from this supportive atmos-
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phere. Paul exhibits an early desire to be "in control" of
his peer relationships and this also seems to be an aspect
of his current role. A high level of social involvement in-
cluding a number of helping relationships with friends sug-
gests a continued reinforcement of Paul's inclination to
help. In his present setting proximity and frequency of con-
tact with peers are important, but Paul's struggles with his
sexual identity appears to have the major impact on his role.
His experience of negative reactions from others has made him
aware not only of the difficulties others might have in ad-
justing to their homosexuality, but also of people with other
problems as well. Aspects of his family life appear to create
a predisposition to help in Paul, but his role as an informal
helper seems to develop primarily in reaction to his success
in coping with problems in his current environment. He now
uses this awareness gained from his own experiences to help
others
.
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APPENDIX N
Sara
Sara is a 21-year-old senior nursing major. She is not
a counselor. She lives on a forty- member corridor in a co-
educational residence hall. Her hometown is suburban. Sara
is Catholic and is an active member of the church. She has
two brothers age 19 and 11 and a sister age 19. Her father
is an accountant while her mother does not work outside of
the home. Sara says that she is quite close to her family
and she has weekly telephone contact with her parents. She
considers her relationship with her mother to be more "friend
to friend than a mother-daughter relationship." Sara's pri-
mary interest in life is her nursing career. Her other inter-
ests include mainly passive pursuits (e.g., reading, cooking,
raising plants). She has been active in volunteer work at
local state institutions. She plans to work for a few years
following graduation and then she hopes to go on to graduate
school in community health.
Sara reports that she is involved in helping "about four
times a week." She says that most of these situations in-
volve giving "general advice or directions" (e.g,, treating a
sore throat, making a referral to the health service, advice
on course selection) . She adds that she becomes involved in
more general personal problems every four to five weeks. Sara
is passive in her initiation style, although on occasion she
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facilitates situations with close friends by asking leading
or probing questions. She believes people seek her out be-
cause she is "friendly,- and "easy to approach." She ex-
plains that she does not have a "strong personality" in that
she does not force her opinions on others. She adds that
"[people know] I'm not going to be critical and find fault
at first glance." Her helping style is also passive and non-
directive. Sara says that she usually "listens" and then
"reflects on [the helpee's] feelings." She believes it is
important to "give all the pros and cons" and not just her
"opinions." As she explains, "I don't decide, but I help
them to come to a decision." The following example provides
an illustration of how she uses her supportive and reflect-
ive approach:
. .
. I am friendly with him, but I don't con-
sider myself good friends with him. He came in and
started talking about an argument he had with his
girl friend over the weekend and he was very upset
about it, because she didn't understand his point
of view and he thought she didn't care about him
and he was going on and on. ... I was just lis-
tening and then I just picked out some feelings
that I got from him. I didn't know for sure if
they were true feelings.
.
.if he resented his
girl friend for not calling him up. She went away
and she didn't tell him that she was leaving and
he sounded resentful when he was telling me.
I said, "Listen, you sound kind of hurt and
if you resent the fact that your girl friend went
away for the weekend." I was just helping him re-
flect on his feelings.
.
.He was going, "Well,
yeah, I guess I was." It took awhile but he kind
of verified my feelings about what he was saying.
. . .Through the talks he kind of calmed down
and he kind of was able to see her side a little
bit more. ... I know he was still kind of hurt
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and upset about the matter, but he wasn't as angry
• sat down and talked about it for
awhile. That happened a few times with this oneperson and they kind of had an up and down thingfor awhile He'd come in really upset and talk
^ roommate was here a couple of times andboth of us would discuss and help him really talk
about what he was saying about his feelings withhis girlfriend. ...
Sara believes that her instrumental helping is the pri-
mary aspect of her role. However, as this example indicates,
when she was approached with a more general problem she was
able to provide a suitable supportive and reflective atmos-
phere that enabled the helpee to work out his feelings. A
key factor about her role revealed by this example is that she
is willing to take the time to listen even though she says
this person was not a close friend. Although she was rather
modest in her role description, the range of instrumental as-
sistance, and the quality of the emotional support she pro-
vides suggest that her role is quite important to those
around her.
Sara is quite satisfied with her role. She has no de-
sire to be a counselor. She explains that she believes "much
of what they do is not helping.
. .but busy work." Also she
doubts her ability to be impartial and unemotional enough to
feel comfortable in a counselor role. Sara says that, al-
though she rarely needs it, she has considerable peer role
support available. In addition she expresses no hesitation
about making a referral to a professional helper if she felt
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it were necessary.
Sara says that her helping involvements are not "severe-
enough to warrant professional role support for herself, al-
though she thought such a service would be quite important for
counselors. Sara expects that her continued professional
training will also increase her skills as an informal helper.
She adds that she will continue her informal role primarily
with close friends. She is most enthusiastic about develop-
ing her role as a professional helper.
Sara did not become active as an informal helper until
after she began attending the university. Developmental fac-
tors, however, did appear to have some influence on her cur-
rent helping role. Sara reported that she has had a continued
strong positive relationship with both parents. Her relation-
ship with her mother appears to be particularly important.
Sara says that she has always been able to turn to her for
support. In addition she says that her mother strongly en-
couraged her "to be open to others'" and to always be "unsel-
fish." These factors plus a strong identification with the
moral and ethical teachings of the Catholic church seem to be
important in Sara's current willingness to support others.
Sara recalls that during her grade school years she was
friendly with a large group of peers, but this changed follow-
ing her family's move to another community when she was in
the seventh grade. Sara found it quite difficult to estab-
lish new relationships. She describes herself as being "in
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between" because, although she had a few friends in "the in-
tellectual group" and a few friends in "the sports groups-
she felt as though she did not belong with either group. She
explains that she was too "shy" to "force [my] way in," and
that the others seemed to have no interest in asking her to
be a member. During this time Sara says that she "sought
help more than I gave it." She concentrated primarily on
academics, but she also engaged in daily volunteer work at a
local Veterans hospital. If Sara was not rejected by others
neither was she accepted. This experience seems to have pro-
vided her with some identification with others experiencing
interpersonal problems. In addition through her volunteer
work she discovered many of the rewarding aspects of helping.
At first, Sara's experiences at the university were a
continuation of her high school peer relationships. She says
that she frequently felt "lonely and isolated" and that she
often telephoned her mother for support. This changed when
Sara was able to establish close friendships with a group of
eight other women. She explains that this group engaged in
extensive mutual problem sharing and she discovered that she
was a "better listener than a talker." Sara believes that
this experience was a primary influence in giving her the
"confidence" to help others.
Sara is Ann's roommate (see Appendix L) . Sara says that
Ann has provided her with role support. In addition she be-
lieves Ann has influenced her role because Ann is "friendly
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and outgoing" which in turn has .ade her "more sensitive to
people." Finally she notes that Ann's extensive helping in-
volvements have increased her helping contacts as well.
Sara believes that the personal factors governing her
helping are her general interest and linking for people and
the strong sense of satisfaction she derives from her role.
She says this is particularly true when people report back
to her and tell her how helpful she has been.
Although Sara's role did not emerge until after she ar-
rived at the university, important developmental influences
appear to have included her strong parental and religious
identifications, and her active support relationship with her
mother. A feeling of nonacceptance by peers from the seventh
grade to her first year in college apparently provided Sara
with some sense of empathy and identification with others ex-
periencing problems. Volunteer helping experiences revealed
some of the rewards to be gained in helping. Close friendship
with a college peer group provided the experience and the sup-
port which seemed to initiate Sara's role. Sara also believes
that her association with Ann has helped her to be more ef-
fective in interpersonal situations and has increased the num-
ber of helping contacts that she has. Reward through an in-
crease in confidence and self concept appear to be primary
personal factors influencing her current role. It is also
likely that experiences she has had in connection with her
career training have also increased her confidence in her in-
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formal helping techniques. While the current context appears
primary in facilitating Sara's role it is possible that her
present experience will provide her with the confidence to
continue her role in future settings.
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APPENDIX 0
Gil
Gil is a 20-year-old junior education major. He is a
counselor on a 20-member corridor in a coeducational dormi-
tory. His hometown is a small town in a rural area. He has
two brothers, ages 23 and 15. His father has a professional
career, while his mother does not work outside the home. His
mother is protestant and his father Catholic, but Gil says he
is not actively involved in any organized religion. Gil's
younger brother is the only family member whom he included in
his immediate social network. He reports frequent conflicts
with his father from early childhood. He says that although
his mother supported him, she would never "stand up for him
against his father." Gil is in weekly contact with his fami-
ly, but he says that there is only "understanding" between
himself and his younger brother. Gil says that his primary
interests are his teaching career, "enjoying the company of
others," and being alone "to think." He is actively involved
in the issues of racial and sexual "oppression." Recently he
helped organize a counselor taught, student colloquium on the
rights and problems of blacks, women, and homosexuals. Gil
identifies himself as being homosexual. He has no definite
plans for the future other than to "travel" and "to make my-
self content."
Gil reports that he is involved in instrumental helping
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(e.g., request for information) daily, while "sitting down
and talking out a problem with someone occurs a couple to
three times a week." Gil says that these often involve "boy-
friend and girlfriend" problems. Gil is generally passive in
his initiation style. He^points out, however, that he often
facilitates a discussion of broader problems once a helpee
approaches him with a "routine" question. Gil believes that
he is particularly "sensitive" to when such an initiation is
needed. He emphasizes that he is cautious about this because
he believes that "helping is most effective when there is a
direct request." He says otherwise people would feel that he
is "prying" or that his attempt would be fruitless because
the person had already decided "there is nothing I can do."
Gil is also primarily passive or non-directive in his
helping style. He explains that he conceives of his role as
that of "facilitator or catalyst." He says that once a per-
son starts to talk he "listens" and tries "to help them with
the options." He adds, "one of the most important things
they.
.
.can get out of it is to be able to do it themselves."
The following example suggests how Gil developed this approach
during a series of helping contacts with the same person:
He is a freshman. . .1 have been his confidant
at times. We are on that counselor- counselee type
thing, although I don't like to view it that way.
I view it more in terms of he looks up to me. In
that sense in a wierd sort of way it's like a bro-
ther type relationship. I like it. It's a support
to me in that some one values my advice and my con-
fidence in myself.
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v,^™ 'ri '^^'^ Changed values radically since I met
me io i r '?hi.''''-S'^;;^^ -dearedt him. T s rapid change for the better
feeUnSr
experimenting with his emotions and hi^
*
r eli gs.
.
He is a brave person and he isreally searching and he is looking and he is find-ing and It's exciting. ...
-i/-;;
^J^i^g thai kind of endears him tome IS m the past semester he lost his father. Avery traumatic thing. I have never gone through
anything like that and God help me I hope that itisn t too soon. Yet he at that stage was iust sovulnerable and he came through it very well Idon t think I played so much a factor in that, butjust the fact that I could and did exhibit a will-ingness to support him was enough.
Gil's role in this situation was not so much one of fo-
cusing on a specific problem situation as it was a supporting
of the helpee through a period of change and development in
his life. Gil did not seek this person out, but his activity
here appears to be consistent with a statement he made: "I
won't go out of my way to help people.
.
.but once I am in a
situation I suppose I would do just about anything that had
to be done." His commitment in time and his availability and
willingness to provide a "sounding board" seems to be quite
important. Gil is also quite frank in admitting the personal
rewards that acrue from his role. The helpee appeared to
continue this contact because his role was one of facilita-
tion and support rather than sympathy or advice giving.
Gil says that he is generally satisfied with his role.
He says that he avoids some potential problems because he
discourages helpees who want to make him "their sole source
of support," In these instances and when he has other com-
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mitments, Gil says that he feels comfortable in suggesting
other sources of assistance. Gil says that a strength in his
role is that he has more "life experiences (e.g., adjusting
to his homosexuality, experiences in Europe as an exchange
student), but he believes that it is important for his con-
tinued role development for him to keep on increasing his
"wisdom" through additional life experiences.
Gil says that he also enjoys his floor counselor posi-
tion, particularly its prestige value. He has experienced
some disappointment because he had anticipated that he would
be viewed "more professionally" (i.e., in charge of planning
all corridor activities), but the majority of the people on
his corridor prefer that he act in a more informal role.
Gil reports that he has sought out both professional and
informal role support. He says that this has been particular-
ly helpful in a recent situation that involved a suicide
threat. Gil believes that there are sufficient professional
university resources available for informal helpers and their
roles, thus he thinks any additional program of professional
role support would be superfluous. He is more favorably dis-
posed toward the concept of working with a support group of
informal helpers, but he cautions that while "it is hypothe-
tically a great idea" that his experiences with counselor
meetings suggests that "personal conflicts would probably
keep it from working." Gil believes that he "will always have
the disposition to help" and thus he expects his informal role
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will continue. He adds that in the past few years he has
changed his concept of his planned teacher role from where he
"would be in charge and instruct," to one that includes help-
ing as well.
Gil believes that his informal peer helping role did not
begin until after he entered the university. He says prior to
this time he was involved in "assisting" which he defined as
"following a set plan, or helping someone complete a project."
On the other hand, he believes his helping "involves a lengthy
thought process.
.
.making all the alternatives known to your-
self so that you can make them known to other people."
Gil speculates that some elements in his family environ-
ment were an influence on his current role. He explains that
he was "always praised for doing good things" and that he
learned helping was "a way of getting attention or recogni-
tion." For the most part, though, he characterizes his home
as being more a place of conflict than support. He says he
was constantly at odds with his father and, although his mo-
ther provided some support, she never disagreed with his fa-
ther. Currently Gil seems ambivalent toward his parents. He
explains that he "loves them in a way," but that he really
does not consider them "to be close" or to be "the least bit
understanding .
"
The difficulties he experienced in his home life most
likely gave Gil an awareness of and sensitivity to personal
problems. Unlike some of the other helpers, he did not seem
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to quickly translate this into helping relationships with
peers. In fact Gil reports that he had few support relation-
ships with peers until he entered college. He describes him-
self as a "wierd kid" who "threw tantrums." Although he says
that he did have a few friends as a young child, as he grew
older he preferred to "hang around alone more and more."
During this period he says he did not help others "because I
had enough problems of my own." He blames himself in part
for his isolation because he wanted to be a member of the "in
groups" or not at all. m turn he passed up friendship oppor-
tunities with several other peers because they had "too many
faults." Much of his time in high school was spent in or-
ganized activities (e.g., yearbook and newspaper staff, art
and theater clubs)
.
Two experiences during his last year in high school
seemed to be important role influences-
-a trip to Europe as
an exchange student and a summer job in a children's day
camp. During his stay in Europe a woman coordinator for the
program spent a considerable amount of time supporting Gil
and helping him to resolve many personal issues. He now ap-
pears to carry out a somewhat similar role for others. Gil
reports that his camp experience "sparked my interest in
helping" because "the kids were easy to help.
. .their needs
were easily met." Perhaps more revealing are Gil's statements
that he liked the "authority and the respect" and he liked
"being somebody."
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Gil's first interpersonal experiences at the university
were a continuation of his high school years. He entered at
mid year and found his residence hall to be inhospitable be-
cause social relationships were already firmly established.
The following fall his social position improved. He estab-
lished what appears to be a relatively small but very support-
ive social network. Much of the cohesion among these people
is built around an acceptance of homosexuality. As his own
support base because more stabilized, Gil felt more comfort-
able in extending himself to others. Similar to the other
helpers, he reports that the close living quarters and the
frequency of contact increases his helping because he can be-
come "aware of unspoken needs." He says that he will not pick
up such cues if he is not living in such proximity with others
Gil discusses several personal influences on his role
that suggest reward was a quite important factor. These com-
ments include: "it's a need to be needed," "I get pleasure
out of giving other people pleasure," and "there is a recog-
nition value." An additional personal gain suggested by Gil
is vicarious experience as he explained: "you have the bene-
fit of going through the experience without having to suffer
some of the real painful aspects of them," Finally he has
been able to draw on his own experiences in adjusting to his
homosexuality to help others attempting to explore similar is-
sues .
Gil's role did not fully develop until he reached the
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university. Early factors that appear to have some bearing
on his current role were an experience of conflict with his
father and a learning that helping was one way to avoid pun-
ishment and gain recognition. A sense of being "different"
and not being accepted by important peer groups until he
reached college has provided Gil some identification with
others in similar positions. A supportive contact with a wo-
man coordinator in a student exchange program helped Gil
overcome many personal conflicts, while a helping experience
with children proved to be quite rewarding and suggested many
of the personal benefits to be gained from helping. Gil re-
ports that control, recognition, self respect, pleasure, and
vicarious experience were all important personal influences
on his role. In addition he believes that his experiences in
adjusting to his homosexuality and his experiences as an ex-
change student have extended his personal growth beyond that
of many of his peers. He believes that his helping is in-
creased by his being able to draw on these experiences.
Gil is quite open in discussing the personal motivations
in his informal role. Strong as these needs appear to be,
they do not seem to significantly interfere with his role.
He has sufficient reciprocal peer support from his own net-
work. His helping and general interpersonal relationships
are integrated so that he does not need to actively seek help-
ing situations as a sole means of satisfying interpersonal
needs. Gil's general role orientation suggests that it will
be highly congruent with developing a helping role within the
structure of his teaching role.
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APPENDIX P
Betsy
Betsy is a 21-year-old senior mathematics major. She
is a counselor on a 17-member corridor in a women's dormi-
tory. Her hometown is suburban. She has a brother 19 and
two sisters ages 18 and 14. Her father is an executive for
a large national corporation and her mother does not work
outside of the home. Her parents have Christian backgrounds
but her family is not religiously active. Currently Betsy
has no religious involvement. She describes her family rela-
tionships as "positive but rather superficial." Her strong-
est family relationship is with her brother who is also at-
tending the university. Betsy does not indicate any strong
personal interests outside of her careen and her boyfriend
who lives in another state. She is involved in a tutoring
project in a high school in a nearby city. Betsy plans to
join her boyfriend, teach high school "for a few years", and
she then hopes to go on to graduate school in mathematics.
Betsy says that she is involved in helping "a few times
a week." Aside from routine instrumental situations, she
says most of her helping involves roommate conflicts, aca-
demic problems, and "listening to people's frustrations."
Betsy is passive in her initiation style. She believes peo-
ple seek her out because she is "outgoing," "open," and "easy
to approach." In addition she describes herself as being
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non-judgmental. As she explains, "I don't have strong be-
liefs about anything.
. .[thus helpees] are pretty sure I'm
not going to come down on them." Betsy is also non-directive
in her helping style. She describes her role as one of "lis-
tener." She adds that her goal in helping is "just to make
them aware of the options," and "to help them blow off steam."
The following example illustrates her supportive, non-direc-
tive style:
.
.
.a girl came to me and she had been here
quite a bit. She was having some roommate problems
and other problems and she hadn't been making any
effort to change. ... She was doing poorly in a
course, physics, and I had taken physics.
. .but I
couldn't very well tutor her for nine hours a
^eek.
. . .
She said, "I'm really doing poorly and
making a lot of effort." And here she was in this
honors course where they hit you with extras the
first day. She was just unhappy because she wanted
to be an astronomy major since she was a little
girl
.
. .
.She came in one day.
. .very depressed
. .
.and said I want to talk to you. So I said,
"Should I shut the door?" and she said, "Yeah," and
she started crying and she said, "I don't know what
I'm going to do about the physics.
. .1 think I
should drop out of school." I thought this was a
little radical and I said there are other alterna-
tives.
. . .
You might drop the physics. She did
know that she could drop the course. , .when you
are a freshman you don't really believe it, because
you can only drop a course if the teacher molests
you in the hall or something. ... So I said you
can add another course, or pick up the credits
later, or you could see the prof to see if you
could get some outside help.
. . .
But it really
looks as though you don't have the math background.
So she said, "Should I drop physics?" I said
"Well, I don't know, it's your decision and all I
can say is that it's possible to drop the course,
and if you are getting swamped it might be a good
idea. You could drop out of school, but you have
already invested some time and just because physics
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is hard doesn't mean you will flunk everythingSo she said, "I'm going to think about it ^* '
'
She came back and said, "I'm going to dron
i'zi^t\r\'\i\ii'' ^^^^ -jo?s'Tut
very well!
^"""^ "'^'"^ later." She did
r.h.r.-'. '
'^^ basically the decision to dropphysics was a decision not to be an astronomy ma-jor. and she let herself be in that kind of lim-bo without having an official major.
. i felt
I helped her in that she was all set to run down-
stairs and drop out of school. The story endedhappily and she is into Chinese now.
The style or process illustrated by this example was al-
so reflected in several other of Betsy • s helping examples. She
first supports or facilitates an emotional "catharsis" in the
helpee, and she then encourages a pragmatic, situationally
determined solution to the problem. In her role she is less
inclined to probe into psychological causes or personality
changes than are some of the other helpers. At one point
Betsy herself characterizes her role as "doing a Mom kind of
thing," which seems to be accurate in that she is generally
involved in supporting younger students in their adjustments
to college life. It is not that she is unaware of the broad-
er implications (e.g., dropping a course actually involving a
significant change in career plans), but she generally chooses
not to confront the helpee on these more introspective is-
sues. Unless such discussion is initiated by the helpee she
leaves this self exploration to the helpee's discretion.
Betsy is generally satisfied with her role, but there is
some indication that she would like to strengthen her abili-
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ties. In part this change relates directly to her styL
described above. She says she needs to be a "better listen-
er" and that she needs "to try to hear what they are really
saying through the words." This suggests that she would in
fact like to increase her ability to facilitate more intro-
spective discussion with her helpees. Betsy's only complaint
about her role is that at times she feels "used" by some peo-
ple who just come in to "bitch." She would like to assert
herself more in these situations, but she says, "I usually
don't feel bothered until afterwards." She enjoys her coun-
selor role because it has increased her helping contacts.
She adds that "when my official role ends I expect I will
want to do more [helping] than I [will] be doing."
Betsy's primary source of role support is a staff per-
son in her residence hall although she says she hasn't had to
turn to this person very often. She explains "I haven't rec-
ognized situations that have been so heavy that I felt out of
control." She believes that any additional professional role
support would be "duplicating some services already avail-
able." She says it would be more important for the existing
services to "use more publicity" so that helpers would know
what was available to them. Because of her positive experi-
ences in counselor meetings, Betsy strongly endorses the
concept of meeting with a resource group of informal helpers.
She says that a primary advantage to such a group is it pro-
vides comparisons on how others "handle situations." Betsy
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expects that her informal helping role will decline after she
leaves the university. she explains that she believes "col-
lege is a prime time for helping" and "[in adult life] there
isn't so much peer discussion of things." She adds that once
she is "out with people who are happy and settled," she will
continue to help but only with "close friends."
Betsy did not become involved in informal peer helping
until after her arrival at the university. Family dynamics
appear to have less of an influence on her current role than
was true for many of the other helpers. Betsy indicates that
her parents are quite supportive of her and this appears to
have provided some basis for her positive approach to problems
and her belief in herself. In addition she has a strong re-
spect for her father's moral and ethical views which appear
to be reflected in her role. Finally she notes that her mo-
ther was "kind of a considerate person.
. .[which] kind of
instilled a feeling for other people." Betsy reports, how-
ever, that she was never able to share problems with her par-
ents because her father is too "remote" and her mother is
"too emotional and wouldn't understand." She describes her
relationship with both parents as "nice" but "superficial."
A developmental factor that appears to have a stronger
influence on Betsy's current role is her experience of non-
acceptance or peer marginality during her high school years.
She was active in organizations (e.g., yearbook staff, math
team, orchestra and chorus) but she says, "I definitely was
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were
not one of the popular kids." She explains,
-My friends
people who didn't fit into any of the popular categories
either, we were all late bloomers socially." it is likely
that this experience gave her some sensitivity to the prob-
lems in social adjustment that she now talks over with her
helpees
.
In contrasting her high school and college settings Bet-
sy says that her move to college facilitated the development
of her role in part because there are "more problems." In
high school, "I didn't feel that there was anybody who really
needed help.
.
.high school life wasn't changing." In col-
lege, however, "a lot of things change all of a sudden,
it's hard to handle five problems in different areas all at
once." She believes her setting is quite conducive to help-
ing because, "a lot of people have similar problems, but are
at different stages of handling them." Much of her own role
is one of helping younger students deal with situations she
has coped with before.
Several of Betsy's personal experiences at the univer-
sity have also strongly influenced her role. Many of these
seem to be related to her own personal growth. She explains
that in college she found that "people respected me as a per-
son and they were interested in what I had to say." She says
this encouraged her to be more conscious of what she thought
and of how she relates to others. In addition she says she
built up some helping contacts because she was more outgoing
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and willing to initiate conversations with others than were
some of the other freshmen. The reason for this was that her
boyfriend had preceded her to the university. Thus she had
"support" so she could afford to take the risk of "reaching
out to others."
Two different experiences, one as a helpee and one as a
helper, seemed to be the critical catalysts in initiating
Betsy's role. Her counselor during her first year helped her
discuss several important personal issues. Betsy says "this
was almost a family style support and it helped me realize
that I could make up decisions myself and this would not
change what this person thought about me." Betsy adds that
she probably would not have chosen to become a counselor ex-
cept this person "really enjoyed it so much." It is inter-
esting to observe that Betsy now appears to be playing a
similar role for Mary (see text) who reports Betsy as being
a positive influence on her role.
In her first experience as a helper Betsy says that dur-
ing her sophomore year a corridormate began talking to her
about "problems." She found this "flattering" that someone
"really wanted to know what I thought." The reinforcement of
this experience and the encouragement of her counselor seemed
to direct Betsy into her helping role.
Personal factors supporting Betsy's role are both its
direct reinforcement value and the fact that it provided her
with a means for continuing her own personal growth. She
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says that she "enjoyed" helping and that she always feel
"strong empathy" for people who are "unhappy." she thinks
perhaps she feels this "more strongly than the average per-
son" because "I have to make them feel happy or else I can't
feel happy." Most interesting is Betsy's suggestion that
helping provides her a means for her own personal growth.
She says that she enjoys spending time with people in "one-
to-one situations" because she can "explore what they are
thinking about." She explains that if she can understand how
they are "living their lives" that this gives her "input" on
how to "run" her own life. She says she is not only giving
"help and support" but that it is "in trade for helping find
where I am."
Betsy's helping role did not develop until after she ar-
rived at the university. Family dynamics appeared to have a
relatively limited influence on her current role. Parental
support provided her with a generally positive orientation
toward herself and others and she acquired a strong moral and
ethical position from her father. An open sharing of problems
or modeling of helping did not appear as a significant aspect
in her family life. Her somewhat marginal position with
peers in high school apparently has led to some of her cur-
rent feelings of empathy with others with problems. When she
reached college the support of her boyfriend and of an older
woman counselor helped her confront some of her own personal
issues and provided her with a secure base from which she
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could reach out to others. She found her own initial experi
ence as a helper to be quite rewarding. All of these per-
sonal experiences helped direct her toward a helping role.
Personal influences appear to be that her role provides her
with a direct reinforcement of her self concept and it also
supplies her with a vicarious means of learning through
others' experiences. Betsy believes her role was highly de-
termined by her current setting and that her helping would
be limited to close friends once she left the university.
It seems probable, however, that her enjoyment of a fairly
structured helping role will be important in her possibly
developing an expanded helping role in her osition as a
high school teacher.
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APPENDIX Q
Alan
Alan is a 20-year-old junior psychology major. He is
not a counselor. He lives on a forty-member corridor in a
coeducational residence hall. His hometown is a small town
in a rural area. He has a brother age 18 and sister age 9.
His father works as a purchasing agent and his mother works
part time as a town librarian. Alan comes from a protestant
background, but he has no active interest in religion. Alan
feels closest to his mother because she has always been "ac-
cepting" of him, while he reports he is just now resolving
many of the negative feelings toward his father that resulted
from constant conflicts between them during his adolescent
years. Alan says he is not close to his brother because he
believes his father has favored his brother for the last sev-
eral years. He likes his sister but does not consider her
an important member of his network because she is too young.
Alan's primary interests are sports, psychology, and "organi-
zing things." He recently organized a committee to deal
with racial issues in his dormitory. He has also been act-
ive in volunteer work in nearby state institutions. He plans
to go to graduate school in clinical psychology.
Alan reports that "hardly a day goes by" when he doesn't
talk to someone about a small issue or problem. He adds
that he is involved in "really heavy conversations" (e.g..
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general personal problems, problems of sexual adjustment,
racial issues) about once a week. Alan is fairly active in
his initiation style. He says he likes to "draw [informa-
tion] out of people" by "using leading or pointed" personal
questions. He also believes people are likely to approach
him because his psychology training makes him "more willing
to listen" and his position as a well-known dormitory figure
(verified by others) increases his visibility as a helper.
Consistent with his active initiation of helping, Alan is
also frequently directive and challenging in his helping
style some evidence of which can be seen in the following:
.
.
.One of the new kids on the floor this semester
and he really has some.
. .growing up problems if
you want to put it that way. He really doesn't
know what he wants in life.
. .he rejects everybody
else except himself. He puts society down.
. .or
he will put specific types of groups down.
. . .
They don't love enough.
. .he uses love quite a bit
.... He believes in free sex. . .sex and love as
two different things.
. .maybe it's right to think
that way, but it's that he uses it for his own per-
sonal gain. ... He says that it's justified be-
cause this is how our society should be, and that
way he can get laid as many times as he wants.
. .
He let me see some of [his autobiography] and you
could see from his background what his problem was,
lack of love. He was rejected by his parents.
. .
he had to do it on his own, and of course he is a
loner.
.
.doesn't mean that there is anything
wrong with it, but you can see the correlation
that it has. We used to bullshit about psychology
and he turned me off a bit because I didn't agree
with his philosophy, but I thought he was saying
this for some reason. ... So we just argued and
brought up points to each other, and I think this
helped him in a way, because I had put a challenge
to him that he hadn't had for a long time. . .
Saying maybe this philosophy can't work. I kept
questioning him and saying, "Well, why do you want
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me " ? back^H off
"^"^5 you trying to psychoanalyze
M^vK. T u A f""^ "^o^e psychology.-aybe I should do that.
. .but I'm not helpingreally because he still has that problem, butagain I think it's something he will grow out of.
LTI ? % ^° "'^^^ say and toput a few dents m his perfect philosophy, maybeput him down to earth a little bit.
Alan was one of the few helpers to be this directive and
actively set out to change the helpee's basic orientation.
Although he could generate a number of useful insights, Alan
limited the effectiveness of his role somewhat in his attempts
to convince the helpee of the validity of his position. A
key aspect of Alan's role is he can encourage a helpee to be-
gin talking to him by asking challenging questions about sig-
nificant personal issues. This aids some help seekers in
adopting a fresh perspective on their problems, while it
causes others to terminate the helping relationship prema-
turely. His apparent inability to be more flexible in the
use of his confrontive style appears to limit the number of
helpees Alan can deal with effectively.
Alan reveals that he has some awareness of these limits
in his role. He says that although he is "generally satis-
fied" with his role, he would like to see "more people" and
more "different kinds of people." In addition he notes that
"my self -centeredness gets in the way sometimes." He ex-
plains that sometimes he "looks at [himself] and [his] own
goals" when he should be looking at the goals of the helpee.
Although he has been quite active on a counselor selec-
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tion committee, Alan does not want to become one himself. He
explains that the role would have "too many responsibilities"
and that it would restrict his freedom to "express [his] own
opinion" because counselors are supposed to remain impartial.
Alan occasionally turns to friends or his girl friend for sup.
port with his role. Although he thought supportive profes-
sional interventions were "generally a good idea" and would
be a valuable source of educational information, he doubts
that many helpers would make use of such resources. Alan
hopes to continue his informal role, but he is also looking
forward to a professional helping role as a psychologist.
Alan did not become active in his informal role until
after his arrival at the university, but some developmental
influences did seem to be important. He says that his mo-
ther's general "outgoing" nature and the encouragement of
both parents to respect others led him to have a positive
orientation toward others. In addition he attributes his
willingness to take on difficult helping situations in part '
to his parents' encouragement to persevere at difficult prob-
lems. In a more negative vein, Alan's belief that his bro-
ther usurped a favored position with his father appears to
have left Alan with a good deal of personal uncertainty. His
current helping role in many respects seems to be an attempt
to bolster his sense of personal and interpersonal security.
Alan labels his high school years as "the worst three
years of my life." He says that he was "alone" much of the
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time and although he "fluctuated- among several groups he
never belonged to any particular group. He believes thi
perience has a considerable influence on his current desi
to help people who are "hurt" or who are "treated unfairly."
Alan finds his university dormitory setting to be much
more supportive. He reports that he does not have to "put up
fronts" for people to be "nice." He points out that the gen-
eral "happy and content" atmosphere of his present setting
makes it easier to recognize people in trouble. Although
Alan's interpersonal situations appear to have improved con-
siderably over his high school years, there are indications
that some problems still persist. He reports one of the
larger social networks, but most relationships were friends
to "having a good time with" while very few were relation-
ships that involved open reciprocal support. While he is
active and popular in dormitory activities, many of his in-
terpersonal relationships appear to lack substance. Thus
while the supportive aspects of the setting and Alan's gen-
eral sense of belonging seem to encourage his role, his help-
ing also seems to be influenced by a desire to make more
meaningful contacts with others.
Alan's comments concerning his personal motivations for
helping seem to bear this out. He speculates that his help-
ing is in part an attempt to "alleviate the loneliness" he
experienced in high school. At various points he comments
that helping is "fulfilling," "pleasurable," and "a boost to
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[his] ego." He adds that he "enjoys feeling wanted" and that
he doesn't think he would help so much if "it wasn't for the
self satisfaction."
Personal and social factors in his present setting ap-
pear to be the primary influences on Alan's role. Family
factors that appear to have some influence are his identifi-
cation with his mother's t-outgoing" personality, and parental
encouragement to persevere in the face of challenges and to
always respect others. A sense of being rejected by his fa-
ther and an even stronger experience of rejection from his
high school peers seem to be very powerful influences. Al-
though he gains considerable role support from his present
setting and he has expanded his network of social relation-
ships, Alan's personal comments reveal that gaining accept-
ance and recognition from others remains a primary motivation
in his helping. His helping role appears to be generally less
effective and less well integrated into his patterns of in-
terpersonal relationships when compared to the helping roles
of the other respondents. Similar to Eva, whose case was
discussed in the text, conflict with a parent and strong un-
satisfied interpersonal needs appear to interfere with role
performance
.
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APPENDIX R
Cindy
Cindy is a 19-year-old sophomore physical education
jor. She is not a counselor. She lives in a 30-member cor-
ridor in a women's dormitory. Her hometown is suburban. She
has a brother aged 22 and sister aged 19. Her father has a
managerial position in industry while her mother does not
work outside the home. Cindy's parents were active in the
Episcopalian church, but Cindy is not involved in any formal
religion. Cindy is in contact with her family at le^st once
a week. She has a very close relationship with her father
which stems in part from their strong mutual interest in
athletics. Cindy reports that reciprocal support has always
been a significant aspect of their relationship. In addition
she notes that she is the one her father turns to when some-
thing needs to be done in the home because her brother and
sister "couldn't be trusted to do their share." Cindy says
that she likes her mother, but that she is too "emotional"
and too "possessive." She adds that her mother will frequent-
ly turn to her for support concerning routine daily problems.
Cindy's relationship with her sister is one of indifference
while she and her brother are openly antagonistic. Cindy be-
lieves they both resent her because of her favored position
with her father. Cindy's primary interest is athletics. She
is a member of a varsity athletic team. Although ineligible
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to play intramural sports, she volunteered to organize the
intramural athletics for her dormitory. Cindy has an intense
desire to become a physical education teacher in order that
she can "pass on" her "own love of sports to someone else."
Cindy reports that she is involved "daily" with small
instrumental favors (e.g., lending books, money; letting
people store food in her refrigerator) with small emotional
situations (e.g., talking to someone about a poor test grade)
She says "larger" situations (e.g., unwanted pregnancies,
drug problems, general personal adjustment problems) are much
less frequent, occurring about every "four or five weeks."
There are both passive and active aspects to her initiation
style. She believes many people seek her out because she is
"open," "friendly," "optimistic," and because she is a "will-
ing listener." She also reports that if she suspects that
someone has a problem that she "will check it out." Depend-
ing on the person's response she will either make a generally
supportive comment and change the topic or she will encourage
the person to talk further.
Cindy is primarily non-directive in her helping style.
She says that most often she "listens and offers sympathy"
because many helpees just want to "sit down and scream and
blow off steam." When people approach her with a more focus-
ed problem she says she attempts to offer them "two or three
choices or options." She adds she carefully avoids giving
direct advice because, as she explains, "I would only get
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shot in the end if I make the wrong decision.
. .and they
would never want to come again." The following example il-
lustrates how Cindy is able to sypply both instrumental and
emotional assistance in a given helping situation:
.
.
.girl friend of mine at home was pregnant.Like she was at home and I was at school. I hadbeen at school for about three weeks. I saw herbefore I left and she said that her and her boy-friend were having sex. Well I said, "That's cool
and o.k. I know you two are getting married any-
way.' Then she said, "There is a possibility that
I might be pregnant." I said, "Well, let me know
what you find out," and she says, "I don't know
where to go."
I said, "Well, I'm going back to school but Iknow a couple of places you can go. You'll have
to check them out, because I just won't be there."
So I gave her a couple of hospitals, because my
sister had been through the same problem the year
before. So this was like old hat.
So she went and found out that she was, and
she said, "Well, what am I going to do about it?"
I said, "What does [boyfriend] want to do about
it?" He wasn't around. He had just gone into
the service.
I said, "Find out what he wants." So they
decided on an abortion. She she said, "What do I
do now?"
So, I said, "Go to [hospital] in [city] and
you can find something there that will accomodate
you." I went home and went with her. She didn't
particularly want to go alone and we made all
arrangements and everything. Well she didn't have
enough money, so I loaned her the money, whatever
I had at the moment,
. .then everything was done
and taken care of.
An important aspect of this example is that Cindy did
not advise for or against the abortion but rather she sug-
gested that the woman and her boyfriend come to a decision.
Once the decision was made she was quite willing to supply
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both instrumental and emotional support. Other examples sug-
gest that Cindy is equally comfortable to limiting herself to
a less active approach of listening and providing emotional
support. This flexibility in style appears to be an important
Strength in her role.
The major change Cindy wants to make in her role is to
have more people come to her. She notes, however, that there
were times when she finds it difficult to help, specifically
when she has an academic deadline to meet or when she is con-
cerned about problems of her own. She explains, "it's just
idealistic to say that you will put whatever is in your mind
aside and.
.
.listen to them." She adds that she is begin-
ning to know her "own limits and capacities" and she says she
will generally tell a person if she doesn't think she can
help. She says she has no desire to become a counselor be-
cause "you have to help whether you want to or not." She be-
lieves it is important for the helper to want to be involved
with the helpee.
Cindy says that she frequently will turn to friends for
support and advice concerning her helping role, but that she
is always careful to "keep confidences." She suggests that
these contacts are important for her because they helpher ob-
tain an "objective" view when her view is "too subjective"
because of her own biases. In addition, since she says it is
not uncommon in her experience for helpees to go to more than
one helper, she occasionally consults with another helper con-
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cerning the same helpee.
Cindy is uncertain about the need for any professional
support for her role. She says most situations "wouldn't
require it." She points out that the abortion situation
noted above would have been a time when she needed profes-
sional advice had it not been for her sister's experience
with pregnancy the year before. She says that only in such
extremes would professional support be necessary, and these
were fairly rare occurences.
Cindy is definite in her opposition to being involved
in any form of group contact with other informal helpers. She
says that she would feel "inhibited" in such a situation.
She also expresses a belief that contact with a group would
"professionalize" the role too much. She explains that she
believes people would turn away if they thought they were be-
ing discussed in a group. She also points out that "profes-
sional people really get wrapped up and they start looking
deeper maybe than they have to."
Cindy expects to continue her informal helping, but she
adds, "If people stop coming I can't go out recruiting." She
views her future teaching role as the most important vehicle
for her future helping. She says, "you can't reach everybody,
but you can let [students] know if they want anything you are
available .
"
Cindy reports that her informal peer helping began in
high school but she believes that her family experiences def-
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initely contributed to this development. She explains, ^n^ve
always been kind of a helper in the family in the sensl that
I have always been depended on, and I have grown accustomed
to that role." She adds that both her parents are very "gen-
erous" which has encouraged her to be the same. Most import-
ant, however, appears to have been her close and reciprocal
support relationship with her father, which encourages her to
be open and sharing in problem situations. In addition her
mother frequently turns to Cindy for advice and support on
minor problems and irritations. A positive feeling toward
herself and others, a strong sense of responsibility, and an
active involvement in a helping role with both of her parents
appear to be significant factors in the development of Cindy's
role.
Cindy's interests in sports made peer adjustment diffi-
cult for her in junior high school. Prior to this time she
had had a large group of friends, but once she entered the
seventh grade she says that she began to be "ostracized" be-
cause she was a girl who played sports. During this time
Cindy became friendly with an older girl who used to ask her
advice concerning her boyfriends. The relationship did not
last, however, as the girl became more interested in her boy-
friends than she was in Cindy. As Cindy explains, "I found
out that I needed her a lot more than she needed me."
Cindy believes that the events surrounding the end of
this relationship produced some of the strongest effects on
are
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her helping role. She says that the older girl introduced
her to
-.drugs" and as time passed she found herself becoming
more involved with drugs and more isolated and confused about
herself. A teacher and some of Cindy's other acquaintances
were finally able to help her through this difficult period.
Cindy says that this support made her "realize there
things you can do for people." Currently she says her
ories of "being alone" and "of not knowing anybody was there"
enable her to "feel when somebody feels that way without them
even saying anything." After this period Cindy became quite
active socially in high school and she also began helping
others. Her examples include helping a boy who was experi-
encing family conflicts, supporting a boy whose friend was
killed in an accident, and supporting a girl whose mother had
died
.
Cindy continued her helping role when she entered the
university. She points out, however, that her role became
more broad because she was living in close proximity with a
large group of peers. In high school she says she was us-
ually involved only in the "traumatic things," but that liv-
ing in "close quarters" made it possible to "pick up on
things much easier." An additional factor influencing Cin-
dy's current role is her large relatively dense social net-
work which provides her both with helping contacts and with
role support.
Personal factors that Cindy reports as influencing her
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her role are her "general enjoyment of being around people"
and that helping provides her with a "sense of satisfaction."
She explains that a person "who does something for somebody
else is supposed to forget it, but I don't think that really
applies." She goes on to say that when she thinks about what
she has done for others it makes her "feel really good."
Cindy also suggests that helping provides her with a more
general sense of self worth when she comments, "the more peo-
ple I can help the more worthwhile life is." Finally Cindy
notes that a positive belief in herself and support from her
friends tends to make her "optimistic" about helping whereas
she says others "are afraid they might get hurt."
Cindy's helping role began during her high school years.
Several developmental factors appeared to influence this on-
set. A reciprocal support relationship with her father and
a supportive role to her mother both served to encourage her
in helping. In addition her father places expectations on
her which serve to increase her sense of responsibility to
others. Both parents are generous and encourage Cindy to be
the same. A period of difficulty in peer adjustment in junior
high school and a related experience with drugs appear to de-
velop in Cindy a strong identification with other persons ex-
periencing isolation and rejection. The helping intervention
of others during this time made Cindy quite conscious of the
importance of providing support to others. As her own social
position stabilized she became involved in several helping
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experiences. The frequent daily contact with peers in her
current setting helps Cindy broaden her role by making her
more aware of the full range of problems people are experi-
encing. Her own personal network provides her with both per-
sonal and role support that enables her to extend herself to
others. Helping appears to supply her with an immediate sense
of well being and a more permanent feeling of positive self
worth. The strength of the developmental influence in Cindy's
role and the absence of any current role conflicts suggests
that Cindy is likely to be successful in her goal to continue
to develop and expand her helping role.

